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WORK ETHIC: MATERIALISM AND THE
AMERICAN FAMILY

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1982
0

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING, FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room 4232, Dirk-
sen Senate Office' Building, commending at 10:15 a.m., Senator
Jeremiah Denton (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Prezent: Senator Hatch (the chairman), and Senator Denton.
Senator DENTON. Good morning.
The hearing of the Subcommittee on Aging Family and Human

Services will come to order.
We are fortunate to have our distinguished chairman of the

Labor and Human Resources Committee, Senator Orrin Hatch
from Utah, who needs, of course, no introduction.

I want to acknowledge his leadership of an extremely difficult
committee. And you can understand the derivation of the term
"difficult" if you were to look at the make up of this committee
which Senator Hatch chairs. He has tremendous responsibilities
and he has overcome great handicaps in making the best of ex-
tremely difficult circumstances.

He also shares a tremendous interest in the issues under the jur-
isdiction of this subcommittee which he has privileged me with
chairing, particularly the issue of family which we are addressing
this morning.

So, it is with pleasure thp. I turn the microphone over to our
chairman.

I understand that son-v of the early witnesses here are from
Utah.

Senator Hatch.
Senator HATcli. Thank you, Senator Denton.
Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you on your continuing efforts to

highlight family life, and to continue to direct our attention to the
importance of maintaining a strong and healthy family atmosphere
in America.

Mr. Chairman, we have a cohort of family scholars who are na-
tionally recognized as leaders in their fields. Two of these experts
are from Utah and are with us this morning: Dr. Wesley Burr and
Dr. Brent Miller.

Dr. Burr is professor of family sciences and sociology at Brigham
Young University. He is also director of the Family Living Center
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at the university. Dr. Burr is the immediate past president of the
Utah Council on Family Relations, and he is currently president of
the National Council on Family Relations. The National Council on
Family Relations is a major organization of family scholars, re-
searchers and educators in America. D. Burr has written numer-
ous articles and books on family life, among other things.

Dr. Brent Miller is associate professor of Family and Human De-
velopment at Utah State University. He is on the board of direc-
tors of the National Council on Family Relations. and is on the edi-
torial board of the Journal of Marriage and the Family. He has
dune family research, and published numerous articles and chap-
ters relating to family study. Most recently he has conducted some
very interesting and important research on teenage pregnancy in
Utah, in an attempt to determine differences in background and
fathily life for teens who are sexually active, from teens who are
not.

Mr. Chairman, I brought a copy of his work on teenage pregnan-
cy which I have autographed for you and I would like you to have
because of your great work in this area.

I know the chairman has a particular interest in adolescent preg-
nancy,. and I have enjoyed working together with him on our ado-
lescent family life program which was adopted by the Congress last
year. I think that was a step in the right direction.

Fo, Mr. Chairman, I am happy to give you that copy of Dr. Mill-
er's study, which I know you will find interesting.

I might mention that another old friend I see out in the audience
here is Dr. Carlfred Broderick. We have been friends for many,
many. years. We are happy to welcome you to the committee too.

I am sure that the chairman is going to enjoy the testimony of
all three of you as well as the other excellent witnesses here today.

So, it is a pleasure to welcome you to the committee and I am
glad I could be here for these few minutes. I have to excuse myself
because of Lhe Judiciary Committee markup and then the markup
on the Budget Committee. I have three other places actually be-
cause the Small Business Committee is holding hearings right now
as well.

So, with that, I appreciate you letting me go first and introduce
my fellow Utahans, and, of course, express my regards to Carlfred.

Mr. Chairman, I am proud of you and I am proud of what you
are doing in these hearings. They are long overdue. Just keep it up.

[Opening statement of Senator Hatch follows:j

OPENING STATEMENI' OF SENATOR HATCH

Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you on your continuing efforts to
highlight family life, and to continue to direct our attention to the
importance of maintaining a strong and healthy family atmosphere
in America. Today's hearing is particularly important because it fo-
cuses on the values which we associate with families, and serves as
a reminder that in our other pursuits in life we must still evaluate
uur progress by hearkening back to our families as a touch stone.
One of our great leaders in Utah in this century was David 0.
McKay, formci- president of the "Mormon" church. He was fond of
say ing, "No other success can compensate for failure in the home."
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In some ways I feel that this is a message around which our hear-
ing this morning.will focus.

I am proud to say that Utah is known nationally as a State
which emphasizes the importance of family life, even in these
times of personal stress and social change. There are many forces
at work which may threaten family stability.

Divorce rates have skyrocketed during the past decade. They are
currently higher than at any previous time and show no signs of
significant decline. However in 1979 the number of marriages in
the United States was higher than at any other time in the Na-
tion's history. Although marriage rates have declined among youn-
ger nevermarried females, remarriage rates among previously di-
vorced individuals remains high. The desire to marry, and to live
in a family situation remains strong across the broad cross section
of American society.

Mean desired family has declined during the past decade, but the
desire to have and raise children continues to be almost universal.
As fertility rates decline we are moving toward a more stable popu-
lation. Smaller numbers of children coupled with a strong desire
for children may mean a larger investment in parenting and devel-
oping a stable family life.

One of the sigmificant sources of potential stress on the family is
in the economic arena. Median family income increased during the
1970's by about 7 percent; however, after adjustment for inflation,
real family income declined about 5 percent. This is the greatest
decline since the end of World War II. With many families faced
with experiencing a real decrease in standard of living, there has
been a significant movement of married women into the work
force. In 1980 over half of the women of working age are in the
work force this includes 52 percent of all wives with children. I
note in passing, however, that working women with preschool chil-
dren are only about 6 percent of the total work force.

Significant numbers of youth remain unemployed and unemploy-
able. This problem is magnified in urban areas and among minor-
ity populations. On the other end of the age spectrum, as fertility
rates decline the median age of the population will continue io rise.
When mandatory retirement age requirements are reevaluated,
larger numbers of older Americans,will be remaining at work.

It is against this background that I welcome the opportunity to
work with my distinguished colleague from Alabama, who chairs
this hearing this morning, as we explore family life today. I look
forward to learning from our witnesses, and I look forward to cor
drilled collaboration with Senator Denton in discovering ways our
Nation's families can be strengthened.

Senator DENTON. Well, it has been a great pleasure to come up
here and join you, Mr. Chairman, in a cause which is just as much
a vital issue as our defense and our economic problems. And it is
only through your courageous support that the Adolescent Family
Life Bill passed your committee unanimously last year, represent-
ing a reversal, in a certain sense, of the trend in Government in-
volvement in the family, which you and I are very happy to see
take place.
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I want to thank you for that and thank you for the book. I am
sure I and my staff will learn a great deal from Dr. Miller and we
look forward to hearing Dr. Miller's testimony this morning as well
as reading his book.

I know you have a busy day.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, the chairman, Senator Hatch, left the hearing.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON

Senator DENTON. It is unusual to compliment one's staff at the
beginning of a hearing, but the witnesses whom have been brought
together, the subject matter which is being examined this morning,
the emphasis, the focus away from some of the other points of em-
phasis which have been all too prevalent to those which have been
put together this morning, make me feel as if this may be one of
the most significant hearings I will participate in as a Senator.

So, not only do I want to congratulate those staff members of
mine who have put this together, I want to congratulate those of
you who are here this morning and thank the witnesses for
com ing.

So, to say the leest I am pleased to be chairing this hearing on
the work ethic: Materialism and the American family.

I want to say parenthetically that the choice of that title deliber-
ately addresses one side of the work ethic and famil:: relationship
biasing this discussion, more in the direction of the materialistic
aspect because there has been sufficient, perhaps more than suffi-
cient, emphasis on the need for dual wage earners in the family.
We are going to take a look at the limits of that need and what the
tradeoffs are this morning, looking at it from the standpoint of two
extremes of the problem.

We will examine the complex subject of stresses on the modern
family, particularly those occasioned either directly or indirectly by
the attractions of the work force and by the demands of the work
force. We will actually be viewing the problem from the two ex-
tremes: First, a situation of dual wage-earning parents and the
effect of 4.-hat situation on family relationships, and, second, dealing
with the other extreme, the nonworking recipient of public assist-
ance within the family context.

Between these two extremes are many different arrangements,
especially including the widespread situation in which a single
parent, capable of supplying economic sufficiency to himself or her-
self and the children, is the single and successful breadwinner for
the family while also fulfilling the parental role. I have, of course,
nothing but admiration for that breadwinner because he or she has
no choice. But for a useful simplicity of approach and to take care
of the dearth of emphasis in this area, we are going to deal with
the two extremes around that subject area.

It is not a simple issue. Inflation has certainly taken its toll on
the purchasing power of today's household. There is no doubt that
v:e must turn the economy around to improve the situation, espe-
cially for those most hard hit, the poor of this country.

On the other hand, there are those in this society who strive to
live in a certain extravagance which requires both parents in the
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family to work. I am not talking about those dual wage-earning
families that must have both father and mother working simply to
survive or to enjoy what one might consider as a certain condition
of dignity. In essence the word "survive" means all those things.
1-;ut I am referring to a notion that is frequently promoted by much
of the media, namely the consumer syndrome that we have, which
more or less amounts to "more is better."

I am concerned that the integrity of the family is being compro-
mised by the drive to "get ahead." I am concerned that many fami-
lies in their quest for an ever-higher material standard of living
are making tradeoffs which, in the long term, may not strengthen,
but weaken, the family as a unit. These tradeoffs are to forego time
with their children and husband or wife in order to obtain that
second income.

Today 45 percent of all mothers with children under the age of fi
are working outside the home. This rate has tripled in three dec-
ades, and during that time it has increased most among the middle
class.

Are children who have all the material benefits of both parents'
incomes, but little time with their parents, really better off?

From the suicides of wealthy people, it seems to be proved that
money cannot purchase better human beings, cannot purchase hap-
piness, perhaps especially it cannot purchase happy children.

We may be losing sight of what makes human beings human,
what makes them happy. What makes human beings really human
and not animals is the passage of love and the need to love and
communicate that love and the need to receive it in kind. This
cannot be bought thoroughly in the day-care program no matter
how much money the Government pours into it. For the all-impor-
tant responsibility of rearing children, there has never been a soci-
ety on Earth which has found a substitute for the family.

In that regard, I hope those of you who happeu to disagree with
this approach will keep in mind some of the indirect results which
we will not address today, but which might be established as re-
sults of unhappy or nonfunctioning families. There is not only the
juvenile crime rate, but the adult crime rate; the fact that only
one-eighth of our youth have got enough sense of responsibility to
register for the draft; the fact that we have so much drug addic-
tion; the fact that we have so much loss of drive in terms of the
work ethic.

The welfare system, day-care centers, juvenile delinquency insti-
tutions, cannot substitute for the family in raising a child.

Many of the family's historical responsibilities have recently
been assumed by the state. The enormous growth of our welfare
state is recent in the history of this Nation. The strength of Ameri-
can society has come from families' awareness that they are work-
ing together and helping one another. Parents took care of their
own children and later in their lives their children took care of
them. What might be called the modern welfare state has removed
much of that awareness of loving and being loved and working to-
gether and has removed much of the sense of responsibility. Chil-
dren no longer have the privilege of caring for their parents and
many parents, it seems, would like the state to care for their chil-
dren.
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I have had personal experience with that. When the upper
middle class students at the Armed Forces Staff College grew ac-
customed to the Defense Department, paying for day-care centers,
some of their those wives weren't going out and working. Now, not
all of them were this way, but there was a minority that were.
They were going out and playing golf or playing bridge or having a
noon cocktail party.

I am not talking about the people in need. I am talking about the
people who are losing a sense of responsibility, of self-accountabil-
ity, of accountability for their children.

My concern about bur current welfare program is twofold:
First, there is much evidence that, on balance, instead of

strengthening the American family, it weakens it;
Second, it weakens our national economy.
Social welfare programs now consume more than 50 percent of

the Federal budget. In 1960 it was less, well less than 30 percent.
Outlays for these programs have more than tripled in the last 10
years, rising from $104.6 billion in 1972 to $364.2 billion in 1982.

President Reagan has proposed transferring many welfare
grams back to the States. My State's Governor, Governor Fob
James of Alabama, a Democrat, has said that the States should
take over more of this responsibility because they can provide serv-
ices better and mor,?, cheaply at the tate level. He believes that if
the people of an individual State see a real need, they would rather
give the same tax dollar to the State government rather than the
Federal Government because the State can give them a better
product for 60 cents or 70 cents to the dollar. In any event, mis-
managed or wasteful spending at either the Federal or State level
damages the economy.

They are using terms of "mismanage or wasteful spending." We
are not saying spending that is needed. After all, you have to judge
a government, particularly a democratic wealthy country by the
quality of care it gives to its poor and needy. I am not questioning
that. I am talking about wasted or mismanaged money and we
can't afford it now with the deficit we have.

In addition to weakening our economy, a consequence of this un-
controlled spending has been to make millions of families wards of
the state. Without these excesses, many of the families now de-
pendent on the Government would have been self-reliant. We actu-
ally create incentives for people not to work. The absolute econom-
ic necessity of our times is, where possible, to reinstill self-reliance.

Parts of our federally sponsored welfare programs are designed
in such a way that poor people who choose to work have less
income than if they had depended entirely on Federal aid. And in
this respect, although I am united with our President, I am aware
that Franklin Delano Roosevelt had to apply a relatively coarse so-
lution to a situation in the 1930's in which the Government with-
out doubt was not instilling enough compassion into the freedom of
enterprise system. Ronald Reagan, in having to forcefully apply
standards to overspending, is aware that business, which is the
source of employs lent, source of productivity, source of what the
Constitution refers to as the general welfare in the economic sense,
has been overregulated, has been overtaxed. And now Ronald

1 0



Reagan, who oted fur Roosevelt four times and was a union orga-
nizer in his time, sees that we have to free that up a little bit.

So, in spite of all the unity I have with him, I am not sure that
in his course of approachand this is something that perhaps will
come out in some of the testimony this morningwe have applied
a sufficiently accurate analysis, a precise enough parameter to this
work incentive question, in a manner in which we are going at the
welfare issue.

Government money, though necessary in many cases, cannot as a
rule purchase a stronger family for any society. It is not surprising
that as Government expenditures on social .welfare increase, our
concerns over the family and who is taking care of the Nation's
children have also increased. In short, welfare is part of the prob-
lem. We must restore the American family to a position of sellsult
ficiency.

Nut unconnected with the problem is this one of teenage preg-
nancy. Few people would advocate that it is efficacious for an un-
married I3-year-old girl to become pregnant. The presence or lack
of prmence of the family in that decisiomnaking process on her
part is historical in the sense of the statutory rape laws which
haw been in effect fur hundreds of years, in which the assumpCion
is made that a 1:f or 11-year-old girl is not mature enough to make
that judgment considering its consequences.

So, I have no bashfulness whatever in backing Secretary
Schweiker on his requiring that there be parental notification
within 10 days after a young girl is issued, at our tax expense, and
with whatever indoctrination they gave that childexclusive of pa-
rental participation in terms of movies and so forthwhen they
start issuing that girl IUD's or birth control pills, with the physio-
logical and psychulugical consequences imolved in that decision
and that usage, I have nu problem with supporting Secretary
Schweiker and I have done so in terms of the overall problem.

I would like to thank Dr. Miller for his book and assure him that
I will read it carefully and it will be required reading fur my staff.

At this point we will insert the prepared statement of Senator
Humphrey in the record.

[The statement referred to follows:I

PREPARED StAtt.MIA I 1 SIAATtolt tiotttRIN J lii wiluvr. A U S SLNATott FRuM
Ati: or NEW I IAMPSII:RE

C:...qttltall. I regret that tunflmting tununittee responsibilities pre% ent, sne
froia attending this morning's hearing on The Work Ethu., Materialism mind the
Anierumn Famil, You hit,e gatlic red a most dit,tingtilAed grOUIP of %V ttnemcb to dis
,uss tlu problems ...aused the (omit:, 1),, the etonumit and the e.urk related Aresses
in our ,otiet,, i.ungratulatc fur hubling d hearing un thu, must important sub
pet and I look fomard t riniewing the testimony from the hearing

Senator DENTON. The first panel of witnesses is Dr. Wesley Burr
and Dr. Brent Miller.

Please come forward, gentlemen.
As Senator Hatch indicated, Dr. Burr is president of' the Nation-

al Council on Family Relations and Dr. Mi:ler is from the depart-
ment of family and human development, Utah State University.

Dr. Burr, if you would proceed with your opening statement, we
will then ask Dr. Miller fbr his, and ask you both a few questions.

1
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Again, welconw to our hearing this morning.

STATEMENTS OF DR. WESLEY BURR, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON FAMILY RELATIONS; AND DR. BRENT MILLER, DE-
PARTMENT OF FAMILY AND IIUMAN DEVELOPMENT, UTAII
STATE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Beim. Thank your Senator. It is a pleasure to be here. I ap-

preciate the invitation.
I have prepared a written summary of my remarks which I

would like to submit for the record. Rather than read them on a
word for word basis, I would like to summoriz. much of them.

I notice that some of your comments from your senatorial point
of view agree, even in the selection of some of the words, with what
I will say from the point of view of a social scientist.

Before I get into the statement, the message that I would like to
leave, I would like to comment that I guess I am glad that I am the
first witness in the hearing because I want to address the issues
from a fairly broad perspective with large brush strokes, so to
speak, sort of laying a foundation. So, I am not going to deal with
very much specific research data, but rather with some ideas that I
think would be very helpful in considering the many issues that
you have outlined for us.

I would like to center my remarks around four main points. The
first two I think I can go through relatively quickly oral:y.

The first one is that the family is more than just a valuable re-
source or a nice institution to have around. I v.ant to argue from a
social science point of view that it is absolutely indispensible and
something which we must give more care to than we have in the
past.

I noticed in your introductory remarks that you made the same
point. And I have argued, I think quite resourcefully in my written
document, that from a sociological, from a psychological point of
view, that we need not even have the argument about whether we
should have the family system. The argument is what can we do to
have an effective and strong family system that will accomplish
the functions which apparently only a family type institution can
perform.

As you indicated in vet:: upening statement,, many of the func-
tions that the family traditionally perform have been taken over
by social agencies. Much of that is, I think,, because they can be
done better by the social agencies. So, there are many social scien-
tists todaymost, I thinkwho are not at all concerned that many
of the functions have been taken over by the agencies.

What that leaves us with is a family institution that is a much
more specialized organization and we do not know of any kind of
social institution that can take over certain of the functions of the
family. And those are some to which you have alluded, especially
meeting the deeper emotional needs of the people involved, which
you just can't do in a secondary kind of relationship. It has to be a
primary and long-term relationship.

Assuming that we agree that the family isn't on its way out and
couldn't be, a second point that I would like to establish is that the
family is in serious difficulty in our society and it is increasingly

I '2
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serious with the tripling of the divorce rate in the last several dec-
ades, not because that is a root problem, but rather because it is a
symptom of the underlying basic problems in the family and in
other segments of our society that are related to the family proc-
esses. The amount of violence, the abuse, the illegitimacy, et
cetera, illustrate the terrifically serious problem in our family in-
stitution. And you have commented on some of those points too.

So, since the media has been so effecti 'n communicating to us
ail in the country how serious our family problems are, I don't
want to take the time to document that point, but I want to take
the time to establish it because these first two points establish
those assumptions on which my later points rest.

The third thing that I want to deai with today is what I think
are some of the sources of stress, economically related sources of
stress, in the family system.

By way of preface to this third part I would like to comment that
there are many things going on in our society that are not serious
problems, like, for example, women being involved in a work world
outside of the home is not by itself a serious problem. There has
been a great deal of research simulated since World War II on the
correlates of women being employed outside of the home. And
when you add it all upthere have been hundreds of studies
when you add it all up, the conclusion that emerges is that by itself
female employment outside of the home is not related to.any either
pathological or very healthful factors. It is just not a factor which
should continue to conceta us.

How we manage female employment outside of the home, what
we do with it, the factors that are associated with it, are very im-
portant factors. Let me give you an example of that.

The choice of whether to go outside of the home or stay and
whether the husband wants the wife outside of the house or in are
two ery important factors in the effects of female employment. If
the woman goes outside of the home and she doesn't want to, then
we are introducing a serious factor. If she can't go out of the home
and wants to it is a very serious factor. But it is the matter of
being able t:, .hoose one's lifestyle that is the important factor
rather than the actual goal in the employment world.

I could deal with some other areas which are not problems, but
rather than do that I would like to focus now on what I think is a
ery serious problem in terms of the economic roles. And to do that
I would like to go fairly closely to the written word here.

I think there is a pattern in the American life that is gradually
being understood better, and the evidence is suggesting that it may
be a much more important factor than we have previously realized.
It is also very difficult to define. But I think the way that it would
be best understood in this context is to harken back to an idea in-
troduced to us by Aristotle 2,500 years ago irk his work on ethics.
Ile called the idea the "Golden Mean." In a nut shell it is that the
good life is obtained best with regard to most thingsthere being
qualifiers thereby staying in the middle of the road and avoiding
the extremes. And this can be applied especially to the areas of life
that involve time, effort and energy.
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It is not an effective idea when we are trying to deal with the
ethical and mural issues. Honesty and physical abuse are not best
done in moderation.

But things that involve time, effort and energy are best, most ef-
ficient, most wisely done, in moderation. This is especially true in
the work force. We can spend so much time on the job that it can
interfere with the other aspects of our life or too little time on the
job so that we are not accomplishing what we need to to sustain us
economically.

Of course, you talked about both of those extremes also in your
opening remarks.

The point I want to suggest, at.d it is the main point I would like
to leave at this hearing, is that I think there is a pattern in our
society. In fact, it was interesting to me that you used again some
of the very words that I wanted to Lige and I am coming at it as a
social scientist point of view. But there is a pervasive view in our
society that more is better. The more education people can get, the
better. The higher wages, the better. The more we can reduce costs
and monthly bills, the better. The more we can have in invest-

ents and savings, the better. One car is not enough. We need two,
and then we need three. A small screen TV is not enough. We need
a larger one, and then a very large screen with remote controls,
video recorder, video camera, et cetera.

What I think we need to do is to pause and realize that the un-
derlying mentality, which is pervasive in this cultural heritage
that we have acquiredand you can't find its origins in a clear
kind of way. It is just something we have inherited as a culture. It
is a part of our American way, but it is a part that we need to
weed out. This excesse overconcern of material acquisition is very
contrary to the Aristotle "Golden Mean" idea. And I think that
that ethic, that value, that orientation in our American society, is
a serious problem that creates unbelievable stresses on families.

It is nart of the problem that brings about results of divorce and
child Ause and neglect. It is part of the problem that brings about
the.problems that we focus on so often in Government circles. But
what we have been focusing on very frequently are the end results
of the root problem, not what I think is the more root issue, which
is this overattention to materialistic things.

My time is passing. I would like to summarize with three brief,
bui I think important, more specific recommendations in the
fourth:part of what I want to say.

First, I would like to recommend that steps be taken to somehow
inure realistically and effectiNely take into account the implications
of legislation and polic'es un our indispensible national resource of
ram ilies.

It may be that you ought to have another set of hearirgs to Jeal
with the method by which we evaluate the effects of legislative pro-
grams un family kinds of issues and somehow establish a better
nwehanisto, nut with another ofrice or bureau or department, but
somehow to create the sensitivity you need there.

The second recommendation is that I would hope that as a result
of this hearing and whateer impact those of us in this room can
hat e on other people, that we will take into account the long-term
effea, in this ealuation process. Too many of our programs and
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policies have been short-termwise and long-term-foolish. The cure
has been worse than the illness, to use a saying that really very
seriously describes the problem.

The welfare programs are a good example of this. The marriage
tax kind of policies is another example of this, that is now being

,corrected finally, but at great cost to our social failure.
The final recommendation that I would like to make is that in

whatever is done in further hearings with regard to these issues,
that we take into account the more subtle, less visible aspects of
the economic and family connection. And there I am talking about
the emotional needs of our people, the needs which are more basic
and vital for finding purpose and meaning and love, belonging,
being connected to other people. Sometimes we get so carried away
with those easily visible things. We do this as social scientists too.
We do it in the Government. We need to correct our pattern be-
cause we get so carried away with the inflation and unemployment
rate and focus on those, and our attention to them and the pro-
grams we arrived at after deliberations systematically exclude the
attention to the more human, emottonal bonding kinds of processes
that if not well handled, are extremely serious problems.

I think that much of what we are defining as social problems in
our society today have much of their root at not enough attention
to these factors.

.,My time is gone, so I will stop with those recommendations.
[The prepared stat.mtent of Dr. Burr and responses to questions

submitted to -hirn follows:1
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Work RELATED STRESSES IN AMERICA,: FAMILIES

By

Wesley R. Burr PhO

I'm pleased to be here to discuss MIA Of the economically based stresses on
American faollies and several ideas about wales of dealing with these problems.

I'd like to organize this presentation around four main topics. First' I'd like
to demonstrate that the family institution is more than merely an important nationai
resource. It is an absolutely essential component of a society that is based on
freedom and democratic proc ssss 7:--1W7xistence of civillmation as we know it is
dependent on having healthy family institution. Or, said differently, it is much
more than a cliche to say that, as goes the family---so goes society.

The second point I wilt esteblish is that the contemporary family institution is
in serious difficulty. This wili be the shortest part of my presentation because the
increasingly desporate plight of our family system can be documented with several
briefly stated facts, and these conditons have received so much coverage in the media
in recent years that they are widely understood, as the very occurence of these
hearings demonstrates.

I will then explore several of the factors that are contributing to tha difficulties
'families are experiencing...the causes of some of the stresses on the fanily system.
Since a large number of factors are relevant and many of them are interrelated in
contributing to stresses en the family, I will limit this analysis to several of the
stresses that are created by economic, or work-related factors, since that is the area
of primary concern in these hearings.

I will conclude with several recommendations about strategies that seem helpful
and feasible im trying to ameliorate these problems. In making these Suggestions. I
will try to be sensitive to the long-term effects of these proposals, rather than lust
the short-term effects. I will do this because I think that many of our previous
attempts to deal with these difficulties, bo.h in governzent and in the private sector,
have been well intentioned but only ffective as short-term solutions. Many of them
have created new anforseen problems directly or indirectly, and sometimes they have
not even been effective long-term solutions to the problems they were designed to
correct. In fact, as I will demonstrate, part of our current challenge is to find
ways to undo some of the damage created by earlier 'solutions'.

FART It THE FAMILY IS AN INDISPENSABLE NATURAL RESOURCE

As We try to effectively manage natural resources in this great nation, we have
graduully learned that different resources need to be managed in different ways. For
xample, we learned about a century ago that our forests were a limited resource, but
that they are renewable in a generation or two, and we have developed rather effective
management strategies fcr this and many other renewable resources. We have also
learned, in the last decade or two, that we have limited and non-renewable resources
in areas such as energy and ozone, and we need to deal with these differently. We
are only beginning to understand that social systems such as the family institution
are a different kind of resource and they need unique strategy of management. Many
hay, assumed, for example, that the family institution is a hand-me-down method of
doing things that could probably be replaced with a better system, such as doing
away, with marriage anti famiiy life ICasler, 0741 or replacing them with somo agency
fanded by the government. I'd like to take several minutes to demonsirate, in what
I think is incontrovertable data and logic, that the fanil instltotion if an absolutely
essential mart of our social fabr c In fact it is one o the nest baste r6uird=7-1
stones ipon wnicn oroanizeo anO -ivilired feS,'s and tnat I. zannot be eliminated
frrra tairriapCaTITTiistituFlor"==nd it can and snou7rbe somilihS7733ainen to
accomodate to new technuiogles and new social conditions. ,ut the basic ingredients of
our family System, such as marriage, parenthood, thildrood, emotional bonding, long-

Testimony given on March 2, 082 befcre the Senate Subcommittee on Aging, Family and
Hunan Services, ln a hearing on the 30r4 Ethic. Materialism and the American Family.
Appreciation is expressed to severs/ co/Leagues who shared their ideas any resources
in preparing this testimony, especlaily to Thomas CeLong. Margaret Hoopes, Reba Keele,
Parley Newman, and 'Lune Porter.

it Or. Surr ts the president of the gational Council on Family Relations. and also
professor of Family Sciences and Director of to! Faniii living Center at Brigham
Young University.
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term commitment, selfless giving, kinship ties. legally ainding domestic relationships,
and inter-generational ties are so essential that the welfare of our current society
and our survival as a civilization is dependent on them. . . and we would be well
advised to give more attention to how we manage them.

Sociolomical Reasons We Heed the Family fnstitution

Sociologists have determined that there are a number of essential functions that
must be met if a society is to centinue (Parsons. I951: Winch. 1971) . For example,
a society must find SORG method of replacing the individuals in it, because they
inevitably age and die. Also, human infants are unable to initially care for their
personal needs. and society has to find a method of providing such necessities as
food, water, shelter, and nurturance for infants and children. /t must also create
a system for teaching the children what it means to be humans how to talk, reason.
think, feel, and how to provide the necessities for life. Some of the other needs
a society must cope with are the need for managing people so they can live in enough
peace that they won't eliminate each other, and how to adapt to the changes that are
necessary with new technology, climatic changes, and social innovations.

All of us recognize that we have created social institutions to perform these
essential functions. We have created governments to provide order, and we have created
schools tohelp young people learn the things they need to learn to survive In life. In
addition, we have organized many other social institutions, such as a ctImplex medical
system to cope with illnesses and accidents that threaten lives and happiness.

The institutions of mwriage and family life perform several of the vital social
functions. Lt. Is these systems that are responsible for the orderly replacement of
people through birth, and these systems are the ones which provide .or the nurturance
and early training.of children. It is also these systems which meet a large number
of the emotional and psychological needs of people at all ages by providing love and
acceptance and understanding. ft is in marriage and the family where people are cared
for and Loved and accepted. and where they create the bonds with others and commitments
and service that meet their deepest and most delicate and sensitive emotional needs.
and none of our other institutions are designed so they can effectively perform these
functions. The key point here is that when these needs are not met people experience
many forms of aberration in startling rates, Including mental and physical illness
(Frankel. Oils Kahn. 1911) and earlier death (Lynch. 1977).

tt is interesting to speculate about whether it would be possible to create a
different Social institution which could effectively perform the functions that are
performed by marriage and family life. What would the new social institution be like?
How would it function?

Some have suggested thee communes would be more effective than families. This
view was so popular in the 1940s that thousands of people flocked to what they thought
were utopian new systems to replace the 'defective' family system. Research in the
1970's and 1910's suggests that these communal systems cannot effectively meet the
needs of even a small segment of a soc-etYs They can last for a short period of time
if they have a strong, charasmatic leader, or if there is a dominant ideological view
to hold them together for a whale, but a cormune is too large and complex a social unit
to be the basic buildang block of a society. People relate in a long-term, intimate
manner with a very few people, and communces quickly divide into factions. Men and
women pair off with their biological children in sub-sets that quickly re-create the
basic pattern of husband and wife (with occasional polygamous arrangements1 and
their biological children beang the basic unit. These units then form ties with their
immediate kin, such as parents and uncles and aunts. Communes are clearly not the
answer.

There have been numerous other experiments +here societies or cultures have tried
to replace marriage and family life. One ef the most publicized of these is the Kibbutz
pattern that was begun in the early 1900's (Spiro. 195)1. The original settlers of the
kibbutz dented to do away entirely with marriage and family life, but their dream has
not dorked. As new generations have been born and reared in this style of life, they
g-adually want to re-adopt the family and aarital institutions. The parents in the
kibbutz have a unique bonds with their b.ological children, and they have begun to
gradually wint more and more responslo.lity for rearang and guiding their children.
Also, members nave begun to ask to have special ceremonies, much like weddings. when
they decide they want to share their Laving quarters with a partner. rt is likely that
before the kibbutz experiment Is a century old, despite the ideologically estreem vaews
of its founders, the members will have completeiy re-created the institutions of
marriage and family life.

.17
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The cormunist xperthents in ausipa and China have followed similar patterns.
when. the Bolshevik revolution occurred in Russia in 1517, the party that eventuallygained control relied on the social philosophies of Farxand Engels 0102) in decidingthat the family institution is an undesirable obstacle to social progress. They reasonedthat t.he important social unit should be the state, and that the family institutionwould be an archaic source of intrfrence. They therefore passed laws which mad.
marriage and divorce mere matters of registering with an offic, and they adopted
policies that would gradually Ithinate family lif. However, within two decadesthey realized the tLL ounded nathre of their policies, and they admitted that thwelfare of their society depended on family units. They could not invent institutionsthat would ffectively replace marriage and family life. The result was that theyreversd their policies and laws in the 1.930s and have sine* ncouraged stthle
marriage and family life (Geiger. ISC)

Several conclusions emerge front this sociological analysis of marital and familyInstitutions. One obvious conclusion is that societies cannot last without the social
institutions of marriage and the farsily. They would disintegrate by not having an
orderly method of getting new people and not meeting the needs of th people or thesociety. Thus having some form 91 a family systes is absolutly ssential.

Another conclusion is that people from Plato to (arx hav tried to invent othersystems to replace the family, and they have tried to call their inventions somethingother than marriage and family. It is impossiblel .lust Me the animal that haswebbed feed and a flat bill. They can :all it something Is if they choose, but itis still a duck! People can argue all they want that they can replace the family,or that the world is flat, or that ducks don't quack. but time. xperience. andsoholarly analysis all argue that the real quackery is in not recognizing thecentral role of the family in socity.

Psychological ReasonS We :heed th Family Institution

There ar many psychological reasons that marriage and family life are the bestway to organize humanity; and that the substithtes (such as orphanages, welfare, andbeing single) are, at best, dismal and unsatisfying alternatives
aronfethrennor and his colleagues (IBTSI long-tera studies of how childrendevelop in different nations has demonstrated that there are several things that arclential it we ars to raise healthy, well-adjusthd children. Some of thes essntialsare well understood things such as gcod nutrition and proper exercis and the

opportunity to learn and grow. One of the other essentia/s, however, is not asuniversally understood. It is that thildren need to hav people who care for t.hem 'n'non-rational' ways. They need adults who are so wrapped up in the child, so attached
to the child, $o wild about the child that the child is deeply loved---loved in a waythat cannot b bought at any monetary price. In ronfenbrenner's words, the key adultsin the child's life need to be so crazy about th child that they truly care, and arewitting to nurture, tend, help. assist, nurse. guide. encourage. watth, and invest ofthemsIves in ways they only will if their relationship Li centered around non-economdcnon-rational, non-commercial, non-butiness, and non-paycheck types of things. It hasto be an emotional oorait.oent that comets from committing one's self to values and goalsand beliefs that connect the child to th adults in a type of bond that is unique tohumans. inz call it *parenthood. tt happens when a man and wonan come together as onein body, spirit, mind and life, and they invest thensolvos Ln each other and theirchildren. It is ort, whn we have thes ingredients that we have the optthal conditions
for creating health4 human beings. And, it is not just the children that need thes
Pro . It Is only when thes conditions xist for the adults too that they can betruly fulfilled and experience mh joy and development that Life can offer.

It is important to realize that when marriages are terminated through divorce,
abus and other forms of instability many of the intricate and complex and delicateconditions that are essential An the husband-wife and th parent-thild relationshipar shattered. While it is possible to make-do with substituts through remarriage,
the ties with the two parents are fragmented at the child tries to move from one tothe other. And, attempts to create new and deeply meaningful relationships with the
strangers their parents marry are difficult and frequently ineffective. Tt is second-best, and it leaves permanent scars on veryone involved.

Thes are soma of the psythological reasons that carriage nd family lit ar
isPortant and why they are clearly the aEST way to live life! And, whin the psvtholoeicalarLi socLologies1 reasons are zon.bineJ we have a conclus s at liTant-ra-i strongin focist4 ea 7%7 reasoning Mat shouid help us urraTirt7-and-Egat trie faTsi.7system is an indisponsthle national resource that needs attention---considerably moreattention than it has had in the past.
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PART II; THE AMER/CAN FAMILY IS IN SERIOUS TROUBLE

It is not necessary to spend much time documenting that family life in America
is in serious trouble. The media have bombarded us so much with the chaos of our
time th3t It is common knowledge. It is, however, important to demonstrate that
even though the media tend to sensationalize 3nd dramatize, this is an area where
the message th3t 'we have a problem' is saturate.

The number of divorces in the United States has tripled in the last two
decades, and over one million marriages have been terminated each year since MS.
The problem this demonstrates is not divorce itself. /t is the shattering of Ries,
hearts. relationships. meaning and purpose. The only insulation 3g4inst divorce not
being an overwhelming crisis is to not care deeply. and that would be a more serious
problem.

Over three million children are involved in the shattering of their home ach
year. and it is only a small minority of children that live their whole childhood
with both of their biologic31 parents. Literally millions of our youth are moving
back and forth between t,o or more homes, as pawns and as almost-ormhans with life-
styles that are confusing and tragic. -

Recent studies show that millions of f3mi1ies xperience the pSychological and
physical trauma of physical abuse of one form or another. As Sir3us, Gelles and
Steinmetz document. 'each year lh the United States. at least siX million men. women,
and children are victims of severe physical att3ck at the hands of their spouses or
parents (19711.And. these are the AmOoACS that can be identified with the crude tools
of the social sciences. There is undoubtedly much more that is not detected.

The number of children that are born outside of marriage. where they wil). only
have one individual to care for them has increased over 4001 since World War /I
(Public Health Service, 126$1. This represents an unbelievable cost in the quality
of human life. Oh. lt is possible for a single parent to rear children alone. as
an increasing number Are doing, and it is possible to get along with one log or
learn to get along without sight or hearing. Never desirabie or ideal. and always
second-best, but possible.

This brief review of some of the more obvious problems in the Amerioan family
system is a look at the symptoms....not the base problem or set of prOblems. It Is not
the root of the problems. It is like the physician t3iiing the temperature of a patient
and learning that the body has an illness. It is looking st the spots on the skin of
thu measles patient. It is the sneeze or runny nose of the common cold. And. this
le3ds to questiOns such as. . . what is the illness? What is it that 3fflicts the
family system that le3ds to these outer symptons of a serious illness? And. this
leads to the third part of what / want to say.

PART IlIs SOUP= OF STRESS

I want to preface this part of my comments by recognizing that there 3re so many
"complexities and subtleties ln the str sssss on contemporary family living that it
would be impossible to even begin to analyze them all. It would even be impossible
to analyze all of the economic or wor)-related sources of difficulty.

Also. and this is also by way of pref3ce. I think it is important to identify
several phenomena that many have suspected 3r. stressful th3t d3t3 show Are not sources
of stress. And. several of the things that t want to identify as benign phences ,a have
been rather widely touted .n the media and pop psychology later3ture as serio u. sourCes
of difficulty.

One of the areas where there ls an illfounded concern is the ntry of women into
the tailor force. and its :lose cOuSin the du31-c3reer family. I think that there has
now been enough research on the effects of dual careers and female employment to
conclude that they are not 'roots' to family problems. They are not, by themselves,
phenomena that should cause concern. Oh, it is true Chat they do cause certain
adjustments ln the management of family llie, but it Ls a matter of trading one set
of adjustments fo a different but fairly equal set. It Ls choosing problems and
benefits A and 5 rather than C and D. A and 5 are not better or worse, lust a
little different iltapoport and Rapiport. 1971, 19711 Gross et al., 1910: Corr, 1910:
and Moss, 1941).

:n tact, to persue this just a little more. WO need to realize that women were
highly invoiyed .n the economic aspects of families and society Long before the Pilgrims
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started their colony A few (ears ago, and they have been ever since. And. husbands and
wives have read "desi :erect's' long before that tere oecane popular about a decade ago.
The issue is that Our irdustrial and poet-industrial soctety has made It necessary for
People ta xperience sone of their careers outside th hone. and people have to find
ways to ;eagle several simuLtaneoes careers that re perforeed in different physicai
locatsons, some at =se and others where they punch a clocx or have oh xecutive
restrodio

Tee research is sow sebst.rxt.al in sheet:1g that female employment outside the
heee bY itself, makes no substiantial defference on anything, even though several
closely related factors lo. For exampie. if the woman has to 'go to work' and doesn't
want to 3r can't 'go to wore' when lbe wants to. or if the husband is distressed ay
her employment or lack of it . . that :sakes a big difference an what happens infamilies The factor. though, teat is Important as the 'tatter of freedom or choice ft isthe abellty to choose Ones lifestyle that eves the difference Orden and 3rathurn,
1.363/ Rawlings and eye. 1973). 1

There are Other factors that sect think are !tr.:1330LS than re probably net
(Kantor. Dee, Barnett et al.. 107S. Gross. 1910, Per:. 1910, but rather than
spend all of my time on the factors that don't make a difference, let's shift to
some tha : think do.

Thre a pattern in American life that is gradually being understood better,
and vidence is suggesting that it may be much more important than we have previously
realised. It Is intrieately tied to our economic roles and to family iife. and the
many connections of thes two Important parts of our lives. it is not, however one
of the more obvious economic problems that we hear so much about, such as inflateon,
unemployeent, labor diVeltes, foreign competition. or even labor correption. it is
an economic and family issue, but it doesn't deal with intrest rates or food orshelter.

The probles is also difficult to define. Perhaps, it can be best seen by using
an idea developed over two sullen/a ago by Aristotl in his writings on ethics. I)ecalld the ecle th 'Golden Mean'. Irifly. it Is that with eost things w ar better
oft 3 stayeng rich the niddle-of-the-road than going to an extreme. The good life Ls
maximezed rhee peopie avoid excesses and strive for moderation. This principle is the
east relevant when dealing with aspects of life that use time. eneroy or effort. Thus.in spending tiro on tne job. It is usually best to devote a moderate attention to our
wore, not too little and not too much. Most people could noe get by very veil if they
only worked an hour or two a weex, and at the opposite extreme few could have a well-
rounded and wholesore WA if they spent 100 hours a week on the Job. It is the same
when we try to manage all of the other aspects of our lives that demand time. energyare ffort. lie can spend too little or too much time with friends. in recreation.
in meditatiOn. in reading. etc. We can be too clos to our relatives, or so distant
that there is an unnecessary loss, and we can devote too much time to our children or
neglect them.

It is also helpful to think about where th Golden Mean doesn't apply. it isn't
very esell. when We are dealing with moral imperatives. since being honest or fir are
best done zompletely rathr than in eoderation. and moat of us will get along better if
we avoid robber/ and assaalt ceepletely .rather than use there in moderation. It is
when we are dealing'With time, energy and effort that the Golden mean is a useful
Princeple.

Aristotle's idea Is a connon-sense nOtiOn, but that shouldn't lead us to dismissit. The law Of gravity and modern uses of lectricity are also cenveon-sense, but they
art oar/ useful. The ralue in Aristotle's idea, and my reason for harkening back to it
in this hering is that there are sere economic and family related Phenomena in our
society where we seem to eare lost sight of it. and re would be well infor-ed to ante,it. Let tot be tore specific.

There is a pervasive view in our soc.ety that 'sore is better'. The sore educationpeeple can get the better. The higher wages can b the better. The mare we can reduce
costs and tonthly bills the better. The more we can have in investments and savings thebetter. One ear ts net enough. lee need two, and then WO need three. A small screen Teis not **clean. sro need a 23' and then a 26" screen, with remote controls, and then we
need e larae-screen. and 3 video reCorder. and a video camera. etc., etc. We need to
pause, and to notiee. that the underlying Rentaluty of this part of eee 'American war
3nd re need to admit that it is the American way. is inconsistent with tee .1olden mean.eni. the main taint that I wart to sake today LS that t8 1.3 A not' cAUSE F Mei
Tee eiFF:VeLT:Ie fe :%La LCOt.C:11:: AND FAMIL, 3yhtfeS, f lest that in th long run,and in tn. aspects 2: /ire that eean the -cot, this is lute 'ore serious ercteee than



inflation and unemployment combined. It IS Ignored, misunderstood, and undorappreciated;
but in its quiet menacing way it is more serious; and it is extracting a much more
devastating toll in our society than what we call poverty. being underprivileged, high
interest rates, and many other problems that get more press.

In more plain terms, what is the problem that I'm focusing on? It is the over
COncern with economic values. It it the compulsion in our society to strive for
aterial posessions while giving only lip service to same aore weighty parts of life.
It is when a mother leaves the influence she can have on an emerging life and pursues
faze and fortune in the work world. It is when she leaves the care of Chia life to
those who perfora a minimal and unemotionally charged service for barter. It is when
a friend I know, who is satisfied with his modest profeasorial salary, donates royalties
from books he has written to others and his friends cannot. for the life of them,
understand what is going on. It is when the father in a family makes a deliberate
choice to move up the management ladder, and he knows that to do it he will sacrifice
true depth in his relationships with his wife and children. It is when art and beauty
and meeting each other's motional needs are sacrificed, knowingly or unknowingly, for
imagined pots of gold at the end of the 'career world rainbow.

What are the costs of this traditional 'American way" of doing things? (And I
don't mean to imply that everything about the American style of life is pathological.
I'm just focusing on Chia one part of oui cultural heritage.) What is the loss? Again,
it is easy to focus on the outer, visible things such as food and shelter, a marriage
license or divorce decree, the number of children we have, and whether they graduate
from college, and which college they attend. It is more difficult to identify the more
subtle and less visible parts of life Chat perhaps matter more, and are the areas of
life that are devastated, perhaps sacrificed' is a better word, by our overemphasis
on econosac factors.

I don't want to wax melancholy or sentimental in the point I'm trying to make.
I want you to know that l'a approaching this point as a scholar of social phenomena.
and L'm dealing with sdmething that more and aore scholars are coming to recognize
is an immensely important phenomenon (Kantor. 1977, Leech, 19791 Prescott, 1979
illustrate this ).iterature).

Each.of us have needs that are only met in human relationships that are sensitive
and caring, where there ls a commitment to us as a person, and a long-term sharing of
our aspirations and failures, our feelings and deeply felt desires) where there is a
respect !or our personal dignity and a patience to allow us to be frail and inadequate
and human. Each of. us have a need, a fundamental need, to find meaning and purpose
in life. to feel good and peaceful about living, and to experience joy. . . true joy.
And, how do we meet these foindaaental human needs? They can only be met at an ootimal
level in a society that hu a healthy family institution becauSe they are onI7 met
ruu and adequately in family relationships. They are only met, as =any scholars
have Suggested aroma, 19%; Montague. 1945 ; Prescott, 1979) Lasch. 1979), as we learn
the meaning of gLvang and sharing and concerning ourSelves deeply with the lives of
others.

How does this all connect with economic stresSes on families and people? Does
It connect by concluding that we ned a certain level of economic well-being to meet
these needs? Do we need to rise above the poverty level to meet these needs in
ourselves and those arOt.nd as? When the unemployment rate drops to t.0 and the prime
rate it back to one digit, will that do it? The ooint is that the pendulam of our
concern with economic th ing! in our beloved, America is so 777-over co overconoern
ETI7-77r eonotrac lasesslon is getting le t.E77.0n.,..trrri tne cleaner needs War
a-77-oran3t717737. l000rtant. arrEo-6-7 filimi7-7777hr7uTT77Z-a0Mr

This is relevant Ln a hearing in Che Senate where the issues center around dork
ethics and economics and families. It is relevant, not because it provides all of the
answers about legislation that should follow the hearing, not because solutions to
the problems will be easy or obvious) but because it provtd.ls a oersnective. It
provides a foundation upon which we should stand. -Tt provi essoae guidelines. some
perameters that should influence everything else we should do. It helps us remember
that the Golden Mean is truly a golden idea, and that we need to adjust the arenas
and focuS of some of the debates that Occur here in Washington. We need to ask
rurselves if we are asking the right questions. If we have a balanced awareness of
the needs of the human beings in our society----especiaily of some of the less obvious
but essential neds lPteck et al.. 1,7111 Corr, 1910; Kahn, 1981; Lynch, 1177).

I could deal with some other stressors, but to d_ ao would probably dilute Ulla
POint, and I think that it is "0 fundamental.amd so important that I want it in capital
letters in bold typ. t'd ro.her that, it what I have to say is remembered. this one
point is tevorhered cachet having it be ikerged with Several less important points.

I
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PART /V. IMPLICATIONS OF THII PERSPECTIVE ON ECONOMIC SfRESSES ON FAMILIES

This leads to the final part of +hat I want to say, and my task new is to try to
identify some of the implications of these ideas for social action. Again, a caveat
or two is probably relevant. Government Is a powerful and important social institution,
but it is also very limited in what it can do. It would be !utile to turn to Uncle Sam
or to state and local goverment, for all of the solutions to these isSueS. In fact.
in the area we are dealing with, if solutions are to come. most of tha tmprovements
will need to come froa the privat sector Lhasa. 1901, Rahn. t8l And it is likeiy
that the institutionS X represent, family oriented professionals and universities.
will need to become considerehly more involved than they have been in the past.

Recognizing this, it seems to me that there are several tmplications that are
relevant for goverment. The first is illustrated by quotation from the director
of the recent White House Conference on Families. Jim Guy Tucker had previously
served in the House of Representatives of the United States and in his state government,
but he observed:

This year of listening has been an extraordinary experience for
me personally. In my previous ight years in electtd office as
a prosecuting attorney, state attorney general and meMber of the
U.S. Congresa, cannot remember a single witness coming before a
govecnment forum to discuas the impact of a law, rule or case on
the strength and stability of families. They talked about the
economic, racial, political dimensions of issues, what interest
group or region of the country would be affected, but not once
about how families would be affected as families. That tells
us something of the neglect and ',potence we have to overcome.

I also remember coming out of twelve hours of our MICE* hearings
In Nashville, Tennessee after listening to case after case of
insensitivity or neglect toward families. I picked up a
newspaper and read about a major controversy in Tennesseehow
the Tellico Dam project had been halted out of concern for the
snail darter, a two-inch-long fish. I thought then how ironic
it was that a fish had more rights and respect in government
decision making than our families currently have. I hope these
personal experiences will be seen as legacies of a bygone era
which is giving way to a new commitment to support and Strengthen
our families. I cannot believe that a humane society which
wisely acts, and sometimes sacrifices, to protect the habitat
of animal species, will fail to act and make similar sacrifices
-to protect the natural environment of the human species---our
families.

White House Conference Report, p. 16.

tn the past aeveral years there has been 41% increasing awareness of the family
in government at all levels, but so far it has only been a minor Interest. It
has usually been an acknowledgement. with few teeth in it, that family concerns
should be considered. Thi3 i3 laudable In that it is progress, but it is only
the beginning of what needs to occur. Therefore. recommendation 1 that I would
like to Z1KO is that steps be taken to Somehow more realtstically and ffectivelY
take into account the implications of legislation and policies on our indispensible
national resource--.ftmilies. t'm not sute how this can be the most effectively
done. This hearing is a laudable part, and hopefully one of the OutcomeS will
be to increase this type of consideration. One possible strategy for thta would
be to hold additional hearings on how to most effectively identify and analyse
family tmplications. This would be a hearing on a method. on the fom rather than
the content but it may be useful. I doubt that it,-767Z4 be wise to create an
FPA to follow the model of the EPA. but there are other posstbilittes. There ts
an increasing number of family impact analyses being undertaken by private and
universtty agencies, and more of these could be done and they could oe used 10[4.
OffettivOly. It 23 tot that there is a need for a new bureau or department or
office, but there is a need for more analysis, sensitivity. care and awareness
in the many foras of legaslation that impinge on the family system.

A second recormondatton that I think is important is that nor. IttattiOn be
glven tri777,attn4 :be leni-term. 1.331141, that ace involved in lovernmental action.
Our foundtma fathers dare very wile and perceptive in look:A, snto tan needs or
the future as they established the baste framework of our government. bt12 later
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generations of leaders have not followed their example. There have been a large
numoer of decisions and program, that have been designed to meer short-term needs.
and in many cases they were fairly effective in meeting the immediate concerns.
In far toomany of these situations, however, the unanticipated sido-Wects or
unforseen but inevitable cumulative effects have created more serious problems
than the initial ones that prompted the legislation or programs. Often the cure
has beten worse than the initial illness.

There aro =Any examples of this. I doubt, for example, that the officials
who created the /Mg policies about married and single tax rates realized that
what has come to be known as the 'marriage tax would eventually eat away at our
society's commitment to stable and permanent marital relations. and, I doubt
that the designers of our welfare system anticipated that the lack of incentives
to get Off welfare, the obstacles to getting off, and many of the regulations, such
as those dealing witn two parents in a hose, would undermine long-term, stable
relationships among those who need welfare aid. But, the evidence that these
really are some of the long-term effects of parts of our welfare system seems
incontrovertable. The net effect of the current welfare system would almost lead

:mealy scholar to conclude that the federal government is bound and determined
to undermine stable and responsible family relationships.

This recommendation is relevant for many of the programs considered by the
Comsittet on Labor and Human Resources and by the Sub-committee on Aging, Family
and Human Services. Let M4 cite two specific cases. The first one la a situation
where positive, affirmative action by the relevant committees can help. It deals
with the labor and empLeyment concerns of the committee. The research in the
social sciences is becoming overwhelming in showing that it is desirable for many
families to have the second breadwinner be involved in the labor force on a part-
tine basis. This is especially the case when families have pre-school age
children (Rawlings and Nye, 1,7!). So far, however, little has been done to
promote this type of participation in the labor force. For example. most people
CiAllot obtain a proportional share of benefits programs if they are not 'full-
time' employees, and this provides considerable pressure for many people to
work full-time when their family and personal needs would be better served
with loss than full-time empltyment. : understand that unions remain oppesed
to pLOgraT4 such as granting proportional benefits tO part-time employees, but
it say be that compromises could be worked out or policies could be leveloped
that would change this position. if it were given careful attention. The point
/ want to emphasize here is that the Social science data suggest that easier
access to part-time work would help strengthen families.

My second example is on the negative side. It la a caution to this committee
and others that some of the programs that are currently being widely advocated may
have very undesirable long-term effects, even though they seem helpful in the short-
rUn. One example of this is the cry for a nationally funded day-care program. I

think that this proposal should be very carefully scrutinized to determine if its
long-term consequences really would be desirable. There is no question that there is
an immense need for better day-care facilities, especially among those segtents of
the population who cannot afford to pay for the care. but, on the other hand, it
may be that this would be one of the programa that would meat a shert-term need well
and create more serious problems in 10 or 15 or 30 years. It may have unintended
effects sucn as encouraging people to tirn to the market-place for their persona,
achievements in life rather than to find ways to cope creatavely with the personal
parts of their life....where their needs might be more effectively met. The program
might have the side-effect of encouraging people to become parents without expecting
to assume the full responsibility that parenthood should entail. it may further
undermine the idea that people need to stand on their own feet and he responsible for
their lives and the lives of tMeir dependent children, and these would not be wise
consequences. In sum, WO need to carefully evaluate the alternatiues as WO may
determine that not meeting the current need through a federally funded Jay-care
program would be the most humane solution.

A! I conclude this point, let me emphasize that the mere general point of long-
term evaluitiOD is the point that / hope ls rememberd more than the more nomadic
comments about the programs I have used as examples.

The final recommendation that I would like to make hearkens back to the more
abstract analysis in part I/I of my comments when / was pointing out that our
overattention to economic phenomena in our society .nterfereS with netting thm
more subtle and less .bvious emetional and psycnologioai needs. The recormenuation
I would like to make is that this Sub-committee end the larger Committee Of which

9 3
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it is part explicitly adopt a polict of considering the more subtle hunan needs thatare met by the family institition in alrorF.T.F-FlEire dertarsttoas ZEUTE
liciesl and programe7--fai7ZTald include an awareness that detrimental effects on

the ability of our family system to meet these needs may be one of those ill thattake a long time to show up. Just as we are now learning about long-term effects of
the radiation in nuclear testing done three decades ago, we need to be sensitive to
ffects we are having now on families that may not be readily visible and may takeyears to have its devastating ffects appear. And, on the positive side, ve need to
determine how to empower our family system to enable it to effectively accOmplish
the crucial tasks we want it to....even though these positive effects are also
difficult to observe and the beautiful effects it Jill have in our society will
take years to become apparent.

It may be that an analogy will be effective in all of us understanding the
importance of this recommendation. Just like hardwood trees, like the oak and
walnut, take longer to mature than others, it takes longer to see the destructiveeffects of programa that undermine the ability of our family system to function
effectively: and it takes longer to see the eflects of the positive things that are
done to espawer the family to accomplish its purposes.The oak and walnut take longer

'to grow, but when they are grown they provide a greater beauty in their grain and
texture, and they are more resistant to stress and abuse. It is the same with

, families. it takes longer to influence their ability to meet our needs, but when
the needs are mot it provides a beauty to the grain and texture of life that cannot
be obtained in any other way. Also, meeting these needs through healthy family
relationships provides, like the oak and walnut, a resistance to the etcsssss of
life Chat can help uS all meet the challenges and opportunities we face.

I wish you well in your awesome responsibilities as you face these and your
Other challenges end opportunities.
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RESPONSES BY WESLEY R. BURR TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED
REGARDING HIS TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE AT TOE

HEARING ON WORK ETHIC: MATERIALISM AND THE AMERICAN FAMILY

I. We hear voices from some quarters citing statistics which indicate that
the demise of the "traditional" American family is inminent. These
individuals argue that because less than 20% of America's families currently
have a working father, and a mother who stays at home with the children, all
our views about how families operate, or used to operate need to be changed.
Can you help us understand the meaning of these statistics in terms of the
life-span experience of our population, and in terms of the implications for
"traditional" family life?

First, I think it is very important that we not be seduced by sensational
uses of statistics. To argue that only 20% of America's families currently
have a working father and a mother who stays at home with the children does
not provide an accurate picture of family life in America, Over 90% of people
eventually marry, and a sizeable percentage of those who dom't would like to
if they had the opportunity. Most of those who marry want to beccme parents.
Cut an increasing percentage of married people ore not choosing to become
parents, and it is probably in the best interests of society and children that
many of these couples are not parents. We have had far too many couples
become parents who have not been effective in that role. The majority of
faMIlits W4ht to maintain the traditional style of families where they are
married for a lifetime, create close bonds, and interact extensively with
their kin. Unfortunately, however, we live in a tire when there are many
stresses on Individuals and families, and a sizeable percentage of people in
families cannot effectively maintain their lifelong family stability. Also,
many people find It necessary to function in economic roles that are not their
:dell, and this leads to a sizeable percentage of mothers finding it necessary
to, contmary to their preferences, become employed outside of the home. It is

folly to argue that even a large number of "our views about how families
operate" need to be changed. What Ho do need to do is examine all of our
gyve, rmental policies, Programs, and legislation to determine whether they are
contributing to the stresses on the family system or making it easier for
families to function effectively. This will minimize the obstacles that
people face which prevent them from attaining their ideals.

2. Can you tell us what percentage of our population live in a traditional
family as adults, during at least part of their lives?

I do nut have immediate acceSs to data that would document the percentage
of the population that live in traditional families during at least part of
their lives. However, we need to recognize that most people live a year or
two as a married ,.ouple before they have children and the median age of adults
when the last child usually is launched is around age fifty. This means that
the najority of adults in our society live over half of their adult life
withuut minor chi;aren being in the.home. Post people spend the hajority of
these run-partf,tal years . iu i souple, but a large percentage find it necessary
through death and di,orce to list these years as a single individual. The
rajyrity of these peuple, however, vies, their lifestyle as fairly traditional,
and it's vportant f..m those ssho iare tout family Concerns in our society to
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realize that the normal pattern involves a total life span that has different
family forms at different developmental stages. This means that the
"traditional family" is not i very useful label when we view it as a husband
who provides an income and a wife and mother who stays home and is rearing
young children. This would only be a small minority of the total population
who would live in this family condition even if our society did not have the
tremendous social change and stressful conditions that we experience In the
latter part of the .wentiety century. We need to recognize that even though
the number of individuals living a single lifestyle and choosing Aot to become
parents or living in innovative lifestyles such as In communes is an extremely
Small percentage of the total population, when we look at the percentage
increase over the lacf two decades, there is a eiscernable increase in the
number of people in these conditions, but when we look at total percentage of
the population involved in these kinds of non-traditional family forms, it is
clear that it is an extremely small percent. When we realize that a sizeable
number of the people who are trying these innovative lifestyles are doing it
in a "trial and error" method of trying to cope with difficulties and

stresses, it helps provide a perspective that shows that it is a small
percentage of people trying unique ways to solve their problems rather than a
growing revolution that will become a cancer in society. Our mass media and
extensive statistical systems are able today to document these minorities who
experirent with different lifestyles, but impressionistic data from the last
century, such as that discussed by William Kephart in his book on the family
individual and society, demonstrates that a small percentage of people have
opermpnted with innovative approaches to family living in earlier times,
too, suggesting that we may not be in a unique situation.

3. .0o rost of our people feel that a husband and wife living together,
and raising their own children, is preferable to alternative living
arrangements?

. I have not seen an opinion poll or survey that would provide a definitive
answer to this question, but my familiarity with many attitudinal studies and
statistics, such dS the statistic that between 9C and 95 percent of people
marry at some time in their life, suggest to me that there remains in 1982 a
great consensus in our society that the preferable style of life is a husband
and wife living together and raising their own children. I would not be at
all suprised, if a careful survey were done in the United States, if the
percent 0 people why would agree with that statement were to be over 95, and
I would be very soprised if the percent dropped below 90% or 85% at the very
least. The public opinion polls that have been conducted, such as the one
quoted by Dr. Mill in his testimony, suggest that not only do most people
agree that having a stable marriage and family life is desfrable, the
percentage of people that tnink that it is the most important aspect of their
life is a very large majority, as I recall the percentage is some place in the
80s.

4. In your opinion, should government policies attempt to deal with the
tdrAlj frcm perspective that would recognize and strengthen the husband,
wife, thildren rodel, ur should this model be abandoned in favor o; policies
that focus on institutional child care and single parent households?

Th,re is no question that guvernnent policies should recognize that the
wl,a1 syv.on has a thisband and wife, father and mother, and children.

4
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At'the same time, however, we need to recognize that it is normal and
inevitable that a large percentage of the population at any given time will be
living without children in the home. As I mentioned earlier, it is wise for
young adults to spend sone time as adults and as married couples before
becoming parents, and the empty nest period, after childreaare gone from the
parental home, involves a large percentage of our populati-dh and policies must
take these childless families into account as part of the normal and desirable
range of family forms. There is, however, no evidence that institutional
child care should even be considered in the same class as a stable,
hamonious, and loving family system for raising children. Institutional
child care systems are necessary in society because the realities and
complexities mean that the ideal of the stable family system is not always
attainable. Every effort, however, should be made to maximize the number of
peopl e who can l ive in family systems and plinimal ize is number of children

-who have to be cared for in non-family settings.
Single parent households are a unique family form that is also necessary

because the frailties of humans preclude some people from having the
opportunity to live in a more normal family system. Death, desertion and
divorce interfere with the structure of some family systems and the best that
some people can do is continue their life with single parent households. This
condi Lion, however, is never an optimuM condition. It is very much like
having a deformed physical body. It is possible to get around having only one
leg, but it is more difficult, and there is a unique set of challenges and

ostresses that have to be coped with. It is possible to have a wholesome life
without the benefit of sight or hearing, and there are even side benefits that
peoplu in these conditions experience that those with the Benefit of sight and
hearing do not have, but there are also a large number of costs such that few
people wOuld argue that humans would be better off without sight and hearing,
and the same proportion should conclude that humans would be better off in
singl e parent" households.'

5. Dr. Burr, from your perspective as President of the National Council on
Family Relations, do you think we should adopt public policies that encourage
parents to be involved with children? For example, the Department of Health
and Human Services has recently published proposed regulations that would
require Family Planning agencies to potify parents when young, unernancipated
children are provided with prescription contraceptive drugs and devices, which
could-have a long-range effect on the child's health. Is this kind of a
public pal 1.4.4 approah towards family involvement a good idea in your opinion?

There's no question that public policies should encourage parents to be
involved with their children extensively. In fact, it is imperative for the
iMfarq.society that parents be assigned the responsibility of the care of
young children. As young people approach the age of maturity there has to be
some adjustment in the amount of control that parents have over children.
This leads to some ambiguity in the exact point at which parental
responsibi ity is replaced with responsibi I i ty for onesel f: Technically, it
is in the best interest of society to have a policy that family planning
agencies should notify prents when young, unernanc.ipated children are provided
with an/ type of service which has risk, long-term consequences, and
irplications for health, well-being,and mental stability. This certainly
includes contraceptive drugs and devices. We must recogn.le that there will
be some situations where this will create unfortunate effects for some
individuals, but as a general rule fur society it is preferable to empower the
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family system by having the parents have license and accountability. It may

be that additional experience and deliberation will identify certain
conditions under which it is best to not notify parents when certain
provisions are given to children, but these should necessarily always be
unusual and exceptional circumstances which have to be carefully considered
rather than the general rule. This is a situation where the best policy

generally will be a situation where there will be some isolated circumstances
that will not be best served by the general rule. As I understand the
situation, the circumstances when it would be wise to not have parental
notification have not yet been clarified by the responsible agencies, such as
legislatures and courts, but it is likely that it would be such extreme
situations such as yhen there is clear and convincing evidence that the
parents are grossly inadequate or where the information would provide a
serious threat to the health and well-being of the child.

Senator DENTON. Dr. Burr, that was succinct and very clear.
Thank you.

Dr. Miller.
Dr. MILLER. Senator Denton, I appreciate the opportunity to be

invited here focusing on a topic that is of great importance to me
personally and professionally. I wish to address this hearing today
as a social scientist, one who looks at patterns and tries to under-
stand what the data mean.

I have prepared a written testimony and I would like to submit it
for the record. The introduction in my written testimony I will not
reiterate here. I will summarize and highlight the things that I
think are most pertinent here and have the rest of it placed in the
record.

The introductory comment I would like to make is that during
the 1960's and 1970's particularly there was a great hue and cry
and emphasis on the demise or the decline of marriage and family
life in the United States. I see the situation as my colleague Dr.
Burr does, as a change and a transformation in patterns of mar-
riage and family life in this country which are not necessarily in-
imical or detrimental to marriage and family life. And I would say
that there is certainly no risk whatsoever that marriage or family
life are about to be replaced, fall away, or give place to some new
kind of arrangement in the way human beings live.

The special function of marriage and family life is affective rela-
tionships, is love and belonging and being connected to other
peopie. That is true regardless of where we study marriage and
family across the world in all human societies.

Now I would like to profile quickly what marriage and family
life are like from a demographic point of view in the United States
to place a certain context around what I will say.

We often are not aware of the degree to which we are marriage
and family oriented in this country. The vast majority, over 90 per-
cent of people, do marry at one time or another in their lives. If we
survey young people who are not yet married and ask them about
their future plansand there have been systematic studies done of
high school seniors, for example, asking them about what they see
in their futuresand again well over 90 percent of them anticipate
marriage, perhaps combined with employment for both s,exes out-
side of the home.

We are troubled by the divorce rate in the United States.
Senator DENTON. Excuse me. You are troubled by what, sir?
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Dr. MILLER. The divorce rate in the United States.
Like marriage rates, it is uncommonly high in our country. But I

am not quite sure how to interpret that. In many cases people
leave a marriage that may have oo longer been fulfilling or satisfy-
ing to them and seek another ore. Remarriage rates have histori-
cally been in the neighborhood of 80 percent of those who end their
first marriages by divorce will remarry. So, it is not that people are
dissatisfied or disenchanted with the idea of a marriage. Those who
divorce remarry in very large majorities.

In the decade of the 1970's a number of trends became evident.
The tendency toward delaying marriage; toward living together
and cohabitating; toward living for a period of time as a single
parent. In each case these are situations that are viewed as tempo-
rary, not as desired situations by those persons involved primarily.

I will comment also briefly about parenthood in the United
States. It is also overwhelmingly normative, expected, desired by
people in our country. There have been substantial decreases in the
numbers of children that people choose to have, but still there is
very little change in the small minority of those who decide to
remain voluntarily childless. Approximately 90 percent of the
people who can bear children do so.

So, as a summary kind of statement I can say fairly as a social
scientist that it would be very unlikely that we will see marriage
and parenthood being done away with or reduced in the desires
and expectations-of future Americans.

The second major part of my presentation, my testimony today, I
would like to focus on how people feel about marriage and family
life, not what it is like in a demographic sense, but how important
it is to them, what their values are regarding marriage and the
family. And I will hold fairly closely to some data here that come
from national probability surveys, sample surveys, of Americans
who were interviewed in their own homes and asked about mar-
riage and family life in relationship to other dimensions of their
lifefor example, their employment, having a high level of income;
recreation; their religion; and so on. These surveys have been con-
ducted for over 20 years at the University of Michigan's Institute
for Social Research.

People feel the 'most satisfaction in life with their marriages and
with family life as compared with all other dimensions of life that
they can think o

f
or they were asked about in these sample sur-

veys. \

Now, it is not perhaps surprising and it may be partly artifact of
the situation where they don't have an objective standard against
which to compare, their marriage and family life with those of
others. i

In addition to stisfaction and how people feel about marriage
and family life, we also have done a number of surveys about how
important it is to them. And again marriage and family life are
considered to be preeminent among life experiences in their impor-
tance to Americans.

Marriage, family life, and health come out as the things that
Americans prize or consider to be the most important aspects of
their lives. ,

\
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In the lower extremes of these rankings by importance are areas
such as financial affluence, recreation, belonging to different orga-
nizations, and so on.

Recently there appeared results of a Gallup poll, within the last
month and a half, which found very similar patterns and percent-
ages.

So, I think it is very safe and very fair to say, and it is accurate
to say, that Americans feel that marriage and family life is critical-
ly important, more important to them than any other aspect of
their life, and that they also derive a great deal of satisfaction and
emotional positive feelings from their experiences in marriage and
family life.

The final pection of my testimony will make reference to inter-
faces between economic work experiences and marriage and family
life.

As my colleague Dr. Burr pointed out, there seems to be a great
deal of concern about women s employment, but American women
always have been employed. The proportion who are employed out-
side of the home has increased rapidly in the past couple of dec-
ades, but women's employment is not a single issue. It is not some-
thing to which one can point and say these are its outcomes or
these are the Problems or these are the benefits of women's em-
ployment.

Many people are employed because:they choose to be, others be-
cause they have to be to support their families, and so on.

We do see some areas of women's employment as reflecting con-
siderable problems, particularIy women who are mothers and em-
ployed, and those who are single mothers and employed. They ex-
perience the greatest degree of feeling that they don't have time to
themselves or for the families, conflicts in work and family obliga-
tions, and so on. The role of being a working mother, particularly a
single working mother, is a very stressful role in our society, as we
are well aware.

I am going to refer now to a study' that was done for the Depart-
ment of Labor about areas in which there are conflicts between
work and family life. Around a quarter of those surveyed in a na-
tionally representative sample, both men and women, reported
there were work and family conflicts from a moderate to a severe
nature. The areas in which they felt that these conflicts were most
severe were in the areas of scheduling incompatabilities and exces-
sive work demands. These data are provided in detail in the tables
that are appended to my report.

Some of the economic difficulties that are faced by marriage and
families in our country, however, have been not helped at all and
sometimes exacerbated by Government policies, as you are well
aware. I will make reference to a couple of them which have been
corrected or remedied and others that may not yet have been.

This year the marriage tax penalty is being reduced over a 2-
year period and it will be a benefit that married couples where
both spouses are employed will no longer be penalized under our
tax system for being married.

It was in early 1979 that the legislation made it possible for older
Americans who were receiving social security to not have their
benefits reduced if they married.

3 1
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Presently I understand that there are some Government policies
which are not in the best interest of marriage and family life. For
example, if tax credits are given for child care outside of the home,
why should not those same tax credits be available if one's rela-
tives are providing the child care? In other words, strengthening
and facilitating family ties rather than undermining them.

The final attachment that I have included in my writtcn report
is a series of recommendations that came out of the White House
Conferences on Families. Not all of those recommendations I agree
with personally, but I refer and highlight those where there was
the greatest degree of consensus among the voting conference dele-
gates.

The first one addresses the stresses to marriage and family life,
which are imposed by business or by industry that could be made
more flexible; flexitime, more flexible leave policies, and so on.
Could not the workplace itself enhance family life by taking note of
the things that they do that are not helpful to marriage and family
life?

Another thing that has been of concern to me is that women who
choose to remain at home and be homemakers or housewives, their
role seems to have been derogated or depreciated. Is it not possible
that either government or industry can recognize or legitimize the
career of choosing to work in the home? Some suggestions have
been that there could be equal vesting of social security or pensions
between spouses and by considering assets accrued during tlie mar-
riage as equally earned.

I am not sure about the viability or desirability of these, but they
are possibilities.

Senator DENTON. Excuse me.
You said equal social security. What was the other?
Dr. MILLER. Equal pensions; equal social security; and assets that

are accrued during marriage being considered equally owned. One
of our concerns now has been with displaced homemakers who do
not currently have these kinds of legitimized recognition or protec-
tions.

I think it is very significant that the Federal Government is
turning its attention toward the ways that marriage and family life
are affected by the economy, by Government policies. And I ap-
plaud you and your committee for taking the initiative here in
holding hearings on this vital issue.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Miller followsj

1
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Introduction
During the 1960's and early 70's the decay or demise of marriage and

family life in the United States was frequently predicted. The predictions

were wrong. There have been significant changes in marriage and family

patterns in recent years, but these social institutions have not been, and
are not likely to be, radically transformed. They are certainly not about
to disappear or be replaced by some new social inventions. Marriage and

family life are primary integrative and affective arrangements in all human

societies. Their form and character varies around the world just as there
are notable ethnic, social class, and religious differences within this

country. In this brief presentation I will profile marriage and parenthood
in the United States, emphasize the favorable values Americans have toward
these aspects of their lives, and note selected relationships between econ-

omic variables and marriage and family life.
Brief Profiles of Marriage and Parenthood ,

Americans are remarkably marriage oriented, considerably more so than

people are in other advanced societies. About 95 percent of those in the

U.S. aged 40 or more have married at least once. About 15 percent have

married a second time, and 2 or 3 percent have married three times or more.
Divorce rates in the U.S. are also uncommonly high; they have more than
doubled in the past 20 years and it is currently estimated that over one-
third of young first marriages will end in divorce. Remarriage rates have

begun to decline, but of those whose first marriages end in divorce, about
three-fourths marry again with men being more likely to remarry than women.
Recent trends toward delaying marriage, living together, and single parent-
hood are usually viewed as temporary situations by those involved, not as
taking the place of marriage.

Parenthood in the U.S. is also overwhelmingly normative. Approximately-
90 percent of married couples who can bear children do so. Substantial

changes have occurred, however, in the number of children desired and born.
Into the late 1960's the most preferred number of children among Americans
was four, whereas two children has been a relatively stable preference for
approximately a decade. Actual fertility has held fairly stable for nearly
a decade at or slightly below replacement levels of 2.1 births per married
woman. Although there has been much publicity about childlessness, those
desiring no children have not increased substantially.

In sum, marriage in the U.S. has been, is now, and in all probability
will continue to be a normative, expected event in the lives of nearly all

Americans. Likewise parenthood is strongly desired and realized by the
large majority although fewer children are desired and being born per family
than in any previous generation. This brief overview has been largely
demographic, and we now turn to how Americans feel about marriage and family
relations.

92-694 0-92--3
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Value and Importance of Marriage and Family Life
The question of how Americans feel about their marriage and family -

experiences have been addressed in literally thousands of investigations.
I will draw most heavily from studies conducted at the Institute for
Social Research at the University of Michigan because these studies have
a national scope, they have been replicated over time, and they have also
included other issues of interest in this hearing. The ISR surveys are
based on nationally representative samples of adults interviewed in their
residences about various dimensions of their lives, including their jobs,
standard of living, neighborhood, friends, marriage, family, health, and
so on. In both the 1971 and 1978 surveys Americans reported the greatest
degree of satisfaction with their marriages, followed by their family life,
their health, and so on (Campbell, 1981; Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers,
1976; see Attachment A for complete data). They were notably less satis-
fied with instrumental resources such as financial savings, standard of
living, and income. An interesting conjecture about these differing levels
of satisfaction was stated by the investigators as follows: "As we see,
Americans are most likely to express high satisfaction with their marriage
and their family life and low satisfaction with their economic status and
education. It can be argued that marital and family relationships have a
uniquely intimate character that makes them inherently rewarding while the
more impersonal domains of standard of living and education are less central
to the emotional life of the person and are less capable of giving satis-
faction. It may be, however, that levels of satisfaction in these various
domains of life are influenced by a very different consideration, the pres-
ence or absence of external objective standards to which the individual's
present status can be compared. People may feel most satisfaction with
those domains of their lives for which it is most difficult to find an
objective standard and least satisfied in those domains for which such a
standard clearly exists" (Campbell, 1981, p. 47).

Respondents in the ISR studies were also asked about the importance
of these domains of life experience (See Attachment 8). That is, they
'were asked to state in a summary way how important each of these domains
was to then. Again I quote from the report: "Marriage seems to be con-
sidered the most important domain: over one-half of the sample chooses
'a happy marriage' out of 'he set as one of the two most important things
to them, and three out of four rate this item as 'extremely important'.
Family life, closely linked to marriage, predictably receives strong
importance ratings as well. Good health is another domain seen as very
important" (Campbell, et.al., 1976, p. 83). At the lower end of important
things in life were organizations, financial affluence, recreation, and
so on. These evaluations were direct assessments of what Americans felt
were the most important aspects of life.

The importance evaluations are remarkably consistent with the results
of a national Gallup Poll which is scarcely a month old. The Gallup
survey, released at the end of January, 1982, also found that..."eight
in ten participants (82 percent) assigned one of the top two positions
on an 11-point scale to the importance of their family life. Similar
proportions indicated that their physical health (81 percent), self
respect (79 percent), and personal satisfaction or happiness (77 percent)
were about equally important to them. On the other hand, fewer than one-
fourth the respondents (22 percent) said that social recognition was very
important in their lives...Other assets earning relatively low importance
ratings in.lude: having enough leisure time (36 percent), having a high
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income (37 percent) and having a nice home. car and other belongings (39

percent)." (Gallup, 1982', see Attachment C).
The importance of various life domains has: also been assessed indir-

ectly. In the ISR studies respondent satisfactions with life domains were
statistically related to how satisfied they were with their life in general.
Although having a comfortable financial situation was accorded lower impor-
tance in direct evaluations by respondents. satisfactions with their own
financial situation was strongly related to their overall sense of well-
being. Clearly economic satisfaction contributes to being generally
satisfied with life, but it is not the only contributor or even the most
powerful one. The authors emphasize how inadequately a simple theory of
economic determinism would explain differences in life satisfaction --
there are many satisfied poor people and dissatisfied people who are well
off financially. "If we attempt to account for life satisfaction on the
basis of economic satisfaction alone, we discover that we have left most
of the differences between individuals unexplained" (Campbell, 1981, p. 51).

In summary, Americans value marriage and family relations as the most
important dimensions of life and they report very high sa isfaction as
deriving from them. This is not to deny the very real problems, conflict,
and violence in marriage and family life, but simply to point out that, in
general, these aspects of life receive the highest importance and satis-
faction evalutions from Americans.
Economic Ties to Marriage and Family Life

One purpose of this hearing, as I understand it, is to investigate the
general impression that individuals have gradually turned away frdm social
obligations, duties, marriage and family ties, and putting others first to
a more self-centered interest in personal fulfillment, personal gratification,
and "meism." If there has been such a shift among Americans it is too
global elusive to be effectively pinned down in an empirical way. I

can be of little help in illuminating this issue. I will, however, high-
light a nun,ber of specific and important ways that economic conditions
intersect with marriage and family life.

Currently more than half of American women are employed outside the
home. Many women work, like men do, because their families need the income.
This is hardly a selfish motivation although many women, like men, find
enjoyment and fulfillment in their jobs. Mothers who work full time,
however, feel particularly stressed about having too little time for them-
selves, their families, and their jobs. The situation is eXacerbated by
relatively rigid employment policies and by the fact that their husbands
do hardly any more work around the house than do husbands of women too are
m)t employed. The effects on children of having both parents work depends
on many factors: their age; quality of substitute care; attitudes of their
parents, and so on (Harris, 1981).

For both men and women it is clear that there are often conflicts
between their work and family life. In a national study conducted for
the Capartment of Labor, one-fourth of all workers who were married or
living with children under 18 reported "moderate" work-family conflicts
and another 10 percent reported "severe" conflicts between their work and
farnily life (Pleck, Staines, and Lang, 1980). The specific working condi-
tions contributing most to work-family conflict were excessive working
hours, scheduling incompatibilities, and physical or psychological duties
that caused fatigue or irritability (See Attachment 0). Among the con-
sequences,of these conflicts are lower satisfaction with the job, the
family, and less contentment with life in general.
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Some of the economic difficulties for marriages and families in the
U.S. have been created or held in place by federal laws. For example,
the so-called marriage penalty tax has taken more income from married
couples with both spouses working than if they were unmarried. In

another example, until the law was changed in January, 1979, older
couples could receive higher social security benefits by cohabiting
than by getting married. It seems to make little sense for family
relationships if tax credits currently are allowed for childcare
expenses paid to others, but not if paid to relatives. The 1980 White
House Conference on Families developed d number of recommendations
relating to the economic well-being of American Families (see Attach-
ment E). In closing I will refer to those recommendations on which

there was the greatest consensus (endorsed by over 90 percent of the
voting delegates at all three conference locations).

Workplace policies. Business, labor, and government could encourage
and implement personnel policies that help, not undermine, strong family
life. It appears that some of the largest corporations are beginning to
make efforts in areas such as flexitime, flexible leave policies, and so
on. But, could more be done in the workplace to enhance family life?

Home as a workplace. Government could recognize the economic value
of homemaking by making it a career in the Department of Labor, by
equally vesting social security and pensions between spouses, and by
considering assetts accrued during marriage as equally earned.

The Marriage penalty tax, already referred to above, has been acted
on by Congress, and hopefully resolved.

Tax credits and deductions. If tax credits are given for child care
outside the home, why not for childcare while working in the home? Why
not foster family involvement by providing tax credits for the home care
of the elderly and those with infirmities?

It is significant that increasing notice is being taken of the ways
business and government actions impinge on families. Americans do, after
all, place very high values on these aspects of their lives.- Thank you
for looking into linkages between work, materialism, and family life.
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Attachment A

--- -

Distributions of Domain Satisfactions: 1971 and 1978

Completely
satisfied

Completely
dissatufied Total Mean

Domain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Marriage-1971* 58% 25 7 7 2 1 +t 100% 1.73
Marmige-1978 54 27 9 5 2 2 I 100 1.77

Family life-1971 44 30 13 7 3 2 1 100 2.08
Family life-1978 37 32 15 9 4 2 1 100 2.22

Health-1971 45 27 9 9 4 3 3 100 2.22
Health-1978 40 29 12 8 5 3 3 100 2.28

Neighborhood-I971 46 21 13 II 4 2 3 100 2.24
Nerghborhood- 1978 40 26 13 12 5 2 2 100 2.29

Friendslups- 1971 37 30 15 12 4 1 1 100 2.26
Friendshipo-1978 30 35 17 10 5 2 1 100 2.33

Houscwork-197U 44 21 II 15 4 3 2 100 2.29
Housework-1978 35 22 II 19 6 4 3 100 2.65

Work-I9714 36 30 13 13 4 2 2 100 2.33
Work-1978 32 33 15 10 5 3 2 100 2.42

Life in the U.S.-197I 34 25 20 13 5 2 1 100 2.39
Life :a the U.S.-I978 31 29 20 13 5 1 1 100 2.38

Community-1971 38 22 15 16 5 2 2 100 2.40
Community-1978 34 26 17 15 5 2 1 100 2.41

Housing-1971 36 26 15 13 5 2 3 100 2.43
HousIng-1978 38 27 14 II 5 3 2 100 2.34

Self-19781 18 41 23 12 4 1 1 100 2.51

Standard of 1Mng-1971 28 25 19 14 7 4 3 100 2.69
Standard of living-1978 23 28 19 16 8 4 2 100 2.78

Family income-19781 16 22 20 18 II 7 6 100 3.29

Amount of education-1971 27 15 14 16 9 8 I I 100 3.31

Amount of education-1978 20 15 15 18 13 8 11 100 3.57

Savings...1971 19 16 14 15 II 10 15 100 3.71
Savings-1978 14 17 15 16 14 10 14 100 3.78

!le as a whole-1971 22 39 21 II 4 2 I 100 2.45
Life as a whole-1978 22 38 22 II 4 2 1 100 2.46

Number of cases-I971 2146
Number of cases-1978 3692

Asked only of married people.
t Less than one percent.
t Asked only of women. ricluding students and retired women.
§ Asked only of people working for pay.

Not asked In 1971.

Source: Campbell, 1981, p. 240.
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Attachment B

T...ible 3-4: Means and Distributions on Importance Ratings of Domains&

t R. t' 2. ..-' k a g 1; li

I 2 3 4 5 Total

Praportion
naming this
as one of
two most
important

Mean domains
Being in good health and

in good physical
condition 70% 24 5

,-

I 100% 1.37 35
A happy marriage 74% 17 3 2 4 100% 1.44 55
A good farnilj lifeharing

(unity members you
can enjoy being with 67% 24 6 2 1 100% 1.46 36

A good country to live in
a country with a goOd
government 62% 26 8 3 1 100% 1.54 17

Raving good friends, and
the right number of
friends 34% 36 19 10 1 100% 2.08 6

A house or apartment
that you like to live in 35% 34 19 10 2 100% 2.10 8

An interesting job 38% 32 13 7 10 100% 2.19 9
A city or place where

you like to live 23% 40 20 9 3 100% 2.21 3
;laving a strong

religious faith 38% 22 16 16 8 100% 2.35 23
1 hints you like to do

,vhen you are not
workinghobbies, and
things like that 14% 28 28 25 5 100% 2.79 2

A large bank account, so
that you don't have to
worry about money 16% 19 27 30 8 100% 2.94 6

Organizations you want
to belong to 3% 8 13 35 41 100% 4.01

.,

&These ratings were given to item 32 in the interview schedule (Appendix B).

Source: Campbell, et.al., 1976, p. 84.
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Gallup Poll
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Attachnent D

Table 1. Frequency of work.related conflict reported by farruly members

Group No
conflict

Utile
conflict

Moderate
conflict

Severe
- conflict

Percent

All family members' 11 41 24 10

Employed husbands with employed wives 27 42 21 11
No children 35 37 20 7
Preschool children 23 41 23 13
Schoolage children ... .. 20 47 21 12

Employed wives with employed husbands ea 39 le 10
No children 37 34 19 11
Preschool children 12 40 36 12
School age children ... *** 16 44 31 9

Employed women in onrparent families 17 58 14 11
Preschool children .. 19 56 9 III
School age children 16 60 18 7

'Total sample site is I.064i pereentaya based on weighted sample.

Sourer Meek, Joseph IL. Graham L. Staines. and Linda Lang. 1980. Conflicts between work and family life,
Monthly Labor Review 103(3)29,32, US. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Note: Ileums may not add up due to rounding,

Table 2. Faintly members reporting common types of work.famtly conflicts

Excessive Schedule Fatigue andGroup
work time Incompatibility Irritability

Percent
'All family members' 50 28 15

Employed husbands with employed waves ... . ..... 63 22 11

Employed waves with employed husbandi 39 39 27
Employed women In onrparent families . 10 50 IS

%Total sam ple sir e is 372,percentages based on weighted sample of those experiencing moderateo ..... re conflict,
Sourer Neck, Joseph II Graham L. Staines. and Linda Lang. 1950. Conflicts between work and family life.

Monthly Labor Review 103(3)29.32, U.S Department of Labor. Bureau of Lab& Statistics.
Note: Figures may not add up due to founding,
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Attachment E

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING To THE ECONOMIC WELLBEING OF FAMILIES-
FROM THE NATIONAL WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FAMILIES

Employment and Work

Full employment 11.136%. 10%,
90%, 51.74%. 73%, 77%, L.A..74%)

All branches of government should
strengthen and enforce existing
legislation on programs for full em.
ployment, specifically implement
rod die Humphney.HawkIns Full
Em ploys tent Act. Full employment
prognms drould be targeted to
teenagers. minonties, women; and
other underemployed persons. Ade.
quite support seniors to nolo
tate full employment must be made
available, such sa public tramporta.
- to connect rural and city
p....sple with lobe, child care hall.
ties, and comprehensive training.

Liroloyment discrunination(B 92%.
110%, 5140%, 88%, I. A..76%. 70%)

Fenn& State, and local govern
silent should mon effectively mom.
tor and enforce existing legislation
and elect additional legislation pro .
hibiting all forma of discrimination
and harassment in employment.
Government should explore ways
to define and support equal pay Nr
comparable work.

Workplace policies (13 96%. 01 91%,
LA .90%)

Business, labor, and government
should encourage and implement
Personnel policies that help main.
tam a strong family lift, such as
flexitime, flexible leave polities for
both sexes, lob sharing programs,
child care centera, dependent care
options, and part time lobe with
prorated pay and beneflta Ern.
Moyers should also recognize the
posiible ad Ueda of Mots.
trona on families and provide sup
Met and options.

Home as s workplace (B 95%, 94%,
M 93%, 89%)

Federal State. and local govern
menu should rroognin the ecce
linnet and cunt *due of home
making by promoting positin
image of homemaking through
medik campaigns and education,
estabtshing homemaking as a
by the Department of Labor. vest
int social security and pension
finds equally between spouses

without reducing benefit,: and
considering assets accrued during
marriage as equally earned. Addl.
atonally, there should be a complete
system of support services for dui
placed homemakers.

Inflation and Ecortomic
Pressures

An.I.Inflation policy 03411%.n7ss.

Federal. blots, and local govern.
menta should support antInnflation
policies which put special emphaws
en food. health, energy, and boils.
lag, including a national health
program and lower interne rates.
Antronflation polices should not
cause unemployment or place the
burden of controlling inflation on
any one social or economic group.

Energy policy (15.78%, 51.78%,

Federal, State, and local govern.
menta should support a comprei
Wane national energy policy tn.
eluding support to find effective.
safe, alternative energy sources, and
support Nr masa transit

Income Security

Income main programa
(M43%. LA,413%)

The Federal Government should
best the mator responsibility for
financing income maintenance pee
grams, establishing national sum.
dards, and supervising State admin.
titration of programs. Benefits
should be adjusted Nr regional
variations Programs should ..iter.
face with federally funded employ.
meat, education, and training pro.
Dams, and shoujd be available re
endless of race, sex, language,
culture, marital status, educational
level, or region.

Soria aecutity (0 92%, 91%,M48%,
LA .78%)

The social security system should
be simplified and integrated with
other Federal income programs to
ensure a minimum living standard
at leaat equal to established poverty
level for AO elderly Changes in
social security should provide higher

limits on income earned in retire..
'went; re mom dependency category
Nr spouses and denlop an earnings
awing Program pronde quarters
of social security credit for man
and women taking off from employ.
ment for child rearing time; provide
reimbursement for care of handl,
capped and elderly at home; pro*
vide survivor beaeflta merciless of
age and children; provide equitable
treatment of homemakers:relax the
atnnuous eligibility for disability
requirements; provide benefits to
employed husbands and wives at
individuals rsther than married
couples; and provide foe equitable
allowances for dsscrepancin In life
expectancy.

Tax Policy

Marriage penalty (15.96%. M.95%.
LA.92%. 90%. 90%)

11. President and the Congress
drould support legislation to
eliminate the tax penalty Nr two.
worker married couples. The aggre
gate tax paid by a married couple
with dusk incomes should be no
greater than the aggv ***** tax paid
by two sinde individuals with
similar adjusted gross incomes and
deductions.

Inflation penalty (15.51%, M 93%.
LA..90%)

The President and the Congress
should support legislation to index
the Federal personal income tax
rates and bracken to adjust for
inflation

Inheritance tax changes (13.96%.
51118%, 95%. L.A.,2%, 90%, 90%)

IltS laws should be tinned to *km.
inate inheritance ta x lot spouseli.

Tax credits and deduction (5 96%,
504. M 95%, 93%. LA..901%, 90%)

IRS laws should be revised to pro.
vide tax Credit Nr full time home-
making and child care, increand
child careen pendent care tax credits
for working parents, tax credit Nr
home care of elderly and those with
infirmities, and tax deduction for
family saving plan.

Note Recommendations have been sanphrand B Baltimore Conference, M Minneapolis Conference, I, A. Loa
Angeles Conference Fronting is stand for percentage of voting deleeates at indicated Conference who voted for a
Wand recommendation More ti an one percentage indicates several related recommendations.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Miller.
You know, the interrelationships committeewise here are amaz-

ing. In Veterans' Affairs I have had to address the question you
just brought up. There are a number of former wives of service
men who wish to make it possible for them to be entitled to one-
half ofto use a fraction, but I think that is what it wasthe
man's retirement money automatically in addition to whatever ali-
mony they get, because when he was serving, they were serving, et
cetera. You get into all kinds of details about why this shouldn t be
done. Like the serviceman moves around and the wife, therefore,
can choose the community and property more than anybody else.
But it all amounts to the fact, it seems to me, that the peripheral
point that you all were touching on, namely the divorce rate
having gone up, I hope somebody addresses the fact that we may
not be going into marriage with quite the same commitment that
we did say a generation or a generation and a half ago, in which
that kind of consideration wouldn't even exist.

For example, in my familyand I am not putting myself up as
sacrimoniouswe only have two kinds of money. our money and
her money. There isn't any of my money. I trust her, you know.
She handles all of our bills and all the bank accounts. I never know
how much money.

So, in a couple that is committed to one another and has a plan
to remain together forever, for life, that is not a problem. But
when you have a couple who have had indoctrinated in them, or
had a lifestyle habit before marriage in which the sexual exclusiv-
ity between the twois achieved, or an unimportant aspect of the
commitment, or they get married thinking they can break it any
time because everybody else does, it seems to me that that leads to
some of these problems which we have to assess, the ones I have to
assess and many have assessed in marital affairs.

But I totally agree with you about social security. My wife, who
has probably worked harder than I have over my life, isn't entitled
tu exactly as much social security as I. I am perfectly willing to say
that.

They are outliving us, the women are. They say that theory is
not true of women that work in the workplace.

So, it is an interesting problem to try to find out where the
equality is.

Dr. Miller, at a hearing that this subcommittee conducted last
September on "Primary Intervention in Societal Problems. The
Role of the Family", we heard testimony that there has been an
increasing tendency for parents' responsibilities in child-rearing to
be left to schools and even the television set.

Would you trace much of the cause of this transf,er of responsibil-
ity to the fact that families have less and less time to spend with,
one another?

And, if you would, is this fact due to external phenomena, such
as job pressures or need to keep ahead financially, or is it more be-
t.ause uf internal factors such as the perception or persuasion that
the role changes within the family?

Dr, MILLER. I am unconvinced that parents now have any less
time to spend w ith theii children than parents in former genera-
tions hm,e had. I don't know that our lk es ,are that much busier
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and I don't know that there are data available that would address
that question in a very specific way.

As far as, whether changing roles or job experiences have greater
effects or one more effect than the other on parent relationships
with children, I think it is clear that both play a part and it is not
a question of either/or.

Social roles are just expectations about who should or who ought
to do things and how they should be done. And I think that the
expectations or the acceptance of women's employment, for exam-
ple, clearly makes it more likely that they will be employed.

But work experiences when it was not normative for women to
be employedfor example, during World War IIhave been dis-
cussed and described as the recent beginning of women's employ-
ment in large numbers, that women entered the work force during
World War II and it was not really a normative expectation, and
have continued to be in the labor force in greater numbers than
they were before that time.

So, whether it is a matter of changing roles or experiences on the
job that has caused decreased time or decreased quality of time of
parents with children, I don't know.

There is also the question of whether, in fact, parents are spend-
ing less time with their children. For example, in the area pf fa-
thering. There is considerable evidence that suggests that fathers
currently are more involved in the birth process, in caring for in-
fants and young childret., than they ever have been in the past.

Senator DENTON. Well, that is true.
You say there is no data to indicate that the mother is spending

less time with the children on the average day and yet you indicate
that there is a great increase in the number of unwed mothers
working outside of the home and children in daycare centers.

I find that curious. You say there is no data. It seems almost like
commonsense that that would have to be the case.

But the whole issiie of quantity of time and quality of time would
indicate that there is a difference.

So, I would question when you say there is no data available. I
am saying it almost has to be commonsense.

Someone went so far as to sayand this is in articles national-
lythat if you spend 10 good minutes with a child, that is fine.
Others will say: Suppose that is not the 10 minutes that the child
wants. Suppose it wants-3 hours some other time.

Are you saying that there is no difference in the amount of time
being spent?

Dr. MILLER At the level that you just suggested we can clearly
imagine that there are differences. But I am saying that I am not
aware that data have been collected on a very specific level about
the minutes and hours that mothers spend with their children now
as compared with what they did 10 years ago.

We know that there are more women employed now. That sug-
gests that they spend less time with their children now than they
did say 10 years ago. But it was specific data that I was referring
to.

Senator DENTON. Dr. Burr, did you want to comment on that sub-
ject?

Dr. BURR. Yes.
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There is one thing I didn't get to which I have written in the
paper, which is that the social science data is suggesting that there
are a lot of women in our society, and probably a lot of men too,
but we don't have data about that, which would be much better off
working in part tnne or N ari ab 1 e time positions, maybe thirty hours
a week.

So, if we could change our system so that we could get the man
back in the home more and the woman out of the home enough so
that she can be a fully fulfilled person, we probably would have a
whole lot better system. But we can't get a whole large segment of
our society to make that kind of adjustment.

I notice that this committee also deals with labor issues. I under-
stand that labor has not been very sympathetic to some of those
changes in the work patterns. And anything that this committee
could do to inspire the labor movement or government policies to
make working part time roles more available to people, such as al-
lowing them to get proportional benefits, which is not possible
unless they are a full-time employee, I think you would be standing
on very solid social science data.

Senator DENTON. Let me pursue that and then I will get back to
you, Dr,- Miller.,

Let's say that we want to give remuneration in proportion to the
value of the work done and we are talking about a 3-hour day for
someone. Just take that as a postulation.

,I wonder if the company would regard that person's three hours
a day as valuable a 3-hours as the i3-hours of 8 spent by a full time
worker in considering the person's contribution over the year.

What I am getting at is: Do you not think that there is a place
for the consideration of a minimum wage exception that goes along
with a part-time job?

Dr. Bum Yes. I think that needs to be considered.
I also think we need to consider that it takes a certain amount of

time to start and stop on the job each day, so that the first 10 or 15
minutes are not going to be as productive as during the middle of
the work period.

I also think some new innovations that are coming up, such as
the college work program.

So that, I think there are many things that we need to consider
in this area. The bottom line, however, gets back to the issue I
mentioned in the earlier testimony. When people can have the
freedom to choose the style of life that they think is most appropri-
ate for them, then their family life tends to be the most effective.

Now, if we have a system in our society that forces people into at
least a forty hour week if they are going to get full access to the
bench-Ps tl,...' surround that work role, then we are creating some
unnecessary, undesi reable pressures.

There may have to be some give and take in terms of manage-
ment in industry, Government and labor, et cetera, to work out
how to do it. But I think from a social science point of view there is
good data that, that is a goal worth working toward.

Senator DENTON. Well, we had an intra-staff discussion on some
of those matters. And it is more of a coincidence, I guess, that I
pit,ked up some of the thoughts and even wording from your open-
ing statement, which I was not able to read in detail, because I

I
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have taken precisely the same position you have on that in search-
ing for a just way.

For example, my own mothei, her home was paid for a long time
ago. She retired after 30 years of work. She took the time when I
came home from school to mother me very much. And after retir-
ing she got all kinds of problems. She got arthritic hands. She was
a great typist. Her memory started failing. She got some kind of a
liquid swelling problem. I formed a nonprofit organization and it
occurred to me after a couple of, years that maybe I ought to let
her work there free, no money. I didn't have any money to pay her.
She worked. Her social, life piclied up. The arthritis disappeared
from her hands. Her memory became better than mine. She re-
achiev. A all of her youth. She is like 20 years younger. And now,
fortu ately, I think I am going to be able, to pay her something.
But .iat is almost incidental.

I think the people who need it, to whom it is important, it is ter-
rific to be able to put these people to work. And I think it is worth
an adjustment in our labor laws and regulations to do that.

Dr. Miller.
Dr. MILLER. The issue of is it posSible to adjust industry and busi-

ness _cycles_ from how_they_have been in the past._to_enhance_and
support and make possible a better family life, that raises for me
the issue of flexible schedules. It is most prominent in the re-
sponses of the national survey that I referred to that there was dif-
ficulty in scheduling betvveen work cotninitmebts and family com-
mitments. [lone doesn't have to be at work say before the children
are off to schoolor, as you mentioned, when you came home in
the afternoon your mother was able to spend time with youif it is
possible for industry to reorient itself that there is a poor time and
a best time, the flex kind of concept, I think that has great poten-
tial for working out the family life more harnioniously.

Senator DENTON. Is there any interconnection, any rapport, that
may be set up, stimulated by the administration's desire to get the
private sector involved in relieving the welfare burden in this par-
ticular area as you have both enunciated?

But is there any way that sociologists can make the importance
of this pitch because it would relieve the welfare burden if you can
make a minor adjustment in the private sector to accommodate the
scheduling of the part-time minimum wage pohcy?

Dr. BURR. Yes.
I think that part of w hat is going on in economics as a strategy

of changing a % hole host of things in our society, part is a reduc-
tion of certain kinds of taxation. It may be that there could be
some tax incentives built in to the industrial business sector if they
would move toward more flexibility in employment patterns. Be-
Lause there is some cost. It is just inevitable that there is going to
be some cost to that sector in making that kind of an adjustment.
It may be a short-term cost and a long-term gain for them in terms
uf %corking out some methods of productivity increases. But it may
be that, you know, some adjustments could be made in terms of
thuse tax incentices that might provide considerable motivation.

Senator DEN-IoN. Su, for the short-term disadvantaged, either a
tax 1. redit or a tax incentNe of some kind. But for the long term,
they staid tu gain because everybody's taxes would go doscn, in-
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eluding theirs. That is aside from the human happiness that comes
of being felt needed and feeling as if you are accomplishing some-
thing, as you would be.

Yes, Dr. Miller.
Dr. MILLER. In addition, they stand to a gain from worker pro-

ductivity in terms of mor9fe, both on the job and in their family
relations.

Senator DENTON. I will direct this at Dr. Burr, and then, Dr.
Miller, if you wish to comment, you may.

You have cautioned this committee that some of the Government
programs that are being widely advocated in our society may have
some very undesirable long-term effects, even though they may
seem helpful in the short run. You cited a nationally funded day-
care program as one whose long-term effects might be negative for
family life.

Would you elaborate on that?
Dr. BURR. Yes.
I know it is a very sensitive kina of issue and that there are

many aspects to it.
To illustrate one of the many aspects, I observed in your intro-

ductory remarks_you were talkingabout the ladies golfing.
Senator DENTON. And these were all wives of working huiban-as.

These were not single parents.
Dr. BURR. Yes.
And in that very situation I think that it is ever so useful in our

socie,y to have a wide range of methods of getting care of children
so that the parents don't have to spend 24 hours there. Those
women need to go golfing occasionally and the guys need to go out
and they need to go out together.

So, we need to have effective methods for caring for children
other than the babysitter. We need to promote more day-care facili-
ties that are performing desirable roles.

On the other hand, if we were to adopt some day-care programs
which in the long run would start assuming the responsibility for
rearing the children in a substantial way, that would have, I think,
a devastating effect on meeting the needs of those children effec-
tively and meeting the needs of the adults.

One of the very important things that I think we lose sight of in
our society occasionally and have to be reminded of is that there is
no free lunch and we need the .ccountability and responsibility.

It is much easier to bear chi.dren than rear them. And parents
ought to be the ones that are responsible for the rearing process.

I would hate to see us create some institutional system, institu-
tionalized system, of day care w hich would gradually transfer the
responsibility away from the parents further than we have already
come. Because the parental process in the family institution is the
place that is going to best meet the total needs of the child.

So that, we .:ould have aides to the parents for temporary care
that can be quite effectke, but to have extensive federally funded
large scaled day care programs that would as one of their long-term
effectsand this is really an example of what I was talking about
earlier in o,aluating the long-term effectsshift the responsibility
away from parents, we %y mild just create another problem that
would even more serious in 30 or 40 years.

k.)
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So, I think that there are a lot of things that need to be done in
the day-care area. There is some serious evaluation that needs to
be done before making those kinds of decisions.

Senator DENTON. Thank. you, Dr. Burr.
Dr. Miller, in your testimony you say that the stress of mothers

who work full time is exacerbated by the fact that their husbands
do hardly any work around the house.

Do you think one solution to this stress is to encourage adoles-
cents and teenagers in the home to accept more responsibilities for
themselves? Or do you think there should be peer pressure in our
society to make the men do more work?

I am fascinated by the way it worked out with my own children.
I have seven. Four or five of them are married. But the men seem
to be willing a heck of a lot more than I was to put on an apron
and do the dishes, change the dirty diapers, go into the birth of the
baby and see how the mother comes out. I guess that is progress.

But I definitely see a sort of neutered-like situation which has
developed.

Would you want the man to be doing about the same thing that
the woman does in the home? Or do you think the kids ought to
start helping the parents instead of having the parents be slaves to
the children in terms of their entitlement to education and a car
when they reach that age, et cetera?

Dr. MILLER. I think it is_ very healthy to involve children in the
responsibilities that there are in a home. I wouldn't wait until they
are adolescents or teenagers to involve them.

There are things that every family needs to take care of: food
preparation and caring for clothing and maintenance of the house-
hold. Those are things that children, for their own benefit and for
the assistance of their parents, ought to be involved in from the
time that they are young.

I think one of the losses that Ire have seen in our society in
moving away from an agrarian cu ture is one does not have those
same kind of necessary work experiences around the place that
there once was. But still there are things that every family needs
to do to maintain itself and that children can and should be in-
volved in.

As far as the division of labor between spouses, again that is
something that is, and from my value position ought to be, an indi-
vidual process, an individual matter. In the research we find again
that couples are most satisfied when they are able to work out an
arrangement that is agreeable or satisfactory to them, not being
pushed into a mold where you do everything because that is what
women have to do, or you do this because that is what men have to
do, Increasingly in marriage and family life we find the greatest
satisfaction and the most positive outcomes when people are able
to choose flexibly among alternatives.

I see tremendous btnefit in familiy experiences recently having
come to men, particularly older men. I will give an example since
you have given several.

Older men who I interviewed saw their first child or two held by
a nurse through the glass in the hospital. In more recent experi-
ences they have participated with their wife and have been there
for the delivery of the child. They feel immensely different and

el 7
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closer to those children because of that experience than they did
previously.

Senator DENTON. I didn't mean to knock that. I am just some-
what of an anachronism. It is just hard for me. I can see that
really is a truly beautiful development and so forth.

Dr. MILLER. I don't see that there is any particular threat that
men are going to be expected to do more in housework or home
care type activities, but I do certainly, in responding to the first
part of your question, think it is helpful for children to be involved
from early ages in the responsibilities or family life.

Senator DENTON. Do you both think there can be mutually
worked out schedules and responsibilities, to the degree that the
couple should expect respectively that there is not going to be a
period of real just down right sacrifice with respect to I have said,
especially the mother?

I mean when that child is betWeen one 1 old and 41/2, is there
any way that you cannot acknowledge that it is going to take some-
thing more from that mother in the way of giving and taking from
life for that time frame, especially if she had more than one in that
age group? Or can you just figure out a way where there is going to
be ust_as_much give and take?

Dr. BURR. Let me make'a comment on that.
Yes. I think that that is one of the beauties of life, beauty with a

capital B. That sacrifice and giving is necessary. Because when I
talked about families meeting some of those deeper needs that we
all have, that is one of the needs that we all have; is to get out of
our own "meism" kind of thing and serve and help others. And the
family provides the vehicle for that, which is by my value system a
beautiful thing for the human race.

So, we ought to promote it, yes. But there is a qualification there
too. And that is that I think our society during this particular his-
torical epic, women are the ones getting the short end of the stick
because they have new expectations and opportunities and de-
mands, but there also is the pattern, as Dr. Miller has referred to,
which is inherently well founded, which is as women take on addi-
tional roles, the men have not been proportionately accommodating
to do their share of the dirty work. So, during this period of adjust-
ment in our history the women's movement is not an artifact. It is
nut an ill-founded movement. It is a coming out of genuine social
needs.

As a final comment with regard to this, it would be so inappro-
priate for us to turn to government to try to solve this. We have
again the Santa Claus image that if we just go to Uncle Sam and
get some new grants or new bureaus or new proposals, that will
solve these stresses inside of the family system.

I would hope that we are learning that there are many things
that government can't do. It is very finite and limited. This is just
another area. And we are going to have to leave it up to some na-
tional social processes to create some greater equity in the family
system in our society without more Federal regulations.

Dr. MILLER. I understood your question to be isn't there some-
thing about the nature of an infant to a 1-year-old child that makes
the tie between the mother and the infant somewhat closer or
more natural than the tie of the father and infant.
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Senator DENTON. Can the responsibilities of the mother be ar-
ranged in such a way as to not be relatively sacrificial in her life
during that time frame? Or can it be seen as a smooth thing all the
way through her married life?

Isn't she going to have a little bit more rugged work or responsi-
bility requirement in that case?

Dr. MILLER. Clearly that is the case for parents, men, and
women. The investments of parenting are demanding. There is
more sacrifice when children are young in terms of physical de-
n, Ands, fatigue, getting up during the night for feedings, changing
diapers. All of those kinds of things it seems are more intensive
during the early years of life.

But we can't say that fathers are any less able to get up during
the night and care for a baby than a mother would be unless she is
nursing and has to get up to feed the baby when the occasion
arises.

Senator DENTON. Well, give me the statistics on the mortality
rates of the working mother. You know, we haven't had these yet;
right?

This guy, who is really the principal breadwinner, which is the
uatioailLmoatianlilies, he fQel5 that responsibil ity a nd t his a p-

plies to most animal species as well as the human specieshe feels
that responsibility for that family's well-being.

Dr. Burr made the assertion that men have not accommodated to
the ract that the women's movement, requiring them to fulfill
themselves outside of the home, puts extra stresses on them with
respect to what they do in the home because they have a dual role.
And men have not accommodated to accepting the sort of equality
or at least equitability within the home in this responsibility.

I am asking whether or not we couldn't look into whether or not
the man feels a little more stress and strain regarding the success
or failure of himself as the economic supplier.

I am talking about the dual wage earning traditional family situ-
ation.

Dr. BURR. Let me make a comment there or two or three com-
men ts.

One. I think that part of what may be happening with tegard to
the morbidity and mortality rates of women in the work force may
be that we are in a transition stage when women are just assuming
those kinds of rules and that is a particularly difficult time and
period and it does create some difficult stresses. It may be that the
stresses are caused by that more than any kind of biological part of
women, which means they should be so exclusively the maternal
ones and the man out in the work force.

We do have the image that the man is the one that goes out and
slays the dragon and brings home the bacon. But, on the other
hand, when we look at many other cultures, the agrarian kinds of
cultures, I mean the difference is really very minimal and very fre-
quently the wife is much more involved in the economic production
and organization and dissemination processes than the man.

Now, we have inherited in our Western World the pattern where
the man has been the breadwinner and the woman has been the
mother. And some of that is understandable in a frontier kind of
society where the physical strength and stamina of the male may
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have been useful for some kinds of processes. But now we are in an
industrial society wherc the most difficult thing we do is frequently
push a button or move something around so that the automation
can do it in a slightly different place. The physical strength is not
so important.

It may be that we ought to be about in ow society rearranging
some of those traditional male and female roles and being much
more free in the flexibility of who does what. The initial adjust-
ment period may be relatively difficult, but it may be that we could
make rather dramatic modifications without a great deal of diffi-
culty, while at the same time meeting some things that are per-
haps not so negotiable, such as the commitment, the care, the serv-
ice, the love, the long-term bonding in human relationship, which
all of us need and which we have not been meeting very well.

Senator DENTON. I am not as familiar as you are, Dr. Burr with
that subject and, you know, being old fashioned again, I am sure I
have biases that affect my objectivity.

I am familiar somewhat with primative societies existing today
in Thailand, Burma, other places, where, as indeed you say, the
women are concerned somewhat with the production that comes
into the home and the men do proportionally_more_in_terms_oL
home duties than is the case in Western society.

However, I don't even see an approach, even there, to a blurring
of the sexes to the point where there is not the recognition that
there is a maternaliiiitinct; that the woma. is th-e- only one Who
can bear a baby; that the man has a somewhat different psycho-
logical as well as physiological role in life. You know, it is going to
be very hard to get me out of that rut.

I hope that the women do get out and fulfill themselves the way
they should. I see great validity to much in the women's move
ment. I share with the feminists, for example, a tremendous deplor-
ing of pornography, for example, which is what got a lot of them in
the state of mind that they are in because the men not only were
doing a double standard on them, but flaunting it.

Dr. BURR. Maybe the best solution for the immediate future for
all of us would be again to go back to the "golden mean" kind of
idea in the sense that the extreme of the traditional macho, chau-
vinistic, and excessive rigidity in the sex roles would not be wise in
the modern scene. But it may not be wise to go the other extreme
eithei , be the unisex arsi complete obliteration of those differences.
And, of course, there are people speaking for both extremes.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, gentlemen.
We have other questions which we will submit for the record.
We will ask the next two witnesses to come forward.
Our next panel of witnesses is Dr. Carlfred Broderick, Depart-

ment of Sociology, University of Southern California, and Dr.
Onalee McGraw, educational consultant, Heritage Foundation.

Welcome, Dr. McGraw, and welcome, Dr. Broderick.
I have just seen a light come on up there, which means I will

ha% e to go and vote. Rather than interrupt this hearing. I will ask
Dr. Broderick to proceed with his opening statement, then Dr.
McGraw, and my staff director will preside while the opening state-
ments are being made. I will return as soon as I can get back from
voting on the floor.
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This is an amendment on busing. I have no choice but to go to
the floor. I shall return.

This is Ms. Cynthia Hilton.
[Whereupon, Senator Denton left the hearing to vote, and Cyn-

thia Hilton is now presiding.]
Ms. HILTON. Dr. Broderick, this is one of the reasons it is helpful

to get your testimony in before time, so we have some understand-
ing.

Dr. BRODERICK. I und.emtand.

STATEMENT OF DR. CARLFRED BRODERICK, Ph. D., DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, AND
DR. ONALEE McGRAW, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT, HERITAGE
FOUNDATION

Dr. BRODERICK. I am happy to share some observations with this
committee.

I would like, first of all, to reinforce something that my two col-
leagues that preceded me said.
\ I was asked as a trainer of therapists and therapist to focus on
sOne of the special stresses that two career families have, and I
wilt do that. But before I do that, lest my comments be taken out of
context to a point that it means something that I don't mean, I
want to reemphasize something that was said by Dr. Miller, in par-
ticulaL,

There ilive been 200, almost 300, studies done on working wives
and work' g mother% And if you had to summarize them all you
would hav to make the following three statements:

Working women report they have the same physical and mental
health as full-time homemakers as a group. You just can't make
the generalization, and make it stick, that working is bad for your
health or good for your health on the average. I am sure some of it
is good and some of it is bad, but I am speaking on the average. We
understand that that is true.

We understand that although working wives have a higher di-
vorce rate, they do not report being less happy with their mar-
riages while they are married. I suspect that they have a higher
divorce rate because they have the alternative of getting out of an
unhappy marriage. But every evidence is that working itself is not
detrimental to marital happiness for the wives or the husbands. It
is true that there is a- higher divorce rate. I think that does not
have much to do with unhappiness, but having to do with a richer
alternative because they are themselves employed.

Finally, the majority of the studies have shown that the children
of working mothers turn out as well as the children of mothers
who stay home. I am going to speak to a couple of exceptions and
you may ask more precise questions. But in general if you look at
their grades in school, you look at their achievement, you look at
their mental health, in general the children of working wives,
working mothers, score well and some evidence shows a tendency
to score better in certain areas such as independence.

Now, having laid that groundwork, I would nevertheless like to
speak to some of the particular problems that working mothers
and working wives have in greater degree than others, recognizing
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still, once more as a caveat, that all working mothers don't have
these problems and all working wives don't have these problems.
But I was asked to talk about some of the special problems that
they do have.

Some reference has been made already as to, whether or not
working wives spend less time with their children. There have been
hundreds and hundreds of studies. There is no question that when
a women goes to work she increases by about 50 percent her total
weekly workload. The 8 hours a day that the average woman who
works only in the home spends on the home is reduced to only 4
hours a day.

The consequences are not just true in America. It has been true
in Socialist countries where they have a very strong tradition of
women in the labor force. It is true in at least 12 different coun-
tries where research has been done. .

Let me be rather specific on that.
When a woman goes to work the weekly housekeeping goes from

50 hours to 28 hours. Her husband, who traditionally spends 4
hours a week around the house and 4 hours in the yard and with
his car, does not substantially increase his participation when she
goes to work full time. This results in her cutting down on every
measure of leisure activitiesgardening, visiting friends and rela-
tives, watching televisionwhereas her husband does not reduce
his expenditure of time in any of these categories when she goes to
work.

We have mentioned that she spends less time with her children.
Studies have shown that the average woman who stays at home
full time spends 80 minutes a day in direct play or interaction with
her children, 80 minutes, 1 hour and 10 minutes a day, she has
spent directly with her children. That is cut down to 40 minutes a
day, when she goes to work. The man doubles his time with the
children from 6 minutes a day to 12 minutes a day. That is not
fully compensatory, I think.

So that, there is unquestionably a net loss to the home environ-
ment and to the child indicated in these studies; a net loss some-
thing on the order of 30 minutes a day in parental attention.

So that, we need to know that one of the crises, one of the prob-
lems, which families need to deal with when a wonuin goes to full-
time work is that she increase&her workload 50 percent while her
partner increases the workload not at all. And that causes strain of
two kinds.

One, it causes personal strain on her. Anybody who increases
their workload 50 percent will have some personal strain.

It also causes a strain on the marital relationship when she calls
her husband's attention to the injustice.

There have been studies that have followed the division of labor
in homes over at least several decades; 25 years ago it wns found
that women did 80 percent of the housework, men did lf_ Jrcent,
and children did 10 percent. In 1978, women did 80 percent of the
housework, men did 10 percent, and children did 10 percent. There
was no change in the amount of housework that men did, and no
change in the amount of housework that children did.

So, women are quite justified in their increased level of dissatis-
faction with their husbands and with the society that caused that.
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Working wives and their husbands have issues around the fact that
she feels it is unjust that he is not more involved. He may feel very
resentful that he is challenged in that vay. What he had counted
on was being able to come home after a hard day's work and possi-
bly watch a movie on TV. Now he has to feel guilty because he is
not doing the things that he sees as a woman's role.

Men are having a hard time with that. Many just won't do it.
And that does not enhance the marital relationship.

So, we observe as therapists, there is resentment. The male feels
that the rules have changed on him. He didn't expect that his mar-
ried life would involve his feeling guilty because he wasn't doing
these things. And the women are upset because they feel that they
are being unjustly overburdened.

Where thore is a dual career (as contrasted to the wife merely
haying a job) and women are making money comparable to their
hu band's and have career commitments comparable to their hus-
b. id'sadditional problems that come up such as time priorities,
o ertiine, et cetera.

One of the solutions, however, is to develop a business type
a Treement: your check goes here and my check gies here; if we di-

orce, you will get this and I will get this; and FO on. I count this
n unhappy solution in that the quality of the marital band is

hanged.
One other issue that might be raised is the evidence that there

has been a dramatic increase in infidelity on the women's side.
Men have stayed at their traditional 50 percent, which is not a
very proud record. However, the women have moved up to match
them. Women outside of the home have an opportunity to meet
people who are more successful than their husbands, more sensi-
tive to their needs, and so on.

I mention this because I think that part of liberating people has
led to a dilution of the exclusive marital commitment.

While it is true that working women are no more extramaritally
involved than worlçing men, it nevertheless is true that the
number of families involved in infidelity has increased over these
years and studies h ve shown that her employment in the market-
place has been one i actor in that.

I think what it §hows is that human beings out in the world see
more alternatives land have fewer controls upon their activity and
behavior. Men ah ays had that situation. Now women seem to take
equal advantage, f that is the correct word.

In any case, ita oes cause a strain on marriages and a great deal
of marital stressiand divorce.

Now I would like to talk b. telly about the mother's employment
and the qualityliof parenting.

I want to say very little about the first few years of life because
we have heard, so much about that. The evidence is that it is most
difficult for yt ung children when their mothers are eMployed and
they are in tlth care of strangers.

I won't ela, orate on that because I haven't the time. But it is
%cell documentecL I have quotes in my written document on that.

However, ,ti concern which as a family therapist I run into a
great deal is chronic undersupervision, particularly in the early
teens. It is, very difficult even for parents to supervise this age
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child and parents find that teenagers may refuse altogether to
accept supervision from non-parents.

Many teenagers-12-, 13-, 14-, 15-, 16-year-oldsare left alone
until one of the parents comes home at 6 o'clock. My observatiop is
that in many, many cases Murphy's law that if anything can go
wrong, it will go wrong, applies. Generally children of that age tare
not wise allocators of their own time. And I spend much of my
time with the painful consequences premature emancipation at
those ages such as involvement in criminal activities or sexual ac-
tivities. Increased sexual activities among teenagers seems to be
one of the key concommitants of the absence of the parents in the
home.

Studies suggest that unoccupied homes with both parents gone is
the chief place where teenagers get involved with sex.

The problem of supervision of teenagers is one I See no ready so-
lution to. But it is probably, from my point of view, after the prob-
lem of young children not having a steady parenting, the No. 1
problem that must be faced in our society. ,

We have had a generation of young people with no one at home,
no one there to account for their time, and the consequences of
that are well documented and unhappy.

In summary then, I do not have the solution, but I have observed
that families survive creatively despite the challenge.

For example, in some con munities they have what is called a
"latch-key" after school program for children when the parents are
working. Unfortunately, the children who need most to be there
are not.

Rut I feel that communities and families will develop a mecha-
nism for dealing with this, as are shown in the overall statists.

In my view the Government can best help by facilitating the
families that help themselves and not by taking their function
from them.

If we hnve the time and there are questions, I can elaborate on
that.

There is one thing I want to say briefly about the relative longev-
ity of men and women. There seems to be the impression here that
men die earlier because they work so hard. Actually males die
more frequently than females from conception forward. Women
haPe two "X" chromosomes and that' seems to make a difference.
More males die in utero. More males die in childhood. I don't think
we can blame it on occupations. I think it has to do with our chro-
moso Ms.

Thank you.
(The summary Aatement of Dr. Broderick follows:1
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Summary of Testimony of Carlfred B. Broderick, Ph.D.,
Professor of Sociology and Executive Director of Marriage
and Family Therapy Training, University of Southern
California.

Panel 2, Hearing on The Work Ethic and Materialism
as it Affects the American Family. Tuesday, March 2, 1982;
4232 Dirksen,Center. Senator Denton, Presiding.

It is my privilege todayAto share with this dis-
tinguished committee some observations about the special
problems which a particular set of American familiesImuse
deal vith. These are families in which there are depen-
dent children and both parents are involved in the labor
force. In the few minutes allotted to me I wish to touch
briefly on challenges such families must face in the area
of stresses which impinge upon the quality of the marital
relationship and special problems with being an effective
parent under these difficult circumstances.

My comments will draw partly upon research that has
been done in the field and partly upon my own observations
as a family therapist and as a trainer and supervisor of
family therapists in several diverse settings.

Before proceeding, however, I wish to state three
brief Aveats, lest my points be misinterpreted. First,
I am as.are that research shows that working women report
themselves as having physical and mental health on a par
with full time homemakers, marital satisfaction on a par
with full time homemakers and successful child outcomes
on a par with full time homemakers. At the very least
this is a tribute to the remarkable creativity and adap-
tability of the human spirit, since, as we shall see, it
is achieved against some odds. Second, it should be
clear that the problems I shall discuss are not present
in all or even most working mother families and some of
them can be found also in the families of full time home-
makers. We do believe, however, that they are more common
in families in which both parents work away from home.
Third, it is true that as a clinic:an my focus is on the
problems rather than on the potential benefits (such as
increasing aelf esteem, greater competence and independence
in children) which may also occur under these circumstances.

Wife's Employment and the Quality of Married Life

Time budget studies here and abroad consistently
show that the woman's overall workload is dramatically
increased if\she takes on paid employment, while her hus-
band4s load in scarcely affected (Szalai, 1972; Walker,
1970; Meissner et al., 1975). One study found that
employed women reduced their weekly housekeeping from
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about 50 hours to 28 while their husban4ds maintafned a
steady 4 hours per week in this category plus an additional
4 hours in the traditional male household activities such
as maintenance and repair. The working wife gave up sub-
stantial proportions of her leisure activities, such as
gardening, visiting with friends and relatives, and
wutehing television. She even cut down on the time spent
eating and sleeping. Her husband did not reduce his expen-
diture of time in any of these categories, however (Meissner
et al., 1975). She cut her daily time with her children
in half, from about 80 to under 40 minutes of time devoted
exclusively to them. He doubled his daily time with the
children - fro= 6 minutes to 12. All in all, it appears
that unless American men reeValuate their commitment to
picking up the slack in their wives home responsibilities
when she goes to work, it will remain true that a woman
with a full time job outside the home will have increased
her total weekly workload by about 50 percent without
any corresponding shift in her husband's workload.

Given these circumstances it is not'uncommon to see
wives who.are doubly resentful of their husbands. First
they hold it against him that he has failed to provide
for their family at a level that would make it unnecessary
for her to work. Secondly, as a result the wife's bur-
den is increased by 50% without any comparable sacrifice
on his part. He on his part may feel resentful that his
life style has changed for the worse (no dinner on the
table when he comes home, less deference, less control
over finances, less of her energy spent catering to his
needs.)

An increasing number of women are working, not
because they have to, but because they are committed to
a career. Two career families Lay encounter problems
that families with a clear sense of the wife's job being
auxiliavy to her husband's may not. For one thing,
careers are more demanding in time and energy and prio-
rity than are mere jobs. Husbands and wives may find
themselves in direct conflict over job transfers, allo-
cating budget priorities and many other things. Some
couples delegate nearly all household chores and child-
rearing to others who may not share their values. Some
assume the trappings of a corporate partnership with
formal rules governing the reciprocal financial and other
obligations. In either case, it is our opinion that some-
thing is lost from the marriage.

Many of the gains women have made through their
greater participation in the labor market are probably
beneficial to them and to their partners but some are
costly to both. For example, the rate of infidelity
among women doubled in the 25 years between Kinsey's
study in 1953 and a series of studies in the late 70's.
Working wives led the way in this department (although
to be fai,r, they have only mirrored the levels of infi-
delity being maintained among working men). Whatever
the source, this unhappy pattern places marriages under
great strain. This is doubtless one factor in the higher
divorce rates among working wives.
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Mother's Employment and the Quality of Parenting

While, in general, the children of working mothers
seem to do as well as others, there is evidence that
there may be two important exceptions. Mothers seem to
play a particularly important role in getting children
off to a good starf in the first 3 years of life. As
Burton Whitaof Harvard has put it in his book, The First
Three Years of Life (Eaglewood Cliffs, N.J., Prinfice-
MIT; T§757 p. 264)

I have devoted my whole professional career to
pursuing the question of how competent people get
that way. On the basis of years of research, I am
totally convinced that the first priority with res-
pect.to helping each child to reach his maximum
levelfof competence is to do the best possible job
in structuring his experience and opportunities
during the first three years of life. Now, if I
am totally convinced of that concept then it becomes
painfully obvious that to me, at least, any other
kind of job, be it formal or informal, working as
an engineer somewhere, working as the president of
a bank, working as a career professional in designing,
or in the arts, cannot really compete (in humanistic
terms) with the job of helping a child make the most
of his potential for a rich life. Therefore I do
not think any job is more important in humanistic
terms than the one this book describes.

A second crucial period seems to be in the early teens.
The issue at this age is not working, per se, but rather
its some-time derivative, chronic under-suoervision. This
can occur even when parents are gel-le-ally responsible.
This age group is notoriously difficult to supervise even
for parents and they often virtually refuse to accept
supervision from any substitute (too old for "babysitters,"
etc.). As a result, many parents reason that they are old
enough to take care of themselves for a couple of hours
each day until one or the other parent gets home. Happily,
in many cases this works out just as they hoped it would.
In the process the child learns much about independence
and responsibility.

Unhappily, in other cases Murphy's Law (that if any-
thing can go wrong, it will go wrong) seems to operate.
I see a lot of families in which working parents are
amazed and dismayed to discover that their trusted teen-
ager has been using their home as a setting for drinking
parties or drug operations or for organizing systematic
looting of the unattended homes in the neighborhood.

One apparent correlate to chronic under-supervision
is a dramatic increase in teenage sexual activity with
its ugly concomitants (venereal disease, pregnancy, abor-
tion and illegitimacy). Although many factors have con-
tributed to this change in mores, research suggests that
the children of working mothers are the most likely to
be sexually active at each age. The most frequent location
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listed for this activity is "home."
It is our observation that most parents udll resist

all but the most concrete evidence that their home is
being used for some unapproved or even illegal activity,
(and sometimes they will deny it in the face of concrete
evidence). One must suppose that this denial is a defense
against overwhelming guilt for their parental neglect,
unavoidable as it has seemed to them.

In summary, it is my observation that the continuing
trend for mothers with dependent children to enter the
labor force brings with it a series of serious challenges.
In general, families seem t'o be finding creative ways to
resolve most of these problems but I have suggested a
number of areas in which the solutions still elude many
famine-. It is not clear to me what the government's
respoLlel to this information should be other than to
keep in:ormed.

MS. HILTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Broderick.
Dr. McGraw, it is nice to meet you finally. It has been a pleasure

talking to you on the telephone.
Dr. McGRAw. Thank you.
I will just make some very brief remarks because you do have a

text of my testimony, to which I would like to add just foi the
record sections of the booklet which I wrote and call your attention
to section I, day care: What should the Federal role be? It might
add some perspectives oh some of the issues that have been raised
in terms of the family over the years.

MS! HILTON. We will be glad to add that to the record.
[The following was received for the recorth]
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March 18, 1982

Senator Jeremiah Denton
United States Senator
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Aging, Family
and Human Resources
Washington, DC

Dear Senator Denton:

Thank you for extending to me the opportunity to appear before your
subcommittee on the topic of "Materialism and the American Family." ,This
is certainly the time for such deeper queStions to be explored.

Specifically, in answer to your question regarding the appropriateness
of Federal role in the protection of children 1 would respond by saying:

The concept of having a federal agency establishd to Promote the
protection of children in such areas as child abuse is now, it seems to me,
an outmoded one. On philosophical grounds we can argue qutte properly that
the best interests of the child are served in the care of normally devoted
functioning families. In the cases, which are very tragic, where the family
is not functioning to the point where the child Is really at ris, the appropriate
level of government to deal with this is the local government entity and by
extension, the state government. Opening this area up at the federal level
has, by past experience, primarily provided a support vehicle for grantsmanship
entrepreneurs and poltical cronyism. Such evils exist at the local and state
levels too, of course, but at least, following the principle of subsidiarity,
the local and state officials are closer to those they serve and therefore
hiorevisIble and more accountable for their own actions.

Thank you, Senators agaln. for your invitation to participate on this
important topic.

Sincerely yours.
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Onalee McGraw, Ph.D.

Edson J Feulner, Jr , President
Burton Yale Pines. Vce President
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Ucerpt from--Critical Issues--The Family Feminism and the Therapeutic State, by Ona lee
McGraw, The F.eritage Foundationl

Day-Caret
What Shoals! the Federal Reit Se?

Since the stunning defeat of the Comprehensive
Child Development bill in 1971. proponents of aa

extensive federal commitment to daycare have
trsed on two subsequent occasions to pass compre-
hensive legislation to establish a nationwide net-
work of day-care/child development centers; the
illfated Child and Family Services Act (1975) and
the short-Itved Comprehensive Chit4 Cared!! (S. 4)

proposed in 1979 by Senator Alan Cranston
which was withdrawn from active con-

sideration a few monthiafter its introduction. la
both instances, proponents of federally funded
daycare were confronted with the hard political
truth that the public generally did nOt support such
measures.

Meanwhik, in the late 'lett, assorted prestigious
child and family experts attempted to generate a
consensus behind a national family policy, calling
for supports to strengthen the family in the form of
job and Income guarantees, health and a vast array
of entitlement services for families that needed
them. Two documents advocating this point of view
were the report by the Carnegie Council on Chil-
dren, All Our Children:3 and Towaril a National
Polity/or Children end FanoiltrP by the Advisory
Committee on Child Development.of the National
Research Council. The premise embodied In both
was that families are in need of government help
beyond the federal social setvices programs now la
place; poverty. inequality and discrimination are
the enemies of families and the engine of the
federal government must be harnessed to eradicate
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The reasons why these proposals have had dim-
colty getting off the ground are twofold. First, the
helping professionals who advocate them have
trouble forming a political constituency beyond
themselves to pressure the poldicians. Secondly,
the government-supported political network of
helping professionals is primarily centered on the
preservation and enlargement of esistieg turf and
Status. &011ie lop priority is given to turf preset-
ration, the child advocacy movement hu had enor-
mous difficulty uniting behind a single policy
objective. To correct this deficiency, Marian
Wright Edelman, head of the Children's Defense
Fund and a leading child advocate, is currently
spearheading an attempt to set up child advocacy
pot:tied coalitions in every state to gain leverage
for more government 'programs.

A classic illustration of how the struggle for turf
mitigates against a united front by child advocates
occurred in the deliberations on the comprehensive
child development-day-cue bills. There was in-
tense competition between the public education
iobby and the day-cart/WM development groups
to determine which duster of interests should have
the primary responsibility for the programs autho-
rized under the proposed legislation.

Advocates for federally funded day-care advance
the position that the policy of the Waal govern-
ment must be to support the movement of mothers
into the work force. This is by and large the posi-
tiOn Of the feminist movement. In testimony given
on behalf of the Cranston comprehensive child care
bill, President Carter's advisor for women, Sarah
Weddinyton, stated that "by 1990 the need for
child care providers could increase by as much as
60 percent and that about 17,400 day care centers
and 1 million family day care homes will be re-
quired for the estimated 2.2 million or more pre-
uhoolers whose mothers will then be in the work
force."

Jill Conway, resident or Smith College. sald in
testimony at the same hearing that economists have
indicated that as much as 49 percent of the differ-cur.in men's and women's salaries may be the
result.of women's discontinuous labor force par.
ticipation. Conway attributed parrot' this lack of
continuity to child care needs, and suggested that
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government action to enable oe asust in the provi,
sions of day-care could be "the most significant
factor" in arresting the growing differential be-
Meen men's and women's earniegs.0

The arguments for comprehensive federal day
care support are circular, start* with the suit ow.
lien that it should be the policy of the federal gm,.
ernment to encourage mothers of young children to
enter the node force and ratify their choice with
day-care support. Then, the justsfication for such a
policy becomes the fact that mon mothers 'of young
children are in fact entering the work force,

By sticking to the circular argument. proponents
of federal 4apcare support avoid the really sticky
questions. Why are more mothers in the work
form? Are they there primarily through choice, Cs.
nancial necessity, or some combination of both?
What seethe current child care choices mostwork-
ing mothers are making? What is the trade4ff be-
man the cost 45 federal day-care in real dollars
and inflation and tax pressures on families that
cause mothers togoout and work in the first place?
Is it in the best interest of women and their families
to have government encouraging mothers of young
children to enter the work force by providing them
with free or practically free "services" as incentives
to do so? Finally. is gsv mg government incentives to
mothers to place their infants and preschoolrs in
the hands of others in the best interest of the
children,

Work in: Mizzhers

Why do mothers work? In many cases, except
for those rho tend to be in high status jobs, the
majority of working mothers work "for the
money." These women, busy aiming extra dollars
for the famdy budget, for cluldren's col lege tuitions
or house payments, are probably too harrassed to
notice that they have been claimed, body and soul,
by the women's movement because they work.

fly every indication, these women take very seri.
ously their responsibilities as wives and mothers:
they are under stress because they are seeking to
perform dual roles, and 40 percent of those us
lower paying, lower status jobs would quit tomor-
row if they didn't need the money." At the same
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time, these women, because they are committed to
their home responsibilities, often renounce higher
paying jobs that require greater job commitment;
flexibility Is as important to them as the extra
income.

Working mothers in families with incomes up to
$50,000 can receive a tax credit for up to 20 percent
of day-care expenses. The annual cost to taxpayers
of this credit is 7500

The Preferences of Mothers

One of the poiatr of controversy has been the
kinds of day-care working mothers prefer. Many
who are skeptical about the validity of more federal
child care support point to the fact that most
mothen seem to do well with extended family,
neighborhood, aad informal care arrangements.
The record Is clear that the overwhelming number
of working mothen use such arrangements. A 1975
study showed thtt only 2.2 percent of the children
of families using aon-parental care over ten hours
per week were in day-care centers."

Marian Wright Edelman, who promoted the
1971 amprehensive Child Development bill, solves
her day-care problem with a housekeeper whom
she employs while she fulfills her career as a child
advocate." Most of the evidence suggests that
Edelman's choice is similar to that of many work-
ing mothers who choose informal day.care over
day-care centers.

The preferences and practices of most working
mothers have been very threatening to the ideolog-
kal assumptions of the federalized day-care adv."-
cotes. Clinging to the belief that mothers are
anxious to enter the work foece and place their chil-
dren in high quality day-care centers leads these
advocates to Interesti,g conclusions regarding the
concerns of mothers.

In the hearings on the Cranston bill. a poll was
cited showing that "most mothers prefer high
quality day care centers to other forms of child
care" and that fully SO percent of the nonmorking
mothers polled indvaited that "the biggest problem
in entering the work force would be managing both
job and family."*. The implication is clear that for
80 percent of the mothers not working, the lack of
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"high quality day care centers" provsded by the
federal government (on an advantageous slidmg fee
scale), constitutes a "barrier" to their entry into
the work forcc

Another vieW.of these same responses might
point to the conclusion that the 80 percent of
mothers of young children polled who are not
Working are by thew response simply acknowledg-
ing the full implications of the MONl responsibili
ties they have accepted by having a family. These
mothers have concluded that in order to exereist
that responsibility fully. they can not have a career
outside the home as well, sy suggesting that a
"high quality day care center" would be "nice."
these mothers are not even addressing the issues of
whether they would want to pay its costs of have the
government pay its costs (irhich would result in a
higher tax bill for the mothers' families). What
dayfue proponents view 14 a burner to their policy
preferences, is seen by mosf mothers as proof that
in life "you can't haw it all." and that being ma
tore means knowing that th err are consequences
for all of life's choices.

Whet LI "Quality'' °q.t.& re?
References to "high quality" day-care centers

brings up the interesting question of the definition
of "quality." For public sectorenented daycare
advocates, high quality dayeare means daycare
centers that are funded and regulated by the goy.
ernment and "quality control" of caregivers in
private homes through government licensing and
compliance with government standards. There is a
great fear of "Kentucky Fried" franchised private
daycare centers while at the same time govern

. merit bureaucracy is seen as the absolute guarantee

for "quality."
This was graphically revealed in thc workshop on

child care at the Baltimore White House Confer.
ence on Families. Although there were sensible
proposals for encouraging employer and union ar
ranganents for child care for employees, top pnor
ity was given to enla rgement of the government role
in serriees. licensing and regulation to provide
"quality child care." This approach did not reflect
testimony from thc grass roots at the state hearings
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held by the White House Conference on Families.
The fatal problem for federal daycare advocates

is that their research models of ideal day care cen
ten are expensive universitybased centers popu
lated by budding child development professionals
who act as willing sunogateparents as part of their
studies. These centers. according to some esti.
mates, fest approximately $3,000 to $4,000 a year
per child and sr: heavily subsidized by the parent
university and by government grants. These centers
are the prototype that Bettye M. Caldwell, well.
known advocate for federal day-care and one of the
high ranking professionals in the dayeare field,
has used in her research to demonstrate the bene
ficial effects of dayeare centers on thc develop
Mot of children.

Caldwell, in her position paper commissioned by
the National Council on Family Relations for the
White House Conference on Families, states that.
"most citizens fail to appreciate the Importance of
day care as a developmental service" and that they
view daycare as "family weakening rather than
family strengthening." Professor Caldwell misses
the point: the kind of day-care that she attempts to
provide as a "developmental service" in her uni
versitybased day-care facility is simply not avail
able as a rellistiC option for most working mMhers.
To publicly maintain centers of this kind on a me
lima) scale would require an unbearable burden
which the taxpayers are not willing to carry.

Syndicated columnist loan Beck has asked,
'would mothers of young children be willing to
wotk full time outside the home 1( they knew it
would lower their youngsters' intelligence measur-
ably?" Beck says this question is one the "women's
movement will have to face" because there is
evidence that "the quality of happy home lite is
much more closely related to mental test scores
than socio-economic status.".3

The, mothering necessary for the younger child
must be a continuous. stable daily giving of love
and interest to the child: it is not the kind of
mothering you can concentrate into a tired hour of
"quality time" following a long work day outside
the home. This kind of mothering needs to De
spread over the waking day of the baby dr toddler.
keyed to his immediate interests, and matched to
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his responses and level of development. The myth
of "quality time" is frequently perpetrated in
women's magazines as pan of the message to
women that they "can have it all."

Deo, Chig's Binhright
In her landmark book, Erivy Child's Birthright.

In Defense of Mothering.° psychiatrist Selma
Freiberg has brought her professional experience
tobear in documenting and affirming.the vital and.
irreplaceable role played by mothers in the contin
um loving care foe their children in the crucial
early years, and the temble psychic damage done
to children who suffer deprivation of mothering.

Sidestepping mligious and political considera
lions in the delivery of her message, she demon.
reales the social and psychological implications for
the child and for society that result from dcpriva
lion of mothering. including the deprivation under.
gone by children who arc placed, at a very tender
age, in day.care centers for the entire day.

Freiberg studiously avoids attempting to tell the
mothers of young children that they should not em
bark on full time work outside the home, but she
nevertheless feels called upon to deliver to thcm her
uncomfortable message on the effects their course
of action might have on the well.being of their chil.
dren. She challenges all mothers with this state.
menu

What of babies and small children who are caught
in this upheaval? Babies have not changed their na
lure in Ilk course a human history They have not
been liberated by the changing family styks of the
past decades. They have not taught up with the
news t hat they art enthving their mothers and cam.
ing domestic upheavals by the accident of their
birth. Mid while we have been professing that it
doesn't Mkt any difference who feeds. bathes, dia
pers, bolds, and plays games with them, they don't
believe itt has taken millions of research dollarsto
red out what a nybody's fru ndmother k new SO years
ago. litabei Snow thew parents and prefer them to
other pecole as early as the tint few weds of lite "

Children who are in extreme terms deprived of
mothering become at a very early age afflicted with
the severe psychic disease of non.attachment. Ac
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cording to Freiberg, a child suffering from ihe
east of non.altachment has great difficulty even at
the age of three or four and cannot easily attach
himself to others, even when he is provided with the
most favorable conditionsfor the formation of his
humanity. For the non.attached so affected.
"drugs and brutal acts are needed to affmn their
existence." Multiple killers are people with this
disease, people who are "part of the floating popu.
tenons of prisons, in the slums. the camie show,
underworld enterprises, or t he streets of our major
cities."

The rescuing of children afflicted with the dis.
ease of non.attachment, if successful at all. takes
"enormous resources of the state and the work of
deeply dedicated people for months and years." yet
all of this "normally takes place. without ptychiat.
rm consultation, in tirdinary homes and with ordi.
nary babies. during the first year of life°.

Selma Fraiberg is clearly trying to convey to
mothers the enormous importance of their endeav.
ors. The feminist movemen', which has in so many
quarters demeaned the sociely.saving function of
mothering, reacted predictably with an article in
Mi. magazine (August 1978) warning women to
"Beware of Freiberg's Apron Strings."

Freiberg also has a great deal to say about the
current situation of mothers who are on the Aid for
Families of Dependent Children (AFDC) welfare
programs. The elforts to place these mothers in the
work force and help to make them selt.supponing
was the rationale behind the Work Incentive Pro.
gram (WIN) which was begun In 1973, The WIN
program, along with the much larger tedeval pro.
grant. Title XX of the Social Security Act, provides
tederal funds for states which in turn establish day.
care programs for AFDC mothers, Selma Freiberg
describes what she Calls the "looking glass world"
ot federal day care in which mothers on welfare
place their own children in federally funded day.
care centers while they undergo training as care-
giversor work in tederally funded depute centers.

The present direct involvement of the federal
government in day.care. under Title XX and WIN.
is primarily through its access to the AFDC
mothers, The rationale behind the programs is that
the AFDC mothers can receive tratning, develop
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Allis and there)), a sense of self esteem ands mer
sure of indepen'dence. permitting them to go off
welfare and herons: selfsupporting.

Perhapsa grey. deal depends on the quality of
the training the AFDC mothers are receiving. The
amount the federal government spends for "train .
ing" under Title XX is considerable. amounting to
$SI million this year.' The degree to which the
Title XX programs in the states reflect Fri IWO
looking glass world and the degree to which they
art actually helping mothers to become self .
sustaining depends, as it always does, on the qual.
sty and dedication of the helping professionals
whose living is derived frem Title XX and other
slogigtscanis built around the AFDC mothers.

Dr. MCGRAW. At this point I would like to make a few comments
on what I see are tremendous changes in the debate over the years
as to what the Federal Government is or is not expected to do
about a lot of the problems of the family which we have been talk-
ing about this morning.

Certainly over the last decade or so the dominant view was that
if there are certain human family related problems, there should
be a Federal agency or bureau set up to dispense grants to study
and attempt to solve the problems. This is most classically reflected
in the effort to increase the role of federalized day care.

We have come a long way when we consider that, the dominant
approach has been to consider the absence of federally funded day
care as a barrier to women entering achieving self-fulfilment in the
work force. In documents of Various commissions on women's
issues, commissions on day care, and other commissions as well as
various lead, State and Federal agencies, even in previous hearings
probably in this very room, you would find that the rhetoric gener-
ally followed that line, which was that failure to provide federally
funded subsidized day care constitutes a "barrier" to women being
able to fulfill their roles as they see fit.

So, you can begin to see a tremendous change in the framework
of the debate. And I would submit that the election of 1980 was a
watershed ,event in that regard because it reflected a concern
among many people that, whatever problems exist in terms of the
roles of men and women and the family, they are somewhat skepti-
cal about Federal Government being able to address those prob-
lems in an effective manner with more programs.

I think what we are still dealing with, however, is basically the
two-model approach. The old model still holds an attraction to
many people, which is that you are going to come up with some
sort of federally funded Government service to provide the thera-
peutic support to the family, as opposed to looking to the private
sector or to voluntary initiatives to generate solutions and means
of aiding the family.

An example that I would call to your attention would be a provi-
sion in the family protection bill, which proposes thqt a corporation
may obtain a special tax break for providing child care facilities on
site. This would represent a positive help for women in the work
force. They could bring their children with them to the site of work
and they can be close by. I think this could have tremendous ad-
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vantages for family ties. There is more time that mother and child
can spend in the car or on the bus talking and being together in-
stead of the mother having to worry about the child going to an-
other destination and then getting of her place of work.

Also, one of the things which all of us mothers who work are
very keenly conscious of constantly is the sickness and the illness
that affects our children. And if you have obligations in the work
place and your children fall sick, this can be really the moment
when those family concerns are the most telling.

By encouraging companies to provide this kind of onsite day care
I think is a very pcfitive way in which Government can encourage
the private sector to take those measures which are going to deal
with the increased numbers of two earner families.

This is also a positive help to the tremendous numbers of moth-
ers who are single parents and who because of lack of support fol-
lowing divorce, are on their own and must go out and work to sus-
tain that family. The pressure on them is even greater encouraging
onsite day care is one way to solve the problem.

This represents a great contrast to the kinds of proposals we
have had in the past. .

[Whereupon, Senator Denton is now again presiding.]
Dr. MCGRAW. I would like also, Senator, to suggest to you an-

other dimension of this tragic problem which you referred to in
your opening remarks of the welfare system and the tremendous
numbers of families that are involved in that. The overwhelming
proportion of those families are single parent families, mothers
who are on AFDC. I think this is an area of Federal policy that
you, as a representative of that Government, elected by the people,
need to take a very close look at, because in contrast to some of
these other areas of women's roles and men's roles and problems
related to such areas as housework, .he problems associated with
welfare is a direct result of Government policies in the past.

There is a term that is used among the young in poor families. It
is "crib money." Our young adolescent girls learn about crib money
very early. Crib money means that they can have a baby of their
own and they will have an AFDC household of their own. I refer to
the problems of these youngsters in the welfare culture in my heri-
tage monograph, the family, feminism and the therapeutic state.
Youngsters are placed on a kind of therapeutic conveyor belt be-
cause, on the one hand, they are supposed to contracept, courtesy
of the federally funded clinics, so that they will not get pregnant,
and at the same time they know full well that if they have a baby
of their own they will have an AFDC household of their own.

The tragedy is the numbers of families in the welfare culture
that are never formed in the first place, or will very soon break up
and consideration must be given to changing the Government poli-
cies that sustains, encourages, and fosters family hreakup.

George Gilder has written two books dealing with this: "Wealth
and Poverty," and "Visible Man." In the latter, Gilder gives a first-
hand account of a man who lives his entire life in the welfare cul-
ture outside of the family context.

So, there is an urgent question of what Government can do to
change its policies, whether it be in the form of assisting the chil-
dren without regard .to whether or not the male is in the home,
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and economic measures to promote jobs for males. Promoting jobs
for male providers is central to changing the situation in the wel-
fare culture. I consider this a paramount concern and I hope that
under your authority more deliberation will be taking place on this
problem.

Too often we have been afraid to deal with it because we would
be called names or labeled in some way because of racial connota-
tions or class connotations. I think the time is past for us to use
such concerns to avoid examining this problem.

[The prepared statement of Dr. McGra, followsd
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FAMILIES AND FEDERAL POLICY

WHERE DO WE GO mom HERE?

Thank you, Senator Denton for the opportunity to addresm your sub-

committee on the important topic of government policies and their impact

on families. It is a paramount concern of all those who understand that

strong families are indispensable to the fabric of our national life.

The primacy of fsmily has, of course, been widely acknowledged and

very much taken for granted in American life until recent decades. A

chief characteristic of our social history is the richness of family life

that emerged from the many ethnic groups that comprise American society.

These groups traditionally placed a high value on the unique and irrepla-

cable role of the family in the development of healthy and productive

individuals.

The 1960's and 70's however, witnessed a distinct cultural and

political breaking away from a consensus on family primacy. Nevertheless

as social historian Christopher,Lasch has demonstrated in Haven in a

Heartless World, the attack on the family by the dominant academic elite

in the fields of sociology and psychology was raging long before those

turbulent decades.

It was in the decade of the 19703 that radical coarles which placod

the American state in opposition to traditional family values occured.

The Supreme Court declared in Roo v. Wade (1973) that mothers had the

constitutional right to rid themselves of their unwanted children

before birth in virtually all ci-cumatances. Thus, the state was no

longer the protector of the human right to life of the tiniest and most

defenseless members of the family. Shortly thereafter, federal and
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state laws were enacted to provide public funds fo&. contraception and

abOrtion to minor children without the knowledge and consent of parents.

Meanwhile, the feminist movement issued an appeal that rapidly

spread through our culture urging women to liberate themselves from the

chains of family life and affirm their own self-fulfillment at the

p4mary gooZ. States adopted "no fault" divcOrce laws that removed the

legal concept of the "injured party," transforming the civil recognition

of carriage as a serious contract into a transitory semi-permanent

association of individuals, easily formed and easily dissolved.

In matters concerning sexuality, as portrayed in the popuiar

media and in sex educationcourses in the s-hools, sex became a ratter

merely ot choices and options that the individual self cakes for "self

validation" and "growth."

Historian James Hitchcock described this state of affairs:

One does or does not get married, does or does not remain
married, does or does not have an Affair, does or does not
have children, but in each case the conditions of life are

arranged in such a way that neither choice implies anything
permanent, binding or irrevocable. Parents...increasingly
seem to want to arrange their lives so that their children

are minimally demanding and bothersome. "Keeping one's

options open" is the main concern of a society that has,
at long last, finally learned how to have its cake and

eat it too.

The lack of permanent commitment reflects a growing cultural re-

jection of individual moral responsibility, robbing the family of its

natural and transcendent rnle as the vital center for huran life,

growth and development. The family becomes instead a biological and

sociclogical.support mechanism that is only valuable to the degree

that the individual finds it so. If the family cannot provide se.lf-

fulfillment, the individual rarely severs the family tie and moves on
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to the next "passage" in the life cycle.

The role of society, and particularly the state, becomes one of

facilitating this process by providing therapeutic "coping mechanisms."

Schools and other institutions are touted as providers of "survival

skills." Leading educational theorists decreed throughout the 1970s

that schools in particular were to treat the "needs" of the "total child."

The educational theorists, strongly under the influence of such humanistic

psychologists as Carl Rogers, Erich Fromm and Abraham Maslow, insisted that

schools must replace "imcompetent" parents with therapeutic training in

sexuality, values formation, death and dying, and decision making, pre-

ferably intefrated throughout the existing curriculum.

The opening shot in the political battle over the family was fired

in 1971. Following their own recommendations, which they had prmnulgated

at the 1970 White Mouse Conference on Children, a coalition of child

advocacy/day-care lobby groups pushed through Congress a Comprehensive

Child Development bill to establish a national network of federally-funded

day-care/child development centers.

The promise of the bill, clearly stated in the hearings and debate,,

was that millions of American children would fail to achieve their full

potential unless placed under the care of federally-funded child advo-

cates and day-care centers. Leading proponents of the bill, including

then - Senator Walter Mondale and Representative John Drademas, wore

stunned at the widespread grass roots opposition that materialized.

This opposition generated enough heat to obtain a veto from President

Richard Nixon.

C
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In his veto messageil, President Nixon stated:

All other factors being equal, good public policy requires
that we enhance rather than diminish both parent authority
and parental involvement with children-particularly in those
decisive early years when social attitudes and conscience are
formed, and religious and moral principles are first inculcated.

Further,, he stated, this bill would commit:

the vast moral authority of the national Government to the
side of cormmunal approaches to. child rearing over the family-
centered approach,

Since the bill was vetoed cm the basis of principle rather than

economic or budgetary consideratious, the damage done to the /child

advocacy/day-care lobby was incalculable. Especially damaging to the

liberals on this issue were the significant desertions from their own

ranks of commonsense liberals who could not swallow the philosophical

premises of the bill's proponents. William V. Shannon, then an editor

of The wlew York Times, stated:

The unpopular truth is thatany cormunity facility - call
it a day-care center or a child-development center - is
at best an inadequate, unsatisfactory substitute, and
at worst a dangerous, destructive substitute for a child's
own rnothe.r.

It was becoming clearer by the decade's end that a certain agenda

of issues, including abortion, day-care and social engineering in the

schools touched upon the central question of the place of the faxtt'.ly in

our society. At the same time, rising statistics on 4legitimacy and

divorce accelerated concern about the survival of the ,farahy. The family

as an institution had become greatly devalued, but the utopia promised

by the proponents of liberation had not arrived. The 'araily had been

put in its place, but no one seemed to be particularly 'Iappy about it.
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A tremendous number o women had been liberated by husbands who,

through "no fault" divorce, no longer had to support them or their

children. Teenagers who were told that the family was an outmoded,

authoritarian bourgeois institution watched the lives of many of their

friends dissolve in idleness, drug abuse, and suicide. As the number

of adolescents receiving sex education, contraception and abortion from

government funded "faraily planning" programs increased, so did . rate

of adolescent abortion, illegitimacy and venereal disease.

The irrefutable evidence of a decade had shown how lacking in percep

tion were the proponents of liberation who loudly proclaimed that the

family was only one option among alternative life-styles.

As Nathan Glazer pointed out in his article, "The Rediscovery of the

Family.":

...a funny thing happened on the way to developing a radical
critique of the American family: it turned out that the old
model was not so bad after all.

During the past several years, the rediscovery of the family has

taken on increasing cultural, religious and, of course, political

significance. Many would argue, for example, that the overwhelming

landslide for Ronald Reagan reflected in largo part a concern that

American family life had been severely eroded, becoming, in the words of

columnist Joseph Sobran, "the lowest administrative a= of the state."

Very probably the public was reacting to the government policies

undertaken by the liberal politicians in power. laose policies assumed

the responsibility and the authority of the state to service the entire

range of human needs. ciovernment commissions assembled to address the topic

of women and the family frequently produced reports insisting that anything
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less than full government subsidy for the full range of human needs

eonsituted "discriminatory barriers" to full participation in the good

life. Job fulfillment, eradication of sex role stereotyping, and govern

rent funded day-care arc among the "services" the liberals insist the

government must deliver.

Contrary, however, to what was billed in the media and at government

funded conferences as the dominant opinion on family issues, the public

opinion polls done in 1980 told a different story. The 1980 Better Homes

and Gardens poll sought the opinion of its readers on the question "Is

Government Helping or Hurting American Families?" and a 1980 Gallup poll

,was commissioned in connection with the controversial White House Conference

on Families. Both revealed common themes which were to later be confirmed

by the November, 1980 election results. These themes could be summarized

as follows. (1) overwhelmingly the family remains the most important thing

to most people from all walks of life, (2) a weakening of American family

life was perceived which was considered a negative rather than a liberating

development for andividuals, (3) there was a general lack of confidence in

the ability of government to solve essential family problems, (4) although

there were difftrences reflected by class and race, the interesting finding

was that essential views on the importance and value of the family were

shared by people of all races, religions and walks of life.

For example, the Better Homes and Gardens poll asked, "What do you

think is the general effect of government policies on middle class families

like yours? An astonishing 88% answered "harmful": 4% said "helpful" 4% said

"no impact" and 4% did not answer.

Clearly a major cultural and political shift has occured. The question

is thon, in specific terms, what government policies can be established that
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will serve to help family strengthen themselves and meet their essential

needs.

We must be clear that in today's political terms we are talking about

two models: One is the old liberal democratic model in which government

is to have the authority and the capacity to assure delivery of social

services to the poor, minorities and all who "need" these services and

that in spite of the country's current exonomic problems those services

must continue to flow as they have in the past. The new model, based on

President Reagan's political and economic philos'phy, calls for a real cut

back in government spending with a veiw toward freeing up precious dollars

for capital formation into productive unterprizes and jobs. The hope is

to restore jobs in the production of authentic goods and services as opposed

to jobs and services that are artificially maintained by liberal social

policies. Unfortunately, an extraordinary number of our current jobs lie

in this artifical layer of contrived "social support" programs which are

not producing gc 'de and services that are in demand. Thus, interest groups

that are lobbying Congress to prevent budget cuts use the poor and minori-

ties in their rhetoric, but they are really talking about a reduction in

the number of government subsidized jobs for which there is no real demand

or need.

Accordingly, many argue that since the previous policies have merely

increased the number of dependent poor, what 15 really needed is for govern-

ment to help families by boldly promoting a truly productive economy. In-

terestingly the liberal media often refers to this intitiative as the "Jecret

agenda" tehind the budget cuts. There is nothing "secret" about it. It is
the economic recovery program the people voted for at the ballot box in

November 1980.
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Probably one of the most important missing elements in the years we

have had a government solution for every human problem Is the sense of

personal responsibility for one's individual actions. As layers of govern-

ment policies and programs multiply at every level, Individuals are no

longer directly responsible to others for their behavior. Society becomes

responsible in the collective sense to its seTments and that collective

responsibility is met by government programs. Everyone is responsible

and no one is responsible. Parents are no longer responsible to and for

their children or to each other, those who are paid by the government are

not responsible for the moral and practical quality of the servlces

they deliver.

A classic example waS the scandal in the California Department of

Social Services when it was found that large numbers of children had

been placed in the foster care of the Jonestown cult. It came to light

that the California Department of Social Services had,in effect, by

bureacuratic blunder and looking the other way, "signed off" on giving

childron into the care of the cult. A spokesman for the Department

of Social Services denied all responsibility, attributing the tragic

aftermath to an inevitable by-product of our modern society.

Another problem is that government funded services are in many cases

expected to be completely value-neutral with regard to the moral questions

that underlie family problems. A young social worker recently told me of

the problems she had in counseling child abusing fathers, step-fathers

and boyfriends under the supervision of a county human services depart-

ment. Social workers were firmly told they were not permitted to impose

their values un the child abusers, abusers were to be counseled with

psychological techniques but under no circumstances could any Cod-centered
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values enter into the counseling. The frustrated social worker who

related this contends that this kind of misguided assumption about

"the separation of church and state" determines much of what passes for

a philosophy of service in government funded social work.

A juvenile judge in the same state contends that his only success

stories with kids in trouble are those where youngsters are placed in

private rehabilitation facilities that are guided by transendent values

and personal responsibility.

Several proposals in the Family Protection Act suggest the approach

that can be taken to help families help themselves. One proposal would

establish a savings plan whereby relatives may deduct up to $2,500 tax

per year to save toward the education of a child in the family. Another

provision, already adopted, provides special tax exemptions for families

adopting handicapped youngsters. A third provision allows a corporation

a deduction in taxes for contilbutions to joint employee-employer day-care

facilities.

Another area in which government policies damage family strength is

the perpetuation of a welfare culture that runs on families that are

broken or never formed in the first place. George Gilder's visible Man

and Wealth and Poverty should be required reading for all who believe that

strong family life is not inevitably the exclusive privilege of the middle

class. Too often, attemps to deal with the perpetuation of the welfare

culture are branded as discrimination against minorities and the poor.

The tax-paying populace is continuously whipped into a form of

class warfare in whi,..h it Is coerced into subsidizing programs alledqed

to be for the benefit of the poor, but which in reality are welfare

programs for the "new class" of helping professionals. The individuals

car
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who are vulnerable precisely because they are not functioning within

strong and stable families are placed on a kind of therapeutic conveyor

belt providing the .ndispensable clientle for the vast hordes of human

Jervice providers who decive their livel?hood from this goverment sub-

si.ilzed dependence. Will we continue to subsidize government policies

that weaken the family? There is a tendency to look the othei way in

the face of a vast welfare program whose effect is to subsidize broken

families. As Gel;'rge Gilder has pointed out, "in the welfare culture, money

becomes not something earned by men through hard work, but a right con-

ferred on women by the state."

most family studies, including those Chat are federally funded, point

to the family as the indispensable, irreplaceable support system for the

individual. What kinds of supports in turn strengthen families? If the

family unit is held together by acceptande of moral responsibility,

supports that help make families strong are intana.ble, non-material values,

ethnic and racial ties, community traditionz, societal norms, shared values,

and strong religious commitments. For example, effective cures for

alcoholism are found in self-help groups like Alcoholics Anonymous; parents

prone to child abuse find help in groups like Parents Anonymous, and studies

show that strong religious and traditional ties are the detexmdning factor

for stable marriages.

Strong families in turn enrich the secondary institutions where they

live, providing a social tie upon which trust, good voll and generosity of

spirit can thrive. Do we need a spate of sociological studios to tell us

that when peoFle in famulies learn to care for each other, they also learn

to ca r-. for others?

Our current situation 15 that we all have Che right to kill our children

bofore they are born if we so choose. At the same time, tho experts are

advising us that incest is an "irrational taboo," that spanking should

be outlawed, and that parenthood should be licensed.

The recover/ of the family is nothing less than the recovery of our

common humanity.

u
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Broderick and Dr. McGraw. I
am sorry I had to go vote. In fact, we had two votes and I am miss-
ing another meeting called on short notice by the Judiciary Com-
mittee. I hope they get a majority because they didn't tell me about
it ahead of time. So, I am going to deal with this here.

As to your last few remarks there, Dr. McGraw, you may be sure
that we are looking into that sort of thing and we are doing so in
such a way that I am mostly relying on the advise, in my own
State of black people. I find no segment of our society, no color,
yellow, black, whitethat is more concerned, more conscientiously
concerned, with what is happening to the institution of the family
than the irresponsible. There are irresponsible black people, yellow
people and white people.

But to avoid that inference of the racial issueand there is
noneI let them be the spokesmen. I find the black people having

come through this labor experience and discrimination experience
remarkably tenacious when it comes to family values and spiritual
values.

So, I understand the nuance of what you say about the sensitiv-
ity of addressing it. So, I am dealing with those who might other-
wise accuse me of something that is not so.

Dr. Broderick, in your testimony you refer to studies IN hich show
how much a woman's overall work time is increased if she takes
employment outside the home, and how husband's work time does
not increase to pick up the slack. That was a theme that was men-
tioned earlier.

You said that it is up to men to reevaluate their commitment to
work in the home.

I would react the same way as I did with the other gentlemen. I
agree with it, but to what extent do you have to reevaluate?

But you did not mention children's work contributions.
One of the studies you cited -Walker'sshows that children of

all ages in dual wage families contribute less time to home respon-
sibilities, than their fathers do even after the fathers worked on a
job all day. Other studies show that children spend much of their
time watching television.

Do you think the work inside the home should also be shared by
children who are capable of doing so?

Do you think it is healthy for the family today for children to
feel entitled to a great deal of labor from their parents, but for par-
ents to be entitled to little or nothing from their children?

Dr. BIWDERICK. When we asked mothers why they don't get their
t,hildren (or their husbands) to do more houseworkthey say by
the time they have them motivated to do it and explained to them
how to do it, got it ready for them to do, supervised their doing it
and cleaned up after them, it is easier to do it yourself, which is to
say that there istot the belief in our system that childrenhave a
real obligation to share in housework in a serious way. In most
American homes childi en's main job is to do their homework. They
do nut conceive of themselves as having real obligations in uther
areas.

I think that women will not be able to get husbands and children
to do more work until our society seems to believe there is a com-
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munity obligation w ith respect to that work, which is not quite so
today in our society.

Senator DENTON. As a personal example, I was a pretty hard kid
to get to work. I remember my grandmother trying to get me to
mow the lawn, which I wouldn't do as often as I should. I think I
got a quarter for mowing the lawn.

Dr. BRODERICK. I did it free.
Senator DENTON. SO, I guess it is not a peculiarity of this particu-

lar generation.
One thing that is a peculiarity though is the extra cost propor-

tionately of the child's education, for example, to the parents.
Dr. BRODERICK. One of the things that wasn't mentioned in any

of the testimony because it was on working wives was the alterna-
tive to the wife going to work is the husband having two jobs. That
is very frequently happening now. You will have a man working 16
or 18 hours a day so she doesn't have to take a job.

I see families where the man is never home. One wonders how
they manage to see the children.

So, that is an alternative to the woman working. It is a two job
family where both jobs are held by one partner.

I don't think that that works out much better either. I mention
it only because it is an effort on the part of families to sustain the
traditional role, yet it who leaves her more alone, with less sup-
port, and the children with less cohabitation with their father.

We are going through a difficult time trying to find solutions to
the problem of escalating costs and standards and no escalation of
time.

Senator DENTON. Have you identified a characteristic that might
indicate that a particular family might be more vulnerable to
stresses placed on it because of insufficient time spent with one an-
other?

Dr. BRODERICK. Well, as a clinician, I see the ones who refer
themsekes to me and to others whom I supervise because they are
unhappy But my obsersation is that the people who come for help
are the most resourceful. They are asking for the help that is avail-
able to them. They see the minister or marriage counselor.

Now, the ones I am more concerned with are on the ones that
just sink without seeking any help at all. And we do know who
those people are. More than likely they are those who have not de-
veloped the skills at using the network of friends and relatives and
other resources that are around them. The most valuable are those
who are socially isolated. The handicapped, the aged, the ill, the
unskilled.

We have spent, a lot of our time helping people build friendship
networks, using the facilities that are available to them, not at
Government expense. Those unable to do so are people who have
moved too often and don't have social skills, who are alcoholics or
drug dependent and, therefore, don't have the skills to move out to
the network of help that is available to them.

Senator DENTON Dr. McGra'w, as we have already mentioned in
this hearing, the percentage of mothers of young children who
work outside the home has tripled in three decades. This has been
called the single most outstanding phenomenon of this century.

What do you think has caused that?

e ..)
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Dr. MCGRAW. I think that the overwhelming number of those
mothers are probably doing this from what they view as a need to
supplement the family income. I think that is the main thing that
is causing them to go into work outside the home.

Now, I think that a number of other things might enter in. Cer-
tainly the culture is sending a signal that this is a good thing for
women to do. But I really think that economic need is the main
factor.

There was a major study done by the Urban Institute on women
in the work force. Your staff might look into that. They examined
the work situation of mothers from many different vantage points;
the mothers of young children and the ones that had children in
school. The message that came throughwas, that No. 1, mothers
were mainly motivated by the need to supplement the family
income. Moreover, the study revealed the stress and worry from
having two roles.

My ovvn experience confirms this, although I did not go to work
outside the home until my children were in school. But those mo-
ments come when they are sick, when there are problems, and you
are just absolutely split into two people.

Senator DENTON. I must say that I have seen that so much in
this Senate building with women caught in that and not knowing
any more than we do precisely where to draw that line. It might
not even leave the children lacking, but it leaves them torn.

Dr. McGRAw. I think it is a very important thing and I agree
with the previous speakers. I know it has been true with my own
work experience, but I feel very fortunate because I am with a
small foundation where there is a lot of flexibility rather than a
large corporation. I have been lucky in that I h...ven't had to expe-
rience that split personality feeling as so many other women have.

But I certainly would argue for that kind of understanding and
for women being willing to accept less pay in terms of a tradeoff
for more flexibility.

Senator DENTON. Especially if it is a part-time situation with an
arrangement. That is what I meant by the 3 hours versus the 8.
And I think it is worth it. Yet it is presented as so demeaning and
unequal and all that.

Dr. McGRAw. It is a matter of equity and justice and the right
relationship between the employer and employee.

Senator DENTON. We are always talking about the difference be-
tween men's pay and women's pay.

Dr. McGRAw. Yes. If women seek flexibility but do not insist on
receiving benefits equal to those who do not hav e flexibility, the
employers should respond in a positive way.

Dr. BRODERICK. Recent studies show that actually when you talk
about women working say 45 percent, they are not full time em-
ployed women.

Actually there is a very good study by George Masnick and Mary
Jo Bane that was just published. It is appended for your informa-
tion.

It shows that actually only about 30 percent, rather than 40 per-
cent, are working full time. The rest are working either part time
during the day or part time during the year, perhaps during the
school year, for example, and not in the summer, or only during

MI()
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the summer when their husbands might be off because the hus-
-band is a schoolteacher or whatever.

So that people are trying to find in our society flexible ways to
deiil with their family, not just marching ofE They are doing the
best they can. And where part time is available, that is what they
choose.

IThe study referred to follows:J

\
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Chapter 3

WOMEN'S WORK AND

FAMILY INCOME

thilhousdull look %cry dill'erent
rom u h mb othe hoseholds of the late 1970s is in te nuer f woi
they c mur-Figurri7-21 ( ', usii 36010

J29Din thP linapartizLof one-worker busbandlw ife households. s'er
'the same period increasn'olelted br two-yorket fiTiTriaultyi

<
'kw:Beholds, one-workeFehokls of singlt:_221snis and of men and-
women living alone, and for households with no workers. This eliap-

Imes behind those changes, particularly the
jump in labor force participation rates of women. Officially the term
labor force participation means beMg at work or looking for work.

The trends suggested hy Figure 1.2, lmwever, may be only the tip
of the iceberg. Along with shifts in labor force participation, tbe nest
decade may see substantial changes in the degree of atmelnnem
irtmtarhare-trrlithryrf .ontributions to family
income. These latter chalig7s7=-701a, it is importmit t.o notin4ftive
not yet occurredare likely to influence in major wavs the allocation
of time, mon .11m.y within househofas. They arc also likely to
create ouseholds that are more diverse iii-Tioth the amount of time
and money that is available and in how each is spent. The diversity
will, in turn, have important implications for the sorts of choices
households make in terms of location, housing, and consumer goods
and in demands for public and private services.

Three aspects of women's paid work outside the home should be
..11.anwrinnzalr5 ll I t s,

afid contributions to lamib income.,ParticipanTsTITIhe labor iorce'
a diverse group. They range from women ho spend trifling mounts
of time and energy at work to those lmrsuing careers.

S2
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Sunple -partkipatma" m the workfurle ma> mean that only the most
11111101 adinst molts need be made m %%omen's time use, roles, and
percept ions,

Attachment is measured by the e tent to which a woman's in-,
olsement m w k,is-TiiT)stautiaFaiiirperiiiimwritlitgli attadr-
ment I chTtranerWrby continuous participatiloirover a periodof

a`iiiiTy fill tune work throughont thP year. Women who are
strgb-attTit.Thed tii ijiiIs Mireilmth from wonk.ii Citiotomot work"

lunne aT17117ii7 women whose work attachments are
_

spcml their tum:dilierentk, and their families function hi
dilitren0Y;Ivs

l'he third aspect of w*eil's work has to do with earnings] and
init Ilnitions to fallid\, 111ClItle, W011101 ho arc not in the pakl labor

kat f)r...3.din are ouls wea ls attadied to it are not very likely to
t4itidnite Muth to famik incomo Even ssomen \silo are strongl
attat lit d Linn loo.t. participants, how I S er, may hold low-)aying jobs
antl thus be li to (ontribute reLitisely small amounts to family
monne Both the lesel of fannly imome and its sour:A.whether it
1/4.0nies men's earninEs women's earnings, or inconie
mlun. es --sittnifit awls t famils ionsuintattni and thin. allocation

.pitterus
Drib: .thisx,,o.p.es.b iii willutaLASSI111 W e are u_m_s_iderin

ipation, attat Lontithution) onl) the first has ch,mgei m_ _

draniatiCrsiiir ss the age groups in our three athilrf.,;717
ulation7xii, 77sIiiiiii717771aboxiintx_parnclpation has not ex-

ILLottat Inuent IA to ominbution Funn our reading a the-
data. we oiliest" that a sellmild rest/halt/II is just under way in attach-
ment. paitkulaily .tinong the somen of the )ounger generation
born ark, 19,10 st ho also arc resolutionizing hun II stnicture, A
t hangi iii relatise contributions to family income nia) be in the
ssuk;s, but dit t!..ta au tot) skuti hy to confidently piedict its coming
oil statte

Labor Force Particiption

Uhl %Mt.(' WM Id Wai II in labm force participation of %%omen,
wises atid mothers. is sisible and w ell publicimd. The

t stuiii,itt s att. Ihim t1 partkipation dining the %seek belbre
tin uonitlik lalun lint c Sur\ is taken and ale 1,116 a rough descrip-
tion of %tot k at its it., Smut. -pal tkipants- arc unemployed or margl-
nalk employed souk 11011-paukipants niay base st (irked at other

Q
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54 The Nation's Families 1960-1990

tfines during the ear or ina w ant to work at the time of the stirs ey.
Nonethdess, it is an estimate. which we CJI1 compare m er time, of
the extent to w inch people work and eani. According to the official
es tnnate, 78 -1 percent of men 16 and (is er and 31.1 percent of wonien
16 and over were labor force participants in 1979.1 In that year
women made imp 12.2 percent of the total civilian Libor force in the
United States. an increase froni 38.2 percent in 1970 and 29.6 percent
in 1950 2 The shift was brought abont by a slight reduction in inen's
participation and a juinp in women's participation.

The popidationipyranuds in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict how the
changing age structure and partit ipation rates from 1950 to 1978
affect the composition of the labor force and the division of the
population between woi kers and non-ssorkers. l The P ramids are
shaded to show the proportion of men and %sonic! b>, age group who
were employed. unemployed, and not in the lalmr force. For 1960
and IWO the p ramids also div ide the emplmed between full-time
and part-time workers.

The shifting age structure of the lalmi force reflects the shifting age
structure of the population as a whole vs hidi was caused b the older
generation's Depressitm-linked low birthrates and the mnidle genei a-
tion's post-war baln boom. In 1960 and 1970 the largest employed
groups were in the I rainids' middle age ianges. In 1978 the (Hinge:.
baliy Inmin generation was beginning to move into the labor force.
creating a Indge at earlier ages, II. 1990, w hen the ounger generation
is in its late 20s and 30s. its bdiasior will have a strong impact on the
lalmr force.

A hoo.st all 23- to 60-year-old men w ere empki ed ever). ear iron]
1930 tol 1978 Emplm men t rates of oldei men has e (Wined, a sign
of earlier and partial retirement. Emplov mein rates of men tinder 23
fluctuate. pi obabl. because of short-term economic conditions,
changes in the sii,c of the armed forces, mid changing rates of school
enrollment,

Women ha, e niade the biggest changes in the ialmr fin ce, as shown
on the right side of the population p ranfids. Since the ploportion of
women in the laboi force ha% been um' ing up in all age groups, the
197$ female p rain id resembles t he male p) ramid much more closel
than was die case-iiirg5ThMiiiiqment has increasUirlitiTtiViTrffie
hfe (lairs(' ofim'e'gronp and in siii.a1Cribig-ag-e-gioulis. TgliropOition
of 23- to 119-D7tFild women70;71T. enniNTTit, TO r example, has
iiiereased steadih from 1930 to 1978. At the same time. a coniparison
of women age 25-29 in 1950 wit Ii 35- to 39-> ear-olds in 1960. 45- to
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19-year-Ofils in 1970, and 55- to 59-year-olds in 1978 shows that
women bora between 1921 .unl 1925 kept .ufiling their numbers to
the labor forte over that time.

hi addition to illustrating infoiniatuni about workers, the popula-
tion mramnIs also popit out changes iiithe numbei and chamter of
non-workers. In 1950411.nue age.-wari<n, 25-60, made up a substan-
tial portion of the lionworkmg population. In 1960 alio 1970 children
dominated the nonworking populatiim ()ming diddrch III 1960 and
teenagers in 1970). 13> 1978 older men and wonwn were Leguining to
be an important component of the nonworking population. As the
population ages o% ei the next decade, men and women ol.ci 60 will
In.come increasingl> larger proportion of total nonmoikeis. This
inci ease, how eer, will be offset by the entry of the baby !mom into
the workfince. Workers as a percentage of the total population will
thus continue to increase much as the> liaxe in the past. Workers
iniAed from .37.8 percent a the population in 1960 to 47.1 percent in
1978.

PrediC t nig the shape the popukt ion p>rainkls w ill take in 1980 .ind
1990 requires attention to labor fince partuipati(1n rates I)) age

groupings, our next topic..

Age Patt('rnv Period Data)

Both nien's and % ()muds partiLipation in the labin fin ce % les w ith
age Smaller plop): bons of > omig men work than do men age 25 -51,
the lattel's p.11 tn ipation late in 1978 was 92.7 pcnent. Male paint
ipation falls giaduall> Ail age 55 and more stcepl% aftei age 65.
In 1978 men 65 and mer had a paiticipation rate or 19.6 pet mit.
The age and partic ipation pat Wins of women ale nim Ii moot
(-Med.

Figui .3 :3 plots laboi force partu upation laws lo> cadi > cal of age
how 20 to 70 for 1910, 1950, 1960, and 1970 fig w olucim. and fin 1970
Lu int .._i:j.u,un...dotailud.age_dala...hliElium_tbc_pattar.u_fin. Awn
to lic quite sunac......r.u.t.iupatnnuiseszraduall% ti2 the_ mid-20s, and

-1.1u1; it %els oft uutil tht. iThe pat temhas l!ay<1.1)41..aiigiil
os yr tune. Ciiic;- t1 irs c.cl7i lmmnl ilktifor men were almost
ident,a d fo (11-6.c tor -1')70-,-'ccFit.

line I 19..lo_ui.contnist, chow an -N1"
pattein. iising Irma the late teens until the ead>020s, falling until the
Lite 201 ttlien dilidlic.0 nig .uid child I caring >cam hi, m ismg agaur minI
the middle and late 10s and falling during the SO, and after

85
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rho' \iIioz s nmultes Mbli- /990

Employed lull time MI Employed part time le unemployed Nol in labor force

YA Employed lull time or part time
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Figure 3.1. Pipidatitti, 1..1'001 Flu( 1950 and NW) i Soul
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EjEmployed lull time 13 Employed part time Unemployed ONot in labor force
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38 71w \izIio1l s Families 1960-1990

The age curses show, as the p hum& did, thtlabor force partic-
ipAu2iLlates has e been _at-a1L-ages
between :20 and 55. kIlic continuing rise since 1970 is suggested
the dashed Inn. showing 1979 labor force participation rates.; The

es also suggest that the partuipation_pattena mas be t hanging,
women in their 20s and _,t;raclual.b_fiat teiiiiig

Oiw nnght preditT, t wn. t iat t cuis es fin %%MIMI in 1987:;;;Tr
1990 %%oil ld IRA old), bc the smile shape as those for men but would
approach the les els of inen as well. The broken-Imo-in-Figure 3.3
showing projections of the 1990 female labor Ione does assume that
shape. The disappearing "M" curse could lIt (-spec tell to indicate a
its% h fiL,Lculr.st.947-st.oine

lucid_ to the labor_fun&e es.en thionA the_ciidbuaring wriod To
further t xamme both of these issues, we must turn to data on birth
cohorts,

Age Patternv (Cohort Dat(1)

roar( 3.4 shows laboi fOrce participation for cohm ts born 1901-05
through 1951-55. The data plotted l, cohort are es en more stiiking
Ohm the earlier data fin particular ears, Libor foRc patticipation
rates Mut as,' stetIllii.y from older to younger in almost all age groups.
Participation of age colim ts born before 1940 show a drstinct
curse patTere, but miiong oungel cohorts the tron-iih of the "M"
appears to be.rshallower and to occur at an t1ier age. _ --

The dianging mitort Di-U.(761s iui I7t7ChTaii-C.Tven non (' deal!. b
usnig single ear of age data for women in theii 20s aml 30s (Figtire
3.51. These curses show the "NI" dip for cohorts before 1945 and
project its giadual flattoong out aniong women boin after 19 15. The
regular shape of the curses gis es some hints about the flume, and
miggests that the Lbw font. pal ticsiatnin of women la 1990 will be
thisame sha jin", ill the same lesiTls ib-J-Pai tKipation'of
.

an( ap .

Merl

Marital Stains Patterns

-rhe 1,,,uI us and pine( toms piesented thus fat has u been based onl
cm age data ()ne %%a) to check On the logic of the pojections is to
()mimic tin i ino fusions w ii data 00 Um forVf.' participation by

Mal I tal and LIMII1 slat II s.
Fi adolomins si,iuui IC, de, 1,1011, lo %tin k in not base been tied to
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10 ------ Age data Int single yews
Age data iv flpow-itsr

----- Age dal& 101 hve-year period, Ultan Instlute prolectIon

1

120 25 JO 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

Aim

70

Figure 3.3. Labor Force Partamat km Hates for Men and Women by Age,
1940-1990. (Source. Appendix Tables (.3. a and b.)
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Women. (Source Appendix Table C. 4.)
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70 ( ) Cohort's year of birth Interpolated census data ----Projections
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decisions about marriage and children, to norms of appropriate be-
has ior for Ss is es all Id mot I iers, and to tot Sal Ilk and opporthorties m
the fluctuating demand fig %swum ss orkers ainl in general economic
conditions.

Figure 3.6 show, that participation rates among nes er-married
women, especiall) )oung women. has e been quite high from 1950
right up to the present. The same applies to d is in Led, separated, and
widowed Women below age 60. The percentage or these groups m the
labor force is climbing toward 80 to 85 percent at all ages, with the
rqtes rising es en more quickl) at oldei ages. Married women, espe-
cial!) those with hildren, show the sharpest increase in participation
rates Within the grou ) with children, the greateM inclmase-iu...pg-
ticipatiunds_ammag those wit i young c ii ren. In 1978, the rates of
married women lis im.771111 thew hushand7Feached an unprece-
dented 37.6 pereent in the labor arce for women with children
under 3, and 47.9 percent Ibr women with chiklren age 3-5.

Explanatiinis for these shifts include dianglipexpectatiinis and
nor_ presgaihr-,707lemands, orperhaps

iliTittiiiiTliMiTfiZiTtitacs responsa.tu-
climmin T economic conditions. exanii117,7Ciimen in the older
generation ( iorn liTUFFT9.10) ina) has e expected to work befbre
man iage but to drop out of the labor market permanent!) w hen the)
liecame wises-and mothers. Tlie) ma) has e been pushed back into the
paid wink fort c do, nig tI ae I930s mid 1940s b) die Depression and World
War II, in the one case b) ses ere economic pressures On their
families and in the odici b) strong labor mai ket demands for women
workers.'

Women of the walk generation lnnii betweel, 1920 and 19.10)
canie or age in the 19-10, and 1950s. They ina) !lase felt both the
strong wartime mid piist-wai deimmd for !Am, especial!) in the
pro 'essional and smske occupations traditionall) appi opriate lou
women, and the stiong sentiments in the 1950s fin marriage and
childbearing. Althongli these women prodin ed the bab) boom, the)
also had k gb labor fin ce participation rates aftei then childbearing
) ears Their high rates ma) base been induced b) work opportuni-
ties, by e«moink needs, b) changed attitudes almut the relative
satisfactions to In gained limn famil) market wink, or simpl) In
inertia.

\Vo unit of tilt )001Iger generation ;born after I .).J01..,!re marr)ing_.-
latiTr and has ink fusser c lihlieil at a later time iii hie. Mine marriage
their labni: foni pallid-pain; rates are high. 13) ss orkmg in their 20s,

0
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rather than teniporar mid part-tune. The official ategor of -labor
fbrce-particilmits,- s\Juch includes the entire range of hour,. and
sr ears %tanked, should be refined so that \se tan oink r stand die extent
tO Which changes are ,n'tuall taking plat v. We & an nairow the
definititni sonless. hat bs looking at tsso t. hara hlist n.. s of labor fort e
attadoneut. (P Inn tunic \sulk and ,21 owni)tg if". cars in the
labor force.

Tope of ll'ork Experience
4

The labor forte. popidatiini p,s minds in Figures 3.1 mid .3.2 do Kit the
emplo>ed i 1960 and 11170 into foltinic (35 limns 01 ono C eek/
and part-tone ssorkerst In 1960 and 1970 Anna tsstohirds of the
ss omen ssoi kers ssert111 propol non that thanges se: little
oxer tone, Part-tune ssork ssa. ino.t toturnon among cis soling

orkers Inn not unit.tial ainong any of the groups.
eart -tune murk, hosves el. IS 0111,S one Indication or the extent of

iaimor Circe attallillent. Eq11.111) ilnpartant i islictlier,.ssunielis-soik all
. ear or on an lutt matt lit to seasonal basis. _We turn. thei efore, to an
analysis of 1111141mo ii ill. ear work by. Vtionttn

Figure 3 T. tt lik liii t. hnles data for men and %x uinen b age gi oups,
plots labor forte imitit upatitin rates in Mart Ii 197h, propoi twos %silo
sx tit ked at all during 1977, and proportions \stoking full time for 50 to
52 \seeks during 1977 The proportions \\ In) had sx orked an:s tnne
(luring the car arc t onsistcnth 11101E9 than the lain r fort e pal titipa-
thin rates. That I. betatist wore pmple %sort. at .inne point dui nig the
course 01 \ ear than ale \sulking at the one point xs ken the I .11km1
sairse \ are niadt 146..i both %nen anti ssornen Ova isiti \souk &mu z

s ,
A

Mth h \\ "1'10 I. n 1,0 nt7tha Olt 1,11s. 1,.rt e more

olivii 111,m intm
The proportions of age groups is ho ssork full time lor 50 to 52 week.

do ing the sea: me %sell lidos\ the ssork-at-all turves, especialls for

ssonien Aemug11,11,, age 25-5.1, alnnit three-t parte!. of those who

had worked-din:Wig the sear were ,sear.roniiir
.55.-Cs-fliTiTilialfiiino se wiiii.had wear

ear-ionod °oh al out a third of all wooli:iria. I. 25

Lu t, \sere sear-round ssorkers
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Figure 3.7. Labor Force Tarticipation in 1978 and Percentage Working
Year-Round Full-Time in 1977. (Source: Appendix Table C. 7.).
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If ao attachment remlution has beg WI, it IhIN a long way to n

tsystthints_of the 25- iq 517,sz9-silil wqmfal 11 1977 wauyit jay
elopkiyga, Pcyhaps the lieNt.question is.si.fiether an attachment res:.
olution is even in progress. 11as there been movement over time
Itu'imd---fa1atar*---44.-aa-ta
accounted for by part-time workers who move in and out of jobs and

_spel_gposi_pariTiifilj rear _nor4oikhi,e,_
Figure 3.8 shows by age the proportions or women who worked

year-round hill-tune from 1960 to 1977, and points up two interesting
.patterns. First, the proportion or woMen working year-round fidl-
time rose . during the 1960 to 1970 period for women age 23-54. 'The
increases were small few the 20-_ to 24-year age group. probably
reflecting both high rates of enrolhnent aml high unemplen-
ment rates. The increases were largest ror the 24- to 35- ear-okls.
The proportion workuig ear-nnind full-tune almost doubled mer the
l7- ear period. Among women age 35-44. the proportion working
year-round full-time int reased st('adil nd substantiall). show ing a
40 percent On between 1960 and 1977. Yeai -round fell-time pat twi-
potion for women 43-39 lose from 1960 to 1970. fell in 1975. then
rose again between 1973 and 1977. The pattein fin 4olupgri women is
clear: that for older women is less so. ,

A second pattern suggested hgure 3.8 is an apparent flattening
in 1975 and in 1977 of' the "M"-shaped pattern for the 21- to 35- ear-
olds, Ten-year age gnmps can, of course, mask substantial age
fluctuations within a group. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the
largest increases iii propoutions working e.0 -round full-time oc-
curred among women age 25-34. who rc in their prinw child-rearing
years.

_Theidea that4ezn.444444441-4444i4UC-woxkis beconlingitioir
amo.s.ntoer.s-suppoe4, 1--Ltitr-tuaticux_coinpar- im&-xszork_xiatmss

lb marital status alal.micacc_oLehildr4e4i. Figure 3.9 shows the
Sanges from 1960 to 1978 in the work patterns of married mothers
living with their husbands.

Married women with child! en of all ages showed shall) increases in
both full- and part-tinw work from 190 to 1978. Apong_vioineu with
sehookige -ehikfren, year-ronfid full-tioW work istorrAsvd more
steelgy_thttn part-ttittrAvork-and_accouutallor-most .oLtlisancrease
the oremortions mho worls.cLat...a11-413y-tion workin
year-round full-tune exceeeled the pmportion workhig part-time.

ming -t 0'X -ageshildrem_with work experience ,

'abouLa_parxeint-wcre.workilig_ycim-yound fultjw.,
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Figure 3.8. Percentage of Women Working Year-Round Full-Time by
Age, 1960-1977. (Source: Appendix Table C..8.)
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Figure 3.9. Percentage Working Year-Round Full-Time among Married
Women, Husband Present with Children, by Age of Youngest Child, 1960-
1978. (Source; Appendix Table C . 9.)
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Aniong women with children age.375, year-round fUll-time work
increased more sharply than part-time work. In 1978 about a third of
this group who had work-experieliTeTc:Fre-y-ar-round full-time work-,,
ers. About -half of the increase in work experience between 1960 and
1977 in this group was accounted for by,an incrmse in year-round
full-time work and about half by part-time work.

_Among Jnothers of children under 3, about a fifth .of those with
work Axperience..(raugfiry alpercent_otAi mothers. with's:Midi-en'
under--3)...wtrt ve_aaroualfultime. workeo. For that group, the
sharpjnereases_in partttime. work..were What ._causeCiliost, ofab-C
increase between 1960 and 1978 in the 1-.2porti?.i.iwith_worlc.experi-

ence.
Taken together, the data point to a picture of gradually increasing

attachment to the labor force among women. Full-time year-round
workers are increasing as a proportion of all groups whether based on
age, marital status, or ages achildren. But- hy_no_meafasis.all.of the
recent sharp mertase-in -labor force participation .accolintecl_f2r. by

eumloyed women. even among the young. For women witli
young chikken much of the movement intaiTlaFor force has been-
into part-time antl_put-year_._yca. thiit7i,;E_felwer inoth-ers are drj
ping-out-of the-hibor-foreerdrey-e(mtinue-to-adjust-their work lives to-
the_dentalids.oaslipe and &Wren.

Continuity qf Labor Force Experience

Table 3.1 shows the number of years women age 18-47 worked ft:om
1968 to 1977. It is divided between women who were wives all ten
years and women who headed fmnilips without Imsbands all ten
years. Working was defined as earning more than $100 in a year.

The table shows a fair amount of movement between working and
non-working status for both wives and unmarried heads. Eighty-two
percent of the wives had earnings at least one year out of the ten.
Only about 21 per(ent of the wives, hoWever, had earnings all ten
years. Another 62 peicent worked between one ,nal nine years..j[we
defiuc-working-at-least-sayen years out oLtea-u.a..meitsur.e of re:Ia-..--
tively permanent attachment to work. slightly less than half 04Tyrcent)
Triiiiiwail717liolialieeli-iiiarire'd*Tfi- tern yi:a-r-s-fell into the-

'permanent catettary,
Women _without husbangs Who headed households all ten years

_

had morepermatienrWM-Ichtstories:(Reimaining'a head for ten rift's B.
occurr7.13es.."-Xfosiiliv.cityd_mjnen remarry less.

oi
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Table 3.1.

Th' Sation's Fami 1960-199()

Proportion orWomen with Earnings for Specific Lengths of Time.
1968-1977

Sandler of Years itnli Earnings

Age in 1048 0 1-3 1 7 -9 10

Wires -
18-27 352 13.6 241 23 5 21-.4 15,9
28-37 472 15.7 2.3.1 16.6 23.2 1i3,5

38-47 431 22.8 18,7 12.9 20.5 25 0

Total 1.2M 17 7 21.1 17.2 2.3 4 -20,5

Heads -

18-27 1 48 14,6 10 5. 8 I 11.6 52.1
28-37 126 13.5 19,8 12.0 13 5 11 .3

.38-17 17 12 0 1:18 9 0 19 2 16 1
. .

Total 311 12.9 ISM 9.9 16 1 13.2

Sot iiii. (AolAtion horn Ilil Pawl Stud% ol 1111111111 I h1141111, PM 19:7 lo \ (1.o I IN fl1111.10 ilo
not alseas Ad tim II()) In4 ame of omioloo.: error

JiviLy_tthr,after the (livorce.) Kight -se% en percent or thew
women liad callings in at least one of the ten ears In( I 43 percent
had earnings all ten ) ears. Among this group of women. nearly
two-thirds (62 percent) ipialif as permanent w oilers accoi ding to our
seven-out-of-ten-year criterilm.

Patterns ollalior finve at tacliment .ii' I fl age as w ell as I)) marital
status. When we compared, for maniple, married woinen age 18-27
in 1968 (born 1941-1950) with tliose ssho were 10 and 20 ears oldel,
we found that attachment to the labor him tse5 en out Of tell cal si
increased with age (Table 3.1). Of the married 'wonien age :38-47 in
1968 (born 1921-1930), 46 percent worked at least se% ont, of the
ten years between 1968 and 1977. The attachment or those born
between 1931 ,and 1940 was slightly less (45 percent). while the
youngest age group's rate of 40 percent .wits lowest of all. hitcrest-
ingly, this trend is reversei; if we look at the proportions having zero
compared with one or imire )ears or ,,,wk perience. Onb 14
percent of the ycning(.1 ur9tp had no eaniings ovci the ten years,
whereas 23 percent of the older group did not work at all. Young
women ill the sanipk. mcre.iiiiire likely to In, workers at 50111e point ,
!Mt older women were more likely, ildie worked, to Use worked
ciontintiously.

One explanation fin this_ pattern of stronger attadiment with in-
creasing_ageiertains to stage onrie. 1-11c- oldest-age

102
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grouping, which was 'between the ages 38-4 in 1968 and 47-56 in
--19?77,-huditnished-hoth besting-arid-rearing youfig

lam , may las e lneli lVs. strongly attached to
the lalmr force because they Wel & ill school or they took time off to
start and raise families.

We also compared women 18-27, 28-37, and 38-47 ) ears old who
were inimanied heads Os er thr ten-year. period. Not surprisingly,
Table 3.1 shows that single woljnlinminent attachment to the
labor force is stronga tlian that of-married women. Botli the yoimgest

7iZ1ilFrage groirpingcliiir a permanent attalliment rate dow to
two-thirds. That of the middle group (born 1931-1940), hawever, was
only 55 percent.

Attachment in /.990

The labor force partieipation of women during the 1970s was both
more widespreackmd less permanent tlmn is generally realized. Over

iieriod of seven ears a of women worked, butiv
jj_minoritis:_workeLfull.t.iing-alL..y.caL An even smaller minor' y
worked fullttiat: ....12Lssicaid_yearLr -"sipstypinen werelinint
out of the' labor force, manv worked jalri-time.lumun
adjusted their work sdiedules to accommodate tinnily rTsiTiZaTili-
,ties..___TailaiiiiaalTiihstantitinri7177iiii ram try -(7135iiizLit
accommodate their work7Ne-dule7.

Clilii7151Writirtiaioirartry. however, be down the road.
Yeawinnul full-time workers arc becoming a linger proPortion of
hot!u age groups-and. ofworkers.-This Wc,spedally true among voting
Zinen.6 Attadiment, liowe-7-ts "n7it

parwpAtiou rem) dun'. IV Fray is much too unclear es en to
preoict, Witn accuracy the proportions of w who M ill take ou

1111 full-time work eareeys, or the estent they ss ill work
throughout the time they has e > nii ig eldhlren.

Contributions to Family Inemne

In assessing the scope and implicatnnis of the "revolution" in

wonien's ssork. Me cannot ignore then' contriinitions to family in-
come. Tlw issues, of course, \ ar from one household to another. In
traditional husband/wile fmnilies, the wifVs contributions may do
little more than alter saving and speinling decisions.
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In female-beaded families, women's work and earnings can make
the difference between poveyty and an adequate living standard, and
between independence or a dependence on alimony, help from rela-
tives, or public welfare. Female-headed families are able to make it
on their own only when the woman has regular work and adequate
earnings.

For unmarried women without children, the issue is apt to be
whether their earnings are enough to support an independent house-.
hold. With adequate incomes, young women can live independently
of their parents and older women can live independently of their
children.

Potentiall. changes in women's work and earnings could transform
the income and life-style patterns among different types of house-
holds. between one- and two-worker husband/wile households, be-
tween male and female family heads, between mea and women living
alone, and between husband/wife and other types of households.
When added to changes iii the distrilnition of types of hiniseholds,
th&se work and earniiigs changes could create a fimdanwntally dif-
ferent landscape of householdsthat is, different spending patterns,
demands for time- or nmney-saving goods and services and &minds
for public-services.

Households, Work, mid Income

Lalmr force attachment, not mere tartickation is the real issue
Itebind.poteniaLehangtain_bousabold--iiwoint . Figure 3.10 depicts
working and Non-working-households in 1977, based on whether or
not the bead worked year-round full-time. Mean income is also
shown fin the different types of households. A few of the facts shown
by Figure 3.10 are particularly relevanr

I. The difference between labor.t.bm_parficipation and_working
Fear-roniiitfulTaTiiTR-(seen by comparing Figure 3.10 with the
1975 bar in Figure 1.2):

The proportion of no-worker lmsband/wile households is
twice as large if working is defined as year-round full-
time.

The proportion of female beads working drops from about a
half to a third when working is defined as year-round

. If working wives were defined as year-round full-time, the
proportion of two-worker houselmIds.would fall to about 10

I ' 1



Figtare Lao, Types of

Hotaasdioki5 and EmpldY-
rner2t uith "%Jean liwome ill

. 1977'. ;Somme: APpetidix

Mir C,I04.)

Male family head
Full time $19,345

Male family head
Not full lime $12,7117

Female family had
Full limo $13,795

Husband-MN
Husband not lull time
$13.210

Female family head
Not full time $7440

2013%

Husband.melle
Husband lull time
Wile not employed
$21.124

Husbond.wIle
Husband full lime
Wilts employed
$24.73
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Male primary indlyidual
Full time $15,208-

Male primary Individual
Not lull time $11,00

Fermi* primary Individual
Full time $10,115

Fer111114 primari individual
Not full time MOO
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This household dis ersit> has. we thmk, interesting implications for a
variety of economic and smial issues. Before nmsing to those issues it
is useful. however, to ask further quiestions about household
dis ersi ty; What are the trends erage income differentials among
different tpes of' households? That is to say, are two-worker and
one-worker hOuseholds likely to remain so close in as erage income?
Are male- and feniale-headed honseholds likely to have more tqual
incomes? Are mm-working, partl working, and fully working house-
holds likely to maintain their eurrent income diffnentMls?

Tab1e3.2. shows the changes between 1960 and 1975 in the average
income or varkms household types cumpared with the mean income
of married couples with children. In general, the income of the other
types stayed about the same relative to that of married couples with
children. Only two changes are noteworthy, one for female heads
with elnklren and the other for single o'r previously married women
o er 65 unosth wolowsi. Both groups improved their incpme position
rehitive to married conples with chihlren between 1960 and 1975.
The inupros melds for female-headed families mild be due to in-
ereaws either in hours worked kw Inch we have alreads smtgested took
placeu, m wages, or in public assistanee. Improvements for women
over 63 are most likely to hae come from transfer pas ments.

TobIe 3.2. Ratio of Income of Different lIonwhold 1),pes to Income of Married
County. nith Children, 1960-.1973_

,o.1101,1 t taw

\I inwa omph, "ith ( huldiot
\Lolled couples, No Cloldreu

1Ite Wider $,:e ri

PAO

1110
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91
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IOU
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11de ri 04 102 102 BEI

Wile 03* rib 35 16

Men nantle,or he% wink Man tril,i No eliddiun
\Ian rauki kir 05 01 02 05

11,m 03 i 43 12 37

\ ten itlt Children 0h 09 71

Women nolt Children 10 1.1 10

Women 5m0i. or I'm lott.1% Nlarned. Nu tInlaren
olnatt MIth'i \ 0 115 11 11 45
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Two.Worker Families

In 1977 working wives brought in on average about a quarter of fandly
ineome. Table 3.3 shows the percentage contribution of employed
wives fi-uno 1960 to 1977. Surprisingly, the portion of family income
that wives contribute in two-worker fmnilies has hardly changed,
either overall or within fülI.time and part-time work categories. The
consistently low percentages from 1960 to 1977 will not necessarily
continue into the future. It is worth asking, to start, if young women
are establishing a different pattern.
**In young fmnilies (wives age 14-11). 71 percent of the wives had

earnings in 1976 and contributed 30 percent or the earnings of two-
earner fmnilies. In finuilies where the wives were aged 25-44, 61
pereent, or %%Ives had earnings and contributed 28 percent or the
earnmgs or two.earner fmnilies. As with pal ticipat ion and attachment,
the earnings pattern for younger women differs somewhat from that
of older women.

Table 3.4 shows the percentage or married women caning 20
percent mud ;13 percent of family tneonw over a ten-year period. Only
seven percent (*)r the wives contributed more than 20 percent of total
income in all-ten years. only 2,1 perec111 ContribUted 33 percent or
more in every year of the ten-year period. At the opposite extreme. in
45 percent of the families :rives never once contributed more than 20
percent. in two4lurds of the Cunilies wi%es never once coutrihuted at
least 33 percent. These last two figures are slightly misleading be-
cause they itwlude both families with wives who worked and those
who never entered the labor force over the ten-year period. If we
look only at wives who worked, we find that one-third of all the

Tohlt 3.3. Contributions to Family Income of F.mploted nes, 1960- 977

Time milt Nrnotta PAA

Pirrentao_
1963

Favutv 1

19'

roll Taut'. 5942 Weas 33..1 35.1 37, 8 38 2
Full Tune, 2T-49 Weeks 31 6 30.4 Z) 8 29 8
1'.ut Tune or Lest than 27 Weeks (8.71 (6.9) 11 7 11 1

Total t20 01 (2.1 I) 26.5

SW:Kr* Deputonret ot Lame Spenel fakir font newts. -51soul int1 Ninth Chatktuistki
5o4trm tm-N. II 64 Ito ANI

1,.orne.oeleoce....p.makew. Int hothr r I. es timusdi vbw, .vvinenvr . siot consturkleuie. IWO and
Weir
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Table 3.4. Proportion of Women r..nrning Greater than 20 and 33 Percent of
Family Income for Specific Lengths of Time, 1968-1977

Years with Earnings Greater than 20 Percent

Age in 1968 0 1-3 4-6 7-9
-

10

18-27 35.2 28.4 15.3 16.2 4.8

28-37 45.8 20.2 14.2 12.0 7.8

38-47 51.7 15.5 9,5 15.5 7.8

Total 45.0 20.7 12.8 14.4 7.0

Years with.karnings Greater than 33 Percent

18-27 51.7 " 3 11,3 8.9 0.9

28-37 &1.0 19.0 7.9 6.2 3.0

38-47 69.0 16.5 7.1 5.1 2.2

. Total 62.4 20.4 8.6 6.5 2.1

Soutt.Ce. Sre Appendix 'tilde a I Percentages do not alwxyx add to IOU due to rounding error

working wives never earned morc than 20 percent of the family

income in any given year
The inure years a wife had wo:ed, the more likely she %vas to have

had earnings greater than 20 percent of the total family income. Of
those wives who worked two out of the ten years, only 9.5 percent

earned more than 20 percent of family income for both years. Among

those wives who worked all tcli' years, over, a third had earnings
greater than 20 percent of the.: total filmily income every year. Mar-.
ried women, with a strong attachment to the labor ibrce, whether they
choose to wwk or have to for financial reasons, undoubtedly get
better paying jobs than those who move in and ont of the workibrce,

A smaller portion of young women (35 percent) never had any
yearly earnings greater than 20 percent, cmnpared with 46 percent of

those born between 1931 and 1940 and 52 percent of those born
between 1921 and 1930. A lawr percentage of the older group bad
earnings for all ten years that were greater than 20 percent of the total

family income-7.8 percent compared with 4.8 percent of the 18- to

27-year-olds.
These d,ita suggest that wives' contrilm:ions to filmily incoMe are

likely to increase as their labor force attachnwnt increases. They also

suggest that, on the average, wives' contributions over a period of

years are rather small. Their contribntions do, however, make a
substantial difference in the inmme levels of their families. Table 3.5

defines six income levels, from poor to rich based on income from all

1 t1-,9
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Table 3.5. Wives Contribution to Family Income Level. 1971

Lit int: /4141 Ne I hdthen Chikhrn

Bawd cm All but Wife's lnrimw
Percetamie of Couples without IVorking Wiles

Pooe
Near Poorb
Getting Along'
GoinfortalA01 '*
Prosperous'
Richt

Percentage of Couples with Wm king Wit es
Poor
Near poor
G etting Along
Comfortable
Prosperous
Rich

!hued on-Total Family 1,..onle
Percentage of Couplev with Working IVit es

Poor
Near Poor
Getting Along
Comfortable
Prosperous
Rich ,-

9.1
6.4

18.6

2 11, ;::

10.5

9.5

211.93.3
21.1
27.2
7.1

1.2

1.3

9.8
17.8

15.1

22 8

13.2'

16,3

30.7

15,6

155..?

16.4

221;7

20,8
9 9
2 8

1.9
12.0

21.4

26.7
551 tii

S(It Nt 1.A4111011% 6% LAW RAM% Al I 1000 II,I 1:00.1 Mud% 01 Inkom, 1h11,1111It s Pr; I 1411114 .1A WO. It III
401101% l'001,11,010,0 to (10 1'.001h Ionei FA-00001% Ii. e0ro4' 1.0wIR.1 bunt ( I nti r 1 under

raw! Noir 12 11979'
lAss th.ot halt
50.70 port-cot or 1111411.M 110.111t

TO-100 perivnt uF 001h,m mionw
100- 1111 pert 1,01 or ....awl lin WM
I 111.2.011 RCM Id 01 00 than 01I000.

\low thAn PAtt I medial* iiwonw

sources ocsvpt wives' income and slmws the percentage of both
working wile and non-working wife couples at each level. Without
wives' caritinp, about 9.5 percent Of working-wife families without
children mid about 16.4 percent of fiunilks with children wonld have--
been poon about -1 7 percent of working-wife fainilies without shil-
dren and 66.5 percent or families with children ss otilcl have been
below the einnfOrtable level. Non-working-wile families were some-
what better off. which suggests that wises tend to work when family
income is lower.

110
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Table :3.5 lso shows the distribution of working-w& families by
income level with w i% es' income iiwIndeci. Among working-wife cou-
ples ss ith no children, the proportion defined as poor has fallen from
9.5 to 1.2 percent, implying that 88 percent of fa:iilies were moved
out of poverty by wives' earnings. Among couples vith children, 52
percent were moved ont of poverty by wives' ear sings. The propor-
tion of working wife couples with no children at the comfortable or
alms e_ le\ els inert ased from 55.4 pel cent to 85.7 percent, while 72
percent moved-from getting along or below to comfortable*or above,
Among fandlies with children, 36 percent of those at the poor, near
poor, or getting along levels were mos ed to comlOrtable or above by

wives' earnings.
In short, wives' earnings oflen move their families out of poverty

and, more generally, to higher living levels. This effect is likely to
become even mow important over the next dócade as wives' tittaeh-

,ment to the labor force increases.

Single-Parent Families

The income of women who lwad families, mostly single parelits living
with children, is much lower than that of' two-parent households
(see Figure 3.10). These differences in average income bvtween one-
anal two-parent families occur partly because low-income &mines are
more likely to divorce, separate, or have me of the spouses die than
are higher income families. Most of' the difference, however, occurs
because family income must be shared between two households and
is not always shared equitably. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 (and Appendix
Table C.12) show mean incomes or divorced, separocd, and widowed
women with children. All experience a decline in family incinne
between the last year of marriage and the first year znIer the break,
\dna is by and large not rem\ med during the follow; ag three yevs.
Widowed women experience less sharp income declines than the,
disoreed and separated, though their begioning inconw position is
lower. Women in the upper-income levels have larger meow de-
clines than others, but °ivy Iwgin and also end lip at higher levels.

Earnings of single mothers are the inost important source or in-
come for then. honselmlds, pros iding on the average between 60imiii
70 percent of family income. As we would expect, winnen who are
unmarried and household heads cooti ilmte more to their family
income than maned women contribute to theirs. Table 3.6 presents
the data for 1968 to 1977 on years unmarried women had earnings.
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Marriage Msdtal brook Year post break
2 3

Divorced. highar incorps 'third

Separated. higher !mom* third
Divorced. middia Income third.

Divoread, tower incom third

Separatod. middire income third

SeParated. lower Income third

Figure 3.11. Mean Family Income of Mothers before ;Ind alter Divorce or
Separation by Income Thirds during Marriage. 196871977 (Source: Appen-
dix Table C . 12.)
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Widowed, higher income third
...

- Widowed, lower income third

Widowed, middle income third

Marriage Husband's death
1

Year post death
2 3

Figure 3.12. Nlean Famib Income or Widowed Willem helbre and alter
Death of Husband byli.come Thirds (hiring Marriage, 1968-1977. (Source.
Appemlix Table C . 12.)
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Table 3.6. Proportion of Unmarried Women Earning Creator than 20, 50, and 75
Percent of Family Income for Specific Lengt1Ls. of Time, 1965-1977

Age in 196S

Yearn with 1-:arma5s Greater than 20 Pet cent

0 1 1 4-6 7 9 10

18,27 18.8 its,5 " 6.3 16.8 47.9
28-37 21.6 16.7. 10 4 13.1 33.3
38-47

Tot.d
21.6
22.3

11.1
13.2

9.6
9.3

22.8 ,
19.1

31.7
:36.1

Yeatc anti Parnino Gleater than .50 Pei rent
_ .

18-27 20.8 10.4 10.5 27.2 :31.3
, 28-37 31 7 22.3 11.2 14.3 00.6

38-47 29 3 18.0 1:3 2 19 8 . 19.8
Tot,d 29 0 18 5 12.0 18.8 21.7

Iears nab karaingn Greater than 75 Percent

18-27 29 2 11 7 10 5 2.3.0 22.3)

28-37 .17.6 19.1 10.4 i 13 6 9.5
38- 17 39.3 20.1 12.0 18.0 10.2

' Total 11.1 '.' 19.1 11.1 17.1 11 7

Sot In t. See Appendix I.414 1 13 Pen rot.40c log alix.tX\ add to 100 dor to tomolmg coot

Surprisingly , a sitl)st.ultial number of unmarried women (22 percent)
neyer had yearly incomes greater dm 20.percent. Forty-one percent
never earned more than 75 percent of the yearly income. Obviously,
unmarried women were receiving income apart from their own earn-
ings. They may have received alimony, pensions, or social security,
or perhaps other household members contributed to these family
incomes. Older women (between 38 and 47 years old) contributed
less to the total family income than younger women. Older unmarried
women may represent a more heterogeneous group than younger
unmarried women (more divorcees an(1 widows) and maY receive
income from a wider 'variety of sources.

Unmarriedvomen, like married women, contribute more to yearly
family income as their attadinient to the labor force becomes stron-
ger. Eighty percent of the unmarried women who worked for ten
years contributed more thaw 20 percent of the total family income
(data in Appendix Table C.13). Of those single women working two or
three years out of ten, only 37 percent contributed more than 20
percent of the yearly family income over the number of years they

11 4
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worked. -Looking at the single women who coutrilmted over 75
p.tncent of,the ) early Family lilcomle, we see that 26 percent who
worked all ten years earned most of the total family income, whereas
only 3 percent of the women who worked two or three years contrib-
uted significaptly to the family earnings in those years. -`

11'omen's Occupations and Earnings

Despite recent iticreases in labor force pal t idpation, iii lull-time work
status, and in women's income, the contributions of.wives to hus-
band/wil family earnings do nolmatch the husbands" contriltutions.
The income of lioth female-beaded Eimilies and women living ,done is
also lower than that ol men. One reamm is that many women work
part-time, part-year, and intermittently os er a period of years.

A second reason for lower earnings has to (10 with the occupations
that women tend to ) into and the pay scales of those occupations.
Taltle 3.7 shows the ocenpatimial distribution of working wt)Illell and
mean earnings by occupation. In 1978 the largest proportions of
women %sere clerical workers, hers ice workers, operatives, and pro-
fessionals. More detailed occupational categories show even more
clearly tliat vs ()Men are concentrated in a relatisely small number of
occupatfims. Interestingly, the cic.cupations of %%Innen I us e not
changed much since 1960. Vi'omen go into secretarial and clerical
work, light factory assend)ly ss ork, retail sales, services, and certain of
the professionspartieularly teaching, nursing, mid social work.

Table 3.7 also show s the mean earning, in 1977 for women workei's
Its occupation and compai es the mean cal uings of malt. awl, female
vear-rotind full-tune won kers. Tlie memi earning, of kindle worker,
stand at almut 56 percent of those of males, a rate that ha, been
surprisingly constant us er thne. ln 1955 the median earnings of
year-romal ftwale workers vs ere about 61 percent of males,
60 perceiit in 1965, and 59 percent in 1975. The ratio or female to
male earnings has, if any thing, d('clined slightly over time.'

lake so niany other patterns we has e examined in this report, the
ratio of female to male earnings varies by age. rigure 3.13 shows the
ratio fin year-round full-tune workers I)) age group, in 1977. The
ratio is highest lin women in their 20,, falls during their 30s and early

then rises again in their late 405 and 50s. While women's earn-
ings do not rise as rapidly a, men's as they move from youth to middle
age, neither do they fall as rapidly during the older ages.

11 a



Table 3.7. Profile of Women's Labor Force, 1960-1978

Type of Job

Occupational
Distribution- Occupational

Distribution----- --
1978

Women as
of Torkert

1978

Mean
Earnings
ttinnen--

1977

Mean Earithigs
Eull-Time;
),.urRound

Women Workers--
1977

Mean Earnings

Year. fiound
Men Workers

1960 1977

PT o fess ion al Technical 12,2% 15.6% 42.7% $8,991 812,3.50 $21.320

Managerial-Administrative 5 .1 6,1 23.4 8.205 10.329 20.633

Saks 7.6 6,9 44.8 3,913 8,006 18,646

Clerical 29.9 34.6 79.6 6.239 8,937 14.314

Craft - 1.0 1.8 5.6 6,199 9,838 14,838

Operatives 15.0 11.8 31.7 5,310 7,659 13.120

Non-Farm Laborers 0.4 1.3 10.4 4,425 7.933 11,133

Service Workers 14.7 17.7 59,1 3.609 6,576 11,181

Private Household 9.8 2.9 97.7 1,479 3.150

Farm 4.5 1.3 18.2 1.418 L7'41 7.832

Total 100.0% 100.0% 41.2% 85.826 $ 9,133 $16,171

$01.11(3.. Current Population Remit. "Mope!. Income m,1977 of Farniki And Persons in the United Stan% 1979.- senri 11-60. no. 11H 0979)
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Figure 3.13. Ratio of Earnings of Employed Women to Earnings of Em-

ployed Men. 1970 310 1977. (Source: Appendix Table C.14.)
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.4.7"

."3Social
Ibusehold Type Total Earnings Security

Income Other than Earnings
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Pubhe Disidends, Pensions.

Assistance Interest, A I(nwny. Akan
& SS1 i: Rent etc Income

Households.with Head over.65
Husband-Wife IloOseholds 100,0 33.1 33.9 2.4 16,7 1 1 0 812 604 7,018
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rem& Unrelated hubs iduAs. 100,0 10 2 48 5 4,5 23 5 13.3 5,101 :" 680
Fonale.Hcaded Panalies
I I cad <25 Mu) 60 6 3.3 2.8 5 0. 0 7.4 4,853
/lead 23-61 100 0 69,9 7,3 10.6 4,3 8.0 10.079 6,277
!lead 63 + 100.0 46.3 26.4 5.9 13.3 8.1 1 1,743 1,164 '
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The Nation's Famine& 1.960-199()

Old Age. SuMvor's and Disability Insurance (Social Security)
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Figure 3.14. Transfers as a Pereentage or Aggregate Personal income,
1950-:1976. (Source: Appendix Table C. 15.)
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The Nation's Families: 1960-19SX)
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Persons In fmaleMraded families

Female unrelated Individuals. ag O.
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Figure 115. Poverty Haim 1959-1977. (Source. Appendix Table C. 16.)
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Women's Wm* and Family Income 93

Income Differentials in 1990

Although the distribution of households is likely to loot, quite differ-
ent by 1990, there is not mudi reason to expect that the substantial
income differences between types of households will change much.
Women's earnings as a percentage amen s are iTeasing slowly, if at
all. The incomes of two-yorker, families and of working single-parent
(female) families relative to one-worker husband/wife fitmilies are
likely to 'increase somewhat because of' increased work hours by
womt n. but not because of women's increased wages.Ve expect the
gap to .t.iden slowly between one- and two-worker husbandkvife
families and to narrow slowly between female-headed and husband/
wife families and between working men and women living alone.

Social security income relative to wages is likely to increase some-
what ovet the next few years as more and more social security
recipients are eligible fbr full benefits, and then to level .0fr. The
future of public assistance is much less certain. We would expect to
see a slowly narrowing income gap between non-working and work-
ing elderly households; and a widening gap between working -and
non-working households and between one- and two-worker house-
holds of other ages.

Notes

1. t.I.S Department of Libor, Iluremi of Labor Statistit s, "Employment aml Earn-
ings," ol. 27:1 (Washington. D.C.: (PO, Jaimar) 19501, Tahh.

2, lIntl., Tables 2 and 4.
3. 1!npulation p,,rainuk represent pictorially the eiliphinient and unemp10.nteut

rates for the total population for 1950; 1960, 1970, and 1978. Population pyrainkk

are bawd ow data presented in Appendix C.
4. Labor foice participation rates of men and %milieufrom 1950 to 1978 are shown in

Appentli% *nible
5. Valerie K. oppenlienner. Easterlin Ilepotli(' ses. Another Aspect or the

Edo, to c000kr: l'opulatum and Oceelopment licume 2:3&4 0976), 433-457,
Ni ra IL !Anther, -11 Ise.' Labor Force !MIAMI. and Knuth Consumption Pat-
tenisj Amprican Economic Review 67.1 (1977), 410-417. Jacob Mincer, "Labor
Forxe Participation of Mat :led Women," Aspects of Labor Economics, National
Bureau or Et.toomot. (atort.root, series no. 14 (Princeton.
Princeton L'ilisersitN Ness, 1962), pp, 63-4)7, Glen C. Cain and Malin 1).
Doole "Estiluation of a Nlockl of Labor Supply, Fertilit , and Wages of Man wd
Women." jmirnal of PoliticaLEcotanny MA. pt. 2 (197(.., S179-819).

6. .Permanent attacluiwnt to the labor force, defined as workjng at least sesen ears

Ina of ten, chaiacterues Amid liallof 18. to 47-) ear.old married Women and shows
no sign or declining.

"
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94 The Nation's Families: 1960-1990

7, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Burem of the Census. Current Population Reports,
"Consumer Income. 1977." setiVN P-60. no. 118 (March 1979). Table 28.

h. Department.' of Labor. U.S. Department of Labor Bulletin, V.S. Working
--Women: A Datobook (1977). Table 37,
9. In 1950, the average social security benefit was equal to about 26 percent of

median family income. In 1977 it was about 30 pement. See Annual Statistical-
Supplement 1976, Social Security Bulletin, and Social Security Administration,
Washington,,D.C. unpublished data (1980).

Senator DENTON...I will ask one more question and then submit
the others in writing for the record. .

Dr. McGraw, what in your opinion is needed to reinstitute this
sense of commitment that you speak of into those parents who
have been neglecting childrearing responsibilities?

And how would you reinstitute in the children some degree of
-commitment to the family in turn?

What is the nature of this commitment? What can be done?
Is there anything you would like to say on that? .

Dr. McGRAw. Senator, this is a very intangible kind of thing.
Where do values come from? How are values eroded?

I know when you came back from Vietnam you were astonished
at the way our traditional values had eroded so quickly. I noticed
that with great interest because many of us who were here while
you were there were'also wondering the same thing,

Senator DENTON, You can only imagine the kind of contrast I
saw.

Dr. McGRAw. That is right.
I would say that what has happened in recent years has been a

rediscovery of the importance of the intangibles of the fabric of our
society. I think during the 1960's and 1970's it was just not consid-
ered important. There were other priorities. The notions of commu-
nity ties, roots, family ties and traditional values were somehow
just lost sight of.

I think there has been a rediscovery of the importance of social
tabric as a support to the individual, which is superior to Govern-
ment programs. It is something that you can't always measure
through opinions polls so that the social scientists can measure it.
But it is there, nevertheless, even if they have to measure it in
these other terms. -

So, I think that is the first thing: that there has been thgt redis-
covery and that change comes primarily through the atmosphere of
culture and the fabric of society. ,

I think people in the media have to bear a tremendous personal
moral responsibility, for the images they project at the expense of
other images; the news stories that they project at the expense of
other news stories. ,

People are rediscovering that there is something really more im-
portant that we must recover, whether it is in our community, or
in family groups. Boy Scouts and other groups are enjoying a resur-
gence. ;
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I am not one that believes that all problems can be solved by the
Government. President Reagan, without advocating that the Feder-
al Government is going to be the engine by which we will restore
traditional values, has nevertheless sent signals which change the
atmosphere. I believe that everyone has ail opportunity to change
the atmosphere and I think that is how it is going to be done.

Senator DENTON. And I guess although many of us are capable of
some sort of special movement from within our own characters, we
are all to same degree a victim of the circumstances in which we
find ourselves.

We certainly found ourselves in more difficult circumstances in
the 1960's and 197(1's and yet perhaps you would concur with me in
this: I find tremendous inspiration in the observance that it is
often the young who from within themselves, perhaps having seen
the scene deteriorate to its present condition, whose conscience has
rebeled against it, and then, you know, almost miraculously
become so dedicated and I bate to use the word "pure" because it
sounds corny, that it inspires me. I see more kids that way percent-
age wise-than I did among my own crowd when I was a kid.

Dr. MCGRAW. The young people in the 1960's and 1970's, exem-
plified an idealism and a desire to help others.

But there was something that was going on at-the same time, it
was important to go into the inner city and to help other people
less fortunate, at the same time the moral fabric was not viewed as
important. It was considered important to have large nunibers of
people whose conduct was guided by a moral code, is a right and
wrong. Indeed such as moral code was viewed as irrelevant or even
wrong, and in need of change.

Love in the family, a strong family life, and a recognition of the
dignity of human life and traditional values, these are the means
by which people learn to care for others. Strong family life makes
it all possible.

Senator DENTON. That is where it all started. .

Dr. MCGRAW. Recognizing the dignity of all human beings.
Traditional values are not negative; they are an absolute necessi-

ty.
Senator DpYrox. Well, that is not a judgment rendered only by

the older generation. It is across the generation gap.
A young man who is the head of the Guardian Angels came

down from New York and testified. He said just what you said. He
said we have the wrong role models. What do you expect? You ask
the kids what the role models are and, who is it, Burt Reynolds is
always No. 1.

In our day we might have had 17 or 20 movie stars You know,
like the Long Ranger. It is different now.

But the youth see the problem and identify it the same way as I
think we older people do.

Thank you very much.
We will submit more questions to you in writing.
Otir next witness is Dr. Jack Meyer, economist, American Enter-

prise Institute.
Dr. Meyer, I am concerned about all factors that may tend to

weaken family relationships, including those instances where the
Government steps in and takes over responsibility that has tradi-
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tionally been the family's. And this has implications not only for
the family, but also for the economy.

'We are looking forward to your testimony, Dr. Meyer.
Please proceed.

t .

STATEMENT OF DR. JACK MEYER, ECONOMIST, AMERICAN

\
ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

,

Dr. MEYER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
_With your permission, in the interests of time, I would like to de-

liver, simply an abbreviated version of my testimony touching some
of the highlights and then submit the full statement for the record.

The effort to meet basic human needs and to improve persistent
social problems in the United States has been on a collision course.
Over 'the past two .decades, rising Federal outlays for social pro-
grams have been .our answer to the social problems besetting us.
These ,rising outlays have emerged from a pattern of initiating new
programs, broadening the coverage of existing programs,, and in-
creasing benefits per recipient. This pattern has been accommoeat-
ed in the past by the willingness of the American people to cut de-
fense outlays as a%hare of GNP and live with higher taxes and the
adverse,effects of large, continuous Federal deficits. But, in recent
years, the tolerande of U.S. citizens for all of these ways of financ-
ing this growth in social spending has been wearing thin.

The collision results from the fact that the need for human serv-
ices will continue, and may even accelerate as the elderly popula-
tion swells in the future, at the same time as the public willingness
dwindles to meet these needs through some combination of cuts in
reatdefense outlays, higher taxes, and deficits.

Recent data from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget il-
lustrate the dramatiC: growth in social spending. Total Federal per
capita reat outlays for social programs doubled as a proportion of

. all Federal ,outlays over the past two decades. ,

.Chart 1 in my testimony shows that the large increase in social
spending occurred at the same time as defense spending' fell as a
proportion of all Federal outlays. Indeed, about half of the build-up
in social program outlays was rendered possible by the drop in de-
fense outlays, from about 10$ percent of our national output in the
mid-1950's to about.5 percent in the late 1970's.

I might dd that the trend is a little deceptive because the de-
fense budg t grows every year ir nominal terms, but I am talking
about real erms.

A furthe disaggregation of these Federal outlay figures reveals
,that the s rge in social spending over the past two decades oc-

curred des ite little if any growth in programs targeted primarily
to lower income \ groups since 1972. Programs accessible to all eco-
nomic grotipswhich include various retirement programs and
medicare ave + ccounted for a large portion of the surge in
spending ov r th past decade. /Now, I t ink it is important to recognize that a number of our
retirement programs, as currently structured, represent ticking
time bombs Failure to make any alterations in the benefit struc-
ture facing future, retirees or in the financing mechanisms will
lead, ultima ely, to \ an explosion of costs.

I
- i

k

;
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In the Federal Civil Service Retirement System real outlays per
capita have roughly tripled over the last 12 years and now account
for about 30 percent of the payroll for Federal civilian workers.
But, according to the President's Commission on Pension Policy if
this retirement system were funded according to provisions of
ERISAthat is to say, if the Federal Government practiced what it
preached to the private sectoroutlays for retirement would soar
to nearly. 80 percent of payroll.

In poverty, income maintenance, and retirement programs, we
need to pay more attention to improving work incentives for able-
bodied, healthy. individuals. High effective marginal. tax rates on
earnings discourage work effoit; in a short-sighted effort to save
current outlays through sharp benefit reduction rates associated
with increased earnings, the government has glued people back
into a state of dependence and, ironically, probably boosted Federal
outlays over the longhaul.

Regrettably, some of the disincentives for work by welfare recipi-
ents were augmented in the recent 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation bill, and the Reagan administration; which supported these
changes, has proposed further steps in its fiscal year 1983 budget
that would exacerbate this problem.

In last year's legislation the Congress effectively repealed the "30
and a third" rule that at least provided some incentive for an
AFDC beneficiary to increase work effort. Under the new law, the
disregard may be applied only for the first 4 months of employ-
ment. After 4 months, every penny of net earnings is subtracted
from welfare benefits, effectively negating any advantage to cur-
rent recipients of continuing to work.

I think in evaluating the program changes we should understand
that some changes -may save the Federal Government a few dollars
today, but could cost the taxpayers more tomorrow. And it could be
costly also to the social fabric facing low income families.

Congress could improve work incentives for current program re-
cipients either by lowering the benefit reduction rate under indi-
vidual programs like AFDC or food stamps or by capping the cumu-
lative tax rate for those r:Teiving benefits from more than one pro-
gram.

The 1981 Reconciliation Actalso allows States to----
Senator DENTON. Excuse Me.
Capping what? Would you say that again, please?
Dr. MEYER. By capping the cumulative tax rate for those receiv-

ing benefits from more than one program.
So that, instead of lowering one of them, it would simply say that

the combined tax rate couldn't be more than say 70 cents on a
dollar.

In fact, one of the ironic things is I find that the same people
who complain about high tax rates facing business people and rela-
tively high income people have not addressed the even higher tax
rates facing our low income people. I think what is fair for one is
fair for the other.

Senator DENTON. How is that? I am not familiar with that: that
-the higher tax rates occur at the lower income levels.
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Dr. MEYER. Well, the problem, Senator, is that as a female head
of a welfare family begins to work, after 4 months she loses an
equivalent amount of benefits---

Senator DENTON. You mean in effect, a tax rate.
Dr. MEYER. In effect, a tax rate. It is not a Federal income tax

rate. You are quite right. I should put a quote around the word(doe.
The 1981 Reconciliation Act also allows states to institute re-

quired workfare programs for AFDC recipients and authorizes
States to offer a work supplementation program. The administra-
tion and .the Congress now seem to place more faith in requiring
many AFDC recipients to work than in motivating them to work.
It seems unfortunate and unfair for the Federal Government tO
reduce the incentive to work through changes in programmatic fea-
tures and then tell the States to find a way to, get recipients work-
ing.

The judgment implict in this legislation is that in female-headed
families where no children are under 3 years old,--that is the cut
offthe woman's day time hours are always spent more produc-
tively at wo3c, than at home. I question this implicit premise. Soci-
ety may save a few dollars in public assistance payments as these
women work at low-wage jobs, only to lay out many more dollars
through the juvenile justice system or other systems as children
without much parental attention get into trouble.

-Senator DENTON. Exactly.
Dr. MEYER. And I think we need to pay more attention to the

impact of these requirements on family life rather than trying to
save a few dollars here and there.

Frankly, I would prefer to offer 'financial inducements to work so
that those who wish to will do so, but permit those household
heads, male or female, who believe that their family needs are
better served if they postpone working to stay at Ihome.

We need to question the basic structure of a program like AFDC
that makes benefits contingent upon both unemployment or under-
employment by a male head and employment by a female head of.
household.

Public assistance recipients are not the only Federal benefici-
aries to face stiff work disincentives. The strong penalty on earn-
ings above $6,000 per year for social security recipients discourages
work among the elderly who can work and wish to work. The
Reagan administration had an effeCtive plan for phasing out this
earnings ceiling in its 1981 social security reform plan, but this
prudent phase-out was a casualty of that overall proposal.

These penalties on work are not only pennywise and pound fool-
ish--

Senator DENTON. Do you mean that Congress has finally dealt
with it or the Reagan administration altered it?

Dr. MEYER. Well, the proposal was, as I recall, Senator, fairly
quickly withdrawn. It ran into something of a fire bomb.

There is a task force set up now that I believe is under the direc-
tion of Alan Greenspan, appointed by the President, to study the
social security program. I am sure that the Congress is participat-
ing in that, too, and, of course, studying it through its other com-
mittees.
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But we still have a stiff disincentive on work. It has been ad-
dressed in the Congress, but it has yet to be significantly altered.

These penalties on work are not only pennywise and pound fool-
ish from the perspective of the Federal Government, but also dis-
piriting to beneficiaries whose sense of self-worth and usefulness

-would often be enhanced by voluntary participation in the worli
force. ,

Beginning about 2 years ago, the share of our resources devoted
to defense spending started to increase. At the saMe time the rate
of increase in social spending by the Federal Government has
slowed, but not by nearly enough to avert huge ongoing Federal
deficits, given planned defense spending and the limit to future tax
increases already enacted. The combination of these trends is likely
to yield huge Federal deficits even as sharp cuts in social programs
are enacted. Indeed some experts have estimated that such deficits
would be in the range of $200 billion per year in the mid-1980's, or
even higher.

Although our comPeting goalsholding down an increasing tax
burden, reducing deficits to improve our chances for reducing infla-
tion and interest rates, and increasing our defense capabilitiesare
not inherently irreconcilable, it may be extremely difficult, in both
economic and political terms, to make significant progress on all
three fronts simultaneously over a short period of time. Therefore,
it is vital to establish priorities among these objectives, while indi-
cating that none of the goals is being abandoned, and to establish
realistic timetables for achieving them.

Now, in closing let me say that by delivering an adequate quanti-
ty and quality of social services at a lower resource cost, we can
lessen the need to respond to the eVaporation of available funds
simply by cutting eligibility or reddcing benefits. None of these
strategies is desirable.

Regrettably, structural reforms in social programs often fall
victim to short-term budgetary concerns. Thus, long-term bu,ig-
etary relief is sacrificed to the reluctance of any current policy
regime to forego short-term savings. Ove46 the past decade welfare
reform proposals were discussed and discarded. The plans entailed
somewhat higher costs initially as a result of lower effective tax
rates and more equal benefits across geogrophic areas, but held out
promise of an eventual slowdown in outlay growth as improved
work incentives encouraged welfare recipients to substitute work
for dependence.

A similar situation exists in health care.
By reforming the system of retrospective cost reimbursement,

openended tax subsidies, and a heavy reliance on Government
planning and regulation characterizing our current policies, we
might achieve an abatement in health cost increases over time
without jeopardizing the quality of or access to care. But, the
growth in outlays will not be reduced immediately, and could accel-
erate under these proposals, while increased revenues may initially
be minimal.

Instead of a promising set of reforms in _health care, however, we
have seen, from both the Reagan administration and its pred-
ecessors so far, a continuation of budget ceilings, rate caps, and

92:P1 1 29
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cost-shifting as the Federal Government strives for short-term sav--
ings.

Finally, to the extent that these opportunities for reform are
missed or postponed continuously, efforts by the Federal Govern-
ment to cap or reduce its own involvement in these programs will
only shift the difficult choices betiveen tax increases, benefit reduc-
tions, and price controls to lower levels of Government. There are
numerous examples in areas such as housing, child-welfare, and
health care where programs could be re-directed away from costly
delivery mechanisms to more effective, efficient strategies that are
also more consistent with consumer choice and the dignity of pro-
gram particiPants.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Meyer follows:]

1 3 0
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The effort to meet basic human needs and to.improve persistent social

problems in the United States has been on a collision course. Over the

past two decades, rising federal outrays for social programs have been

our answer to the social problems besetting us. These rising outlays

have emerged from a pattern of initiating new.programs, broadening the

coverage of existing programs, and increasing benefits per recipient. This

pattern has beta accommodated in the past by the willingness of the

American people to cut defense outlays as a share of GNP and live with

higher taxes and the adverse effects of large, continuous federal deficits.

But, in recent years, the tolerance of U.S. citizens for all of these ways

of financing this growth in social spending has been wearing thin.

The collision results from the fact that the need for human services

will continue, and may even accelerate as the elderly population swells in

the future, at the same time as the public willingness dwindles to meet

th'ese needs through some combination of cuts in real defense outlays,

higher taxes, and deficits. Recent skimishes over proPosed cuts in

such programs as Social Security, Medic;4, Medicaid, AFDC, and Fo Od

Stenos dramatize this collision, but are merely a warm-up exercise for

the major-battles looming ahead, as ongoing social needs conflict with

other national economic and foreign policy objectives.

Through an expansion of social welfare spending, the U.S. has made

implicit promises--and signed a kind of "social contract"--which It will

find increasingly difficult to meet. lie have enaoted and enriched an

array of spending programs that cannot be fully financed in today's

climate that features an upturn in real defense outlays, a limit on the

4.4
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federal tax burden, and a desire and commitment to reduce federal deficits.

In my view, spending on'social welfare programs has gocten out of

control: and I say this as one who is sympathetic with the aims of almost

all of these programs. Indeed, many of these programs haye'properly,

addressed the problems toward which they were aimed, and there is a

considerable amount of "mythology" relating these programs to evils which

they have not caused. The problem is that we can no longer afford the

total cost of these programs, as they art cuirently structured. Moveover,

this sobering reality willnotal_te;_ed by an all-out

attack on "fraud and abuse." 'While I favor reducing fraudulent claims

under sotial programs, I an not as sanguine as some observors about the

magnitude of the net savings that are likely to emerge from a "crackdown."

It is tempting to attribute the growth of overall federal spending

on social programa simply to the initiation of new programs and the phasing in

of beneficiaries under existing programs. If these factors were largely

responsible for outlay growth, we could stop initiating new programs or

entitling new groups and presume that the spending growth would taper

off. But, the growth of spending on social welfare programs in the U.S.

reflecti.not only these factors, but also such factors as demographic

changes which will be accelerating, not tapering off; the fault! design

of some programs which builds in excessive'iosOncreases, and lax claims

review processes. These facUrs, taken toyither, will continue to increase

both the number of eligibles and the benefits per recipient, at least

until fundamental changes in program design and administration,are developed.

Recent data from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget illustrate

the dramatic growth in social spending. Total federal per capita real

outlays for social programs (including all-payments to individuals,

edbcation and training programs,,and social services) doubled as a

proportion of all federal outlays over the past two decades.

3
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Table 1

Federal Government Outlays for Social Programa
as a Proportion of Total FederaTSpenning

Fiscal year Percent

1960 28.5

1967 33.4.

1971 44.1

1981 55.5

Source:' Calculated from data compiled by the Office of
Management and Budget, 1981.

Thus, after adjusting forinflation.and population growth, federal

outlays for social programs rose from 28.5 percent of all, federal outlays

in 1960 to 55.5 percent in 1981. In dollar terms, real per capita Outlays

for social programs rose from $332 in 1967 to $745 in 1981 (1972 dollars).

Chart 1
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Chart 1 shows that the large increase in slcial spending occurred at

the same time as defense spending fell as a proportidn of all federal

outlays. Indeed, about half of the build-up, in social program outlays was

rendered possible by the drop in defense outlmils from.about 10 1/2 percent

of our national output in the mid-1950's to about 5 percent in the late 1970s.

It is important to disaggregate the sum of all non-defense federal
1/

outlays. One useful distinction isolates social programi from all

other non-defense outlays. Chart 2 reveals that over the past two decades

the growth in non-defe:ise outlays has stemmed primarily from the growth

in social programs. The "all other" category was about the same Percent

of total outlays and of GNP in 1980 as in 1960. Moreover, social programs

are unlikely to bear the brunt of the impact of budget cuts in the early

1980s. Even though some individual programs may be cut sharply, others

such as Social Security that are much bigger will remain largely untouched,

so that spending on these programs as a whole may remain about the same

proportion of all federal spending and of GNP in 1984 as in 1980. If

this occurs, and defense spending plans remain intact or or, beefed ul;

further, then the only real battleground against sharply rising deficits

would occur along the fairly limited turf_occupied by non-defense, non:social

program areas such as revenue shari-g, agricultural, and community dev-

elopment. (See Chart 2).

I/
Social programs include all retirement programs (Social Security,

railroad, federal eoployees and military); unemployment compensation.;
medical cart; housing assistance; food and nutrition assistance; Public
assistance; education and training; student assistance; veterans benefits,
and all other Payments to individuals. Other non-defense program areas include
international affairs; general Science, space, and technology; energy;
natural resources and environment; agriculture; commerce and housing

_,creeittl,transportation; community and regional development; administration
of justice; general government; general purpose fiscal assistance; interest,
and off-setting receipts.
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A further disaggregation of these federal outlay figures reveals

that the surge in sociel spending over the past two decades occurred

despite little if any growth in progranm targeted primarily to lower
4/

economic groups since 1972. (See Chart 3). Programs accessible to all

economic groups --which include various rettrement programa and Medicare--

have accounted for the surge in spending over the past decade. Real

outlays per capita for povertY Prograna rdse steadily during the 1960s

and early 1970s as new beneficiaries were phased into these programs, but

under current law projections, will be no higher in 1984 than they
T

were

in 1972 (about $150 per capita). Spending under social programs available

to all is scheduled to rise in the next three years while poverty-oriented

programa drop as a proportion of total federal outlays over this period.

Dan dtsaggregated-one-step-further-to the program area level

illustrate the distinction between trends in poverty programs and trends in

*.all-Income-clase_social_program Chart 4 shows the enormous growth

Programs targeted primarily to lower economic groups include Medicaid,

housing assistance; food and nutrition assistance; public assistance;

elementary, secondary, and vocational education; and training, employment

and social services.

5/
Programs that are accessible to all economic groups include social

security and railroad retirement; federal employee and military retirement;

untoployment compensation; medical care except medicaid; assistance to

students including GI Bill; all other payments to individuals; higher

education and research and education aids; and residual expenditures not

included in payments for individuals.
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Chart 4
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n_real ouLlayl per capita under Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. And

graphs of spending under the other two Social Security fupdsOisability

Insurance and Medicarewould show a similar trend. Between 1960 and 1980 real

outlays per capita under OASI roughly tripled.. By contrast, real assistance

payments per capita under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFOC) reached a peak in 1972 and have tapered off since then. (See Chart 5).

In FY 1981 AFOC outlays were s8.5 billion, and under President Reagan's

opposed FY 1983 budget, outlays for AFOC are scheduled under current

law to decline to $7.2 billion in FY 1983 and stay at that level through

FY 1985. Outlays for AFDC would fall further to 55.9 billion in FY 1983

under Reagan's proposed legislation for AFOC. In any case, despite all the

rhetoric about welfare costs, outlays for AFDC will comprise no more

than 1 percent of the Federal budget in the early 1980's.
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One sector where the distinction between poverty social programs and

other social programs breaks down, hovvver, is health care. Outlays

under both Medicare and Medicaid have been doublinq_ in nominal terms

about every four years. Even after adjusting for inflation and Population

growth, federal outlays quadrupled under Mtdicare and increased more than

four-fold under Medicaid between 1967 and 1981 (see Table 2).

The Food Stamp Program was expanded in 1971, but as table 2 shows, real

outlays per capita for this program have tripled since this date. Furthermore,

this growth far exceeds the growth in the number of beneficiaries. In Medicaid,

for instance, the number of redpients grew sharply in the early years

((rom 11.5 million in 1968 to 19.6 million in 1973). &it, between 1973

and 1978, the increase was quite small (19.6'million to 22.2 million).

Yet real outlays per capita continued to soar over this period, rising from

14 0



Table 2

The Grpwth of Federal Outliys
for Selectled Social Program. 1967-81
(real par c pita outlays. 1Sic dollars

and es a perc t of total federal outlays)

Food Steeps 0 14dicare Medicaid

..,

real per Percent of real per Percent of real per Percent of

7111Yi_ar. Dotacpto Total Outla s capita dollars TotaloOutlays atitacp_hars Totol Outla a

1967 $0.70 0.1% I $21.50 2.2%

1971 7.80 0.7

1981 22.20 1.6 I 84.40 6.3

Source: Office of Manageiant and lits"Ist Data

$7.40 0.7%

33.00 2.5

tv
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$21.00 in 1973 to $31.50 in 1978. Thus, while the nuMber of Medicaid

beneficiaries rose by 13 percent from 1973 to 1978, real per capita

outlays rose 50 percent. This growth reflects the fact that in recent

years over half the increase in Medicaid outlays represents utilization

§/
increases by a fairly fixed population.

It is important to recognize that a number of our retirement

programs, as currently structured, represent ticking time bombs. Failure

to make any alterations in the benefit structure facing future retirees

or in the financing mechanisms will lead, ultimately, to an explosion of

costs. For example, proposals to bail out the OASI fund by borrowing

from the Medicare fund represent a classic case of "robbing Peter to nay

Paui." As long as we treat the current age of retirement with full

benefits, the current indexing formula, or the current low limits on

earnings associated with Social Security as untouchablcorsacrosanct,_we_

will be faced with a grim choice between bankrupt funds (reneging

on our social contract with future retirees) or steeply rising payroll

taxes. Indeed, by the year 2020, payroll taxes on employers and employees

combined would reach a staggering level of about 21 1/2 percent under the
7/

present benefit structure.-- ..oreover, meaningful reforms (instead of

more Band-Aids) need not rob curient retirees of any of their benefits.

Instead, they would arrest the process whereby each succeeding cohort of

See Frank A. Sloan, "The Rising Cost of Medicaid," forthcoming paper.
7/

This figure is for OASOHI. It is based on projections of the 1981
Trustees of the Social Security Administration that assume for the long
run an inflation rate of 4.0 percent, an unemployment rate of 5.0
percent, and real GNP growth of 2.7 percent. Less optimistic assumptions,
of course, would mean that it would take an even steeper increase in
payroll taxes to maintain the current benefit structure.

4;41.
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retirees receives a higher living standard than the oreceeding groups. These

changes could be phased in gradually over time without adversely afecting

current.recipients.

In the Federal Civil Service Retirement System real outles per

capita have roughly tripled over the.last twelve years and now account

for an estimated 30.8 percent of payroll foriederal civilian workers.

But, according to the President's,Commlision on Pension Policy (1980),

if this retirement system were funded according to the criteria established

under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)--that is to

say, if the federal government practice,: what it preached--outlays

8/
for retirement would soar to an estimated 7S 8 percent of payroll.-
To Out such a figure in perspective, consider that it is roughly double

the peoportion of payroll accounted for by 10 erployee benefits, taken
9/

together, in the private sector. The combination of fully-indexed

cost-of-living'adjustvents, early retirement with full benefits, the

-generous-erre-Went-of ioeft 1 -5ecurtty-intome-for-cluirl-bentfirfartrsT and

other factors has contributed to the disparity between retirement benefits

in the federal and private sectors. That this Situation represents a

ticking tine bomb is dramatized by the President's Commission's estivate

of the unfunded liability for accrued benefits under the Civil Service

RetreiMent Fund--$304.8-6illion. A more recent estimate by Congressman

John Erienborn places this figure at $469.5 billion. When all nine

federal pension funds are aggregated, Erlenborn calculates an unfunded

President's Commission on Pension Policy, Federal Pension Programs,"
January 1981, pp. 11-iii, p. 8.

2/
This proportion was estimated to be 37.1 Percent for 1980. See U.S.
Chamber of CommerCe, Employee Benefits 1980.
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liability of $905.8 billion. The Reagan administration deserves soae

credit for its attempt to address one aspect of this problem in its

FY 1983 budget proposals. To correct the inequity that finds cUrrent

retirees with lower annuities than those with the same work :fistory who

retired earlier, the Reagan budget adjusts future civil servict retirement

annuities by the lesser of the increase in the CPI or the increase in

General Schedule pay for Federal employees, and holds down future adjustments

for these annuitants until they fall in line with the benefits of new
11/

retirees wtih comparable service.

Regrettably, however, the latest Reagan proposal for Federal pay

dropped the administration's 1981 request that Federal Pay determinations

be broadened to include total compensation comparability rather than

annual pay_adjustments based on salary alone. Other reforms with s-UpPoort

from,GA0 and a series of Presidektial commissions, such as the broadening

of the scope of the Professional, Administrative, Technical and Clerical

workers survey, are also missing from the administration's latest proposal.

The need to improve ;;P:.t ircalltivos

In poverty, income maintenance, and retirement programa, we need to

pay more attention to improving work incentives for able-bodied, healthy

individuals. High effective marginal tax rates on earnings discourage

work effort; in a short-sighted effort to save current outlays through

10/
--Congressman John Erlenborn, News Release, January 19, 1982.

11/

See Budget of the United States Government, FY 1983, Pp 5-147-148.
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sharp benefit reduction rates associated with Increased earnings, the

government has glued people faster to a state of dependency and, ironically,

probably boosted federal outlays over the long haul.

Regrettably, some of the disincentives for work by welfare recipients

wtre augmented in the recent 19810mnibus Budget Reconciliation bill,

and the Reagan administration, which supported these changes, has proposed

further steps in Its FY 1983 budget that would exacerbate this problem.

In the 1981 legislation, Congress effectively repealed the "30 and a

third' rule that at least provided soma incentive for an AFDC beneficiary

to increase work effort. Under the new law, the'"$30 1/3" disregard

may be applied only for the first four months of employment. After four

months, every penny of net earnings is subtracted from welfare henefits,

effectively-negating-any -advantage-to-current -reolpients-of-continoing

to work. Mbreover, the expense disregard used to calculate net earnings

was standamilzed and caged so that over time Its value will shrink,

further dampening the incentive to work. The work expense disregard

Was set at 57h per Month, and the child care deduction limited to $160

per month per child for full-time work throughout the month. Also, the

law imposed an eligibility limit restricting benefit payments to families whose

gross famdly income does not exceed 150 percent of the states' need

standards. The Act also tightens the family resource limits by lowering

the cap on assets (other than a home and one car) from $2,000 to $LOW:l-

and allowing states to consider as income the value of Food Stamps and

rent or housing subsidies to the extent that these amounts duPlicate food

1 15
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or housing components in the state's standard of need. The Reconciliation

Act also institutes retrospective budgeting and monthly reporting. and

requires states to correct payment errors promptly.

In evaluating the impact of the benefit reduction rate on labor

supply, it is important to include not only the effect on the work effort

of current recipients, but also the effect on families with slightly

higher incomes who are newly qualified by*the higher break-even lines-

associated with lower effective tax rates as well as the effects on the

work, effort of taxpayers who are supporting both groups. Studies of

labor supply effects of the AFDC program indicate clearly that the effect
. 12/

on current recipients of higher effective tax rates is negative.

Increasing the "tax rate" by 10 percentage points, for ekample, is predicted

in two-studies to-lower_eaPloyment_pates_by_an_estimatecLl.izt
13/

percentage points. Studies which include the other groups are more

inconclusive, as the effects on labor supply of newly-qualified AFDC

recipients seem to offset the effects on existing recipients to a

11/
significant degree.

12/See, for examp)e, Irwin Garfinkel and Larry Orr, "Welfare Policy and
Employment Rate of AFDC Mothers," National Tax Journal, June 1974
27(2), pp. 275-84; Robert Williams. "Pubiic Assistance and Work Effort."
Princeton, N.J.: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University.
1975; and Daniel H. Saks, "Public Assistance for Mothers in an Urban
Labor Market," Princeton, N.J.: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton

University. 1975.

121
Garfinkel and Orr, op. cit., and Williams. op. cit.

14/

For a thorough review of the literature on tnis sublect. see Sheldon
Danziger, Robert Hayman, and Rohr! Plotnick, "How Income Transfer
Programs Affect Work, Savings, and the Income Distribution,"
Journal of Economic Literature. vol. XIX (September 1981).
pp. 9/5-182a.
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A recent survey of the literature on work disincentive features of

social programs by D4nziger, Hayman, and Plotnick indicates that relatin

to a counterfactual of zero public transfers, the combination of all

social insurance and public assistance programs reduces work hours by

transfer recipients by 44 percent of the total work hours of all workers.

The authors suggest that this is likely to be. an upper boundary because

private transfers would have their own work disincentives. The extent

to which this reduction in work by current recipients would be offset by

the effects on the work effort.of others is,uncertain.

In evaluating program changes, we should understand that some changes

may save the federal government a few dollars today, but could cost the

taxpayers more tomorrow. Proponents of these changes argue that with

the_prior incentives in place, the number of welfare recipients who

'worked themselves off welfare" was not very impressive; but this is not

the proper criterion. Many people who were still "on welfare" were less

\
dependent on welfare as earnings from work provided a relatizely larger

\\

oroportico of their total incomes and public assistance beneflts provided

a relatively smaller share of their total incomes. As taxpayers, we

hould not prefer a higher total welfare bill with a marginilly smaller

ca eloid to a lower total price tag with a marginally higher caseload.

It i snot the nuaber of people "on welfare" that we should focus on as much

\
as how tany of them 4re on the path toward reduced dependency on the

taxpayers
\ (if they are able to work) and a relatively greatereven if

15/
See Danziger, Raveman, and Plotnick, op. cit., p. 996.
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16/

not yet totalreliance on the r own individual work effort.

A similar trend is evident in changes in the Food Stamp program
4

where the earnings disregard was lowered marginally from 20 Percent to 18

percent in 1981 and a current pro osal by the Reagan administration would

\

eliminate the disregard altogether and increase the benefit reduction

rate from 30 to 35 percent.

Congress could improve work in entives for current Program recipients

either by lowering ihe benefit reduction rate under individual programs

like AFDC or Food Stamps or by cappilIng the cumulative tax rate for those

receiving benefitsWrom more than or4 program.

In addition,tby leaving the caplon the Earned Income Tax Credit

frozen at $500 per year (where it has been for three years), Congress

has allowed any beneficial effect on work incentives associated with this

program to erode in real terms.

The_198LReconcillet1on...Actalse_A1IOws_States..10institAeregu1red

"workfare" programs for AFDC recipients and authorizes states to offer a

work supplementstion program. The administration and the Congress now

seem to place more faith in requiring many AFOC recipients to work than in

motivating them to work. It seems unfortunate and unfair for the federal

government to reduce the incentive to work through changes in programmatic

features and then tell the states to find a way to get reciPients working.

16/
For a comprehensive analysis of the issue of work incentives in social
programa, see Vee SurP.. 'Work Disincentives in Income-Tested Programs,"
Congressional Research Service Report No. 80-158 EPW, October 24, 1980.
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The concept of workfare treats welfare benefits as a kind of "sti9ma"

or punishment that must be "worked off." In this sense, it is worth

recalling that despite the popular mythology 'depicting lazy men ref sing

to work, only about,10 percent of all AFDC families have a father in he

home. While 26'states offer the AFDC-UP program for families where a

father is unemployed, only 5 percent of all AFDC families in December

1980 were covered under this program.

The judgment implicit in the 1981 act is that.in female-headed

families where no children are under three years old, the woman's day-

time hours are always spent more productively at.work than at home. 1

question this implicit premise. Society may save a few dollars in public

assistance paymentr as these women work at low-wage jobs, only to lay out

many more dollars through the juvenile justice system as children without

much parental attention get into trouble. I would prefer to offer

financial inducements to work so that those who wish to work will do so,

but permit those household heads who believe that their family needs

are better served if they postpone working to stay at home. We need to

question the basic structure of a program like AFDC that makes benefits

contingent upon both unemployment or under-employment by a male head and

employment by a female head.

Finally, other features of public assistance programs damale work

incentives by treating applicants for public assistance who are working

less generously than current recipients (AP.41 denies the work incentive

bonus to applicants) and by ending eligibility abruptly when a threshold

is reached (e.g.. Medicaid and AFDC-UP). The latter feature discourages

full-time work by the father of a welfare family and can cause the loss of

1 9
92-634 0-82.--11
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hundreds of dollars of medical benefits when one dollir is earned at the

,ihreshold line. The former work disincentive could be ended by extending

AFDC eligibility to the break-even level of earnings for everyone, while

the full-time work disincentive under AFDC-UP could be reduced by a

straight earnings test for two-parent families combined with dropping the
17/

requirement that a father be unemployed in order to receive benefits.-- -

We need to alter features of our welfare system that tither encourage families

to break up in order to receive assistance or encourage unemployment for

program eligibility.

Public assistance recipients are not the only federal beneficiaries

to face stiff work disincentives. The strong penalty on earnings above

$6000 per year for Social Security recipients discourages work among the

elderly who can work and wish to work. The Reagan administration had an

effective plan for phasing out this_garnings ceiling in its 1981 Social

Security reform plan, but th,is prudentophase-out was a casualty of the

fate of the overall Reagan Aocial Security proposal.

Skilled workers in manufacturing industries also faced a strong work

disincentive prior to 1981 from the cumulative structure of Unemployment

Compensition, Trade Adjustment Assistance, and.pe'ivate Supplemental

Unemployment Benefits. The changes Proposed by President Reagan and

adopted by the Congress helped reduce this work disincentive and end the

situation in which many workers on layoff actually received more after-tax

income than if they had been working.

1 These penalties on work are not only penny-wise and pound foolish

from the perspective of the federal government, but also dispiriting to

beneficiaries whose sense of self-worth and usefulness would often be

enhanced by voluntary participation in the work force.

12/
See Yee Burke, oo. cit., pp. 83-84.
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Facing difficult choices

Beginning about two years ago, the share of our resources

devoted to defense spending started to increase, and today is about 6

percent. At the same time the rate of increase in social spending by

the Federal government has slowed, but not by' nearly enough to avert

huge ongoing federal deficits, given planned defense spending and

the limit to future tax increases enacted in the form of tax cuts for

1981-83 as well as the indexation Of marginal taX rates beginning in 1985.

The combination of these trends is likely to yield large federal

deficits even as sharp cuts in social programs are enacted. Some experts

have estimated that such deficits would be in the range of $200 billion

per jear,in the mid-1980's, or even higher to the extent that additional

defense spending increases beyond those currently projected are undertaken.

Some observers have discounted the importance of these projected

deficits on the grounds that either there is enough slack in our economy

to render deficits relatively harmless or that the deficits continue to

be a relatively small percentage of our GNP, smaller than for many other

countries. But; while deficits may be less problematical in a slack

than a bouyant economy, the dangers of deficits cannot be easily dismissed.

First, because of the rise in the so-called full-employment unemploymtnt

'ate, our definition of "slack" has changed over time, so that there is a

tendency to believe, mistakenly, that we have enough slack in the economy

to render sizeable deficits relatively harmless. Nigher rates of

unemployment today than in earlier periods of our history are a reflection

not only of slack demand, but also of demographic changes in the labor

1 51
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force and of extended Voluntary search for work. The latter development

has probably been fostered by the adverse work incentives incorporated in

some of our social programs.

Second, the share of GNP accounted for by deficits must be measured

against the available pool of savings. If we.had a savings rate as high

as the Federal Republic of Germany Or Japan, there would.be less reason for

concern about deficits of ihe magnitude that are Projected through the mid-1980'S

But, in cur low-savings economy, such deficits would use up a very large

proportion of the total pool of savings, and would surely limit housing

and capital formation. The contention that the savings rate will rise

enough to make room for such deficits, thereby averting higher interest

rates, is more of a hope than a reality, and reflects an unduly sanguine

view of household behavior. Instead, we are likely to see a squeeze on

private investment which, in turn, will both corlicate the

task of our monetary authorities and contribute ultimately to lower

productivity and supply shortfalls as private investment projects are

postponed. What I am suggesting is that federal deficits add to inflationary

-priirfures if they are monetized because they constitute dissaving and

are unlikely to be offset by sharply higher rates of personal and business

saving. But, if deficits do not lead to a more expansive money supply,

they will drive up interest rates, with an adverse impact on housing,

automobile purchases, thrift institutions, etc.

The process of holding back on an upturn in the tax burden is

likely to conflict with our desire to reduce federal deficits in the
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ensuing years, unless deep cuts in federal nondefense outlays are accomplished.

I am not advocating such cuts; rather, I am observing that they would be,

necessary to reconcile the tension among the objectives inherent in

current government policy. Moreover, the more we want to expand the

share of our output devoted to national defense, the more Draconian the
1.

fc

cuts in nondefen e outlays would have to be to reconcile.the tax, defense,

and deficit obj tives.
I

Although these competing goals--holding down an increasing tax

burden, reducing deficits to improve our chances for reducing inflation

and interest rates, and increasing our defense capabilities--are not

inherently/II-reconcilable, it may be extremely difficult (in both
,-

economic and political terms) to make significant progress on all three

fronts simultaneously over a short period of time. It is vital 1) to
,

establish priorities among these objectives, while indicating that none

of tho goals is being abandoned; and 2) to establish realistic timetables

for these objectives to reduce the tensions between them.

A New Strategy: Program Overhauls and Private Sector Initiatives

The conflict between ongoing social needs and the diminished

capacity of tho Federal government to address these needs necessitates

1) the development of fundamental reforms in the benefit structure and

the delivery and financing mechanisms of social programs; and 2) a greater

reliance on private sector initiatives to alleviate social problems.

1 5 3
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Program Redesign

By delivering an adequate quantity and quality of social services

at a lower resource cost, we can lessen the need to respond to the

evrporation of available funds by 1) cutting eligibility; 2) reducing

benefits per eligible reCipient; and 3) putting price controls or rate

ceilings on service providers that lead to a reduction in the availability

and/or quality of the services. None of thPse strategies is desireable.

Regrettably, structural reforms in social programs often fail victim

to short-Yerm budgetary cdncerns. Thus, long-term budgetary relief is

sacrificed to the reluctance of any current policJ regime to forego short-

term savings or to incur a temporary upturn in outlsys. Over the oast

decade, welfare reform proposals were discussed and discarded. The plans

entailed higher costs initially as a result of lower benefit.reduction

rates (welfare "tax rates") and more equal benefits across geographic

areas, but held out promise of an eventual slowdown in outlays as improved work

incentives encouraged welfare recipients to substitute work for dependency.

A similar problem faces current market-oriented ',form proposals in

heajth care. Currently, cost sharing in Medicare and Medicaid occurs at

the "back-end" when people have incurred huge medical bills and is quite

limited for routine services at the "front-end." Federal aid to the poor

is inequitable, systematically excluding millions of people on the basis

of family status. Open-ended tax subsidies encourage first-dollar

insurance coverage for a broad variety of health services which in turn

has led to increased demand for services. We have "stacked the deck"

against a variety of innovative delivery systemm that promise to compete
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with the dominant delivery system. And we have entangled the health care

system in a labyrinth of largely ineffective government regulations.

Health care reform propaals feature: 1) a more rational system of

conser cost-sharing that encourages people to economize o the use of

routine health services while at the same time offering bettr. protection

for expenses associated with serious illnesses; 2) federal aid that

increases with increasing need, and vice versa; 3) fixed dollar instead

of open-ended federal subsidies to aid those who are unable to purchase

adequate health insurance; and 4) fair competition among alternative

health care plans for the consumers' dollar. In the long run, incorporating

these changes into government policy will require a major overhaul of

federal programs.
4

By reforming the system of retrospective cost reimbursement,

open-ended tax subsidies, and a heavy reliance on planning and regulation

characterizing current government health care policies, we might achieve

an abatement in health cost increases over time without jeopardizing the

quality of or access to care. But, the growth in outlays will not be

reduced immediately (and could accelerate) while increased revenues may

initially be minimal.

Instead of a promising set of reforms, we have seen, from hoth the

Reagan administration and its predecessors, a continuation of budget

ceilings, rate caps, and cost-shifting as the federal government strives

for short-term savings.

In Medicare and Medicaid, the Reagan administration thus far has

offered an agglomeration of marginal budget cuts that simply shift the
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cost of caring for the elderly and the indigent to patients, providers,

and employers. This strategy allows the actual cost of these programs

to continue to skyrocket, while chipping :pay the edges of those costs

and changing their form. In the end, this strategy simply spells a

combination of cutbacks in services to the groups in need or a shift in

the cost from taxes to higher out-of-pocket health outlays and higher

health insurance premiums.

To_the extent that these opportunities for reform are missed or

Amstponed continuously, efforts by.the Federal government to "cap" or

reduce its own involvement in these programs will only shift the difficult

choices between tax increases, benefit reductions, and price controls to

lower levels of government. There are numerous examples in areas such

as housing, chtld-welfare, and health care where programa could be re-directed

away from costly delivery mechanisms to more effective, efficient strategies

that are also more consistent with consumer choice and the dignity of program

participants.

Private sector initiatives

We are now facing a dilemm4 in social policy: the Anerican people

still want to pursue the basic social goals embodied in Past government

programs; but they are reluctant to continue paying the freight. Moreover,

as people ratify, if not compel government's pursuit of other goals (e.g..

returning the tax increases attributable to past "bracket creep" and

enhancing our defense posture) a squeeze is placed on the government

resources available for social programa, exposing this latent contradiction

15C
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in public attitudes.

In part, this dilemma may be resol.ved as elected officials perceive

the public's desire to maintain the basic governmental role in meeting human

needs and ease up on budget cutting. This development, which is

already unfolding, will force a choice between higher taxei' and large

deficits translating into either higher interest rates or inflation. As

argmed earlier, basic reform and redesign of our government programs is

a promising way to ease the tension among the public's desires. But,

suali reforms cannot be devised and implemented over night. Thus, we

need to pay more attention now to the potential of private sector initiatives

for improving our social problems.

I do not suggest a greater reliance on the private sector in the

provision of basic human needs such as health care, nutrition, or public

assistance. These needs must be met primarily through government

assistance, and as I have indicated, we can effectuate long-term savings

in government programs in these areas by fundamentally redesigning the

delivery and financing mechanisms and improving the work incentive features

of these programs. Moreover, I believe that meeting these basic human

needs is the responsibility of the federal government. These problems

are national in scope, and will not be addressed by devolving them to

lower levels of gov.rmnent. Such a step would only transfer the difficult

choices between benefit cutbacks, tax increases, and program reforms to

the States, and would foster an uneven access to basic social services

diC053$ yeuvdpoic 4114 ";r!=ti:ztice Of :uch v!ta! ,Iumv1
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services is unrealistic, it would be possible to build more market-oriented

incentives into our federal human service programs.

In other non-defense program areas such as comaunity development,

housing rehabilitation, education, agriculture, and transportation, l do

see a growing role for the private sector. We have relied tOo heavily on

rigid, uniform federal programs in these areas that are more amenahle to

localized solutions tailored to local circumstances.

Concluding Remarks

It is worth reemphasizing that I view the increasing inability to

fulfill our social contract with program beneficiaries as a major social

problem in the U.S. The enormous cost of fully meeting the expanded

obligations of the government to recipient groups is putting a strain on

those who are paying the bill. And, the huge increase in social spending

is not attributable to welfare programs, but rather primarily to Program

benefits available to all economic groups. Indeed, many of the benefits

under such social programs are indexed for inflation while most workers do not
18/

have cost-of-living escalator clauses.-- Moreover, many of the benefits

are tax-exempt while earnings from work are subject to income and payroll

taxes:

The typical worker in the private sector of the U.S. economy has

18/
--About 6 of 10 workers in major union contracts (1000 or more workers)

are covered by escalators, but outside of this sector--which is only

thcc" c.e-tcnth cf thc U.S. wcrt fcrce- ccc:Ictcrs crc Jac:cc!. 4crcc;cr,

escalator clauses in the collective bargaining contracts typically do not
match the full incraase in the Consumer Pric, Index. The average "yield"

or recovery was 58 percent of the Consumer Price Index in 1980. (Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics).
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experienced a decline in real income in recent years as higher taxes and

accelerating inflation eroded the purchasing power of employee compensation.

Many program beneficiaries are insulated from this decline in real income

by the indexation and tax-exempt status of their benefits. And, some of

these beneficiaries are not impoverished by any means. The "social

contract" referred to earlier covers not only the poor, but also groups

such as auto and steel workers receiving Trade Adjustment Assistance

while waiting to return to their prior jobs. This program--originally

designed to relocate workers from dying industries to more vibrant ones--

became largely an income maintenance program for middle class manufacturing

worker. The cost of TAA soared from $34 million in FY 1976 to about

$3 billion in FY 1981. This is not to argue that social programs serving

non-poor individuals la0c justification entirely, hut rather to observe

--
that the process of raising the protective umbrella to cover more groups

has led to a situation where some who are less needy are being protected--

gften in a tax-free, inflation-proof fashion--by others who are more

needy and more vulnerable to both higher inflation and higher taxes.

This disparity between the experience of those who are ass ste and

those who are assisting has both diminished the willingness of wor e s to

continue financing these programs and damaged the incentive to trade a

status of dependency ior work among benefit recipients who are able to

work. indeed, the adverse work incentives associated with some of the

overlapping benefit programs have probably increased unemployment. If

ways are not round to ease the strain on tne working pupul.t;upi .0.4t

support both the non-aged in a dependent status and the steadily-swelling

A. 59
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number of aged people, the result could be growing class and inter-

generational conflicts in U.S. society.

/n part, these conflicts could be eased by a relaxation or postponement

of the comni tments to increase our defense capability or to reduce

inflation. A retreat from these objectives, of course, would bring

other problems and confl icts to the foreground., I wi 1 1 let the reader

decide how much emphasis Or priority to give these different objectives.

My pain point is that they cannot all e achiexed simultaneously in a

brief period of time, and the resultant tradeoffs rust be soberly addressed.

These tradeoffs Can be reduced, however, to the extent that we are

willing to 1) remove the non-needy from income maintegance programs; 2)

improve the work incirive features of social programs, 3) tighten up

claims review, returning programs to theinr original intent; 4) redesign

program with uncontrollable cost increases, and 5) rely to a greater

extent on the resources of the private sector to meet osr social needs.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Meyer.
I think that the President is heading more in your direction than

you might believe. But he had to put some kind of a bandage
around his finger here in terms of caps, which might not be favora-
ble to programs.

Could you elaborate on the role of the private sector in meeting
the social needs of the American people?

Dr. MEYER. Yes.
I think that there is a tendency in the country today, which is

often fed by media accounts of this, to think of a dollar cut from
the Federal budget, particularly in social programs, as a dollar of
unmet needs. It is almost like you put an ax to the dollar.

But, in fact, there exists a wide variety of groups in our society,
uther than the Gu%ertnnent, that nrP helping to meet tbnse needs
We see business, labor unions, church, and neighborhood organiza-
tions often coming up with low budget, but effective solutions to
our social problem& youth crime, drug addiction, and so on.

We are studying many of those areas at the American Enterprise
Institute. We have looked at programs by firms like Honeywell,
IBM, and also many labor unions and volunteer organizations

One of the things that I findand I think this might be of inter-
est to youis that these efforts in the private sector often spring
from individual efforts related to family considerations.

For instance, a woman in West Philadelphia that we have talked
with became interested in the problem of youth crime when she
found out her son was a member of a youth gang that was involved
in homicides. She took some direct action that started at the family
level by bringing some of his friends in this gang into her home
She ultimately expanded by purchasing the town-house or row
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house next door aad developed a kind of extended family context
and tried to re-channel some of the energy that these people had.
And the results were dramatic.

She now has an ongoing program throughout west Philadelphia.
But it started with her concern over her son.

Similaily, a major labor union initiative sprang from the inter-
ests of one individual, a steelworker, who saw his, uncle very de-
pressed and deteriorating, having just left 30 some years of active

. This gradually developed into a small community project and
is no nationwide program run by the steel workers union.

I don't ean to suggest, sir, that these efforts will immediately
fill the p. There has been too much of that rhetoric. There will
be pain of adjustment as the Federal Government scales back its
effort. ut I think we should pay more attention to and highlight
the kinds of solutions which are developed closer to the people in
need, run by people whom they turn to and trust in times of need,
to get an idea of how we might, begin to adjust to this scaling back
of Federal Government programs.

Senator DENTON. Well, I certainly agree with you, sir. I believe
that we in this field of endeavor up here, especially the staff people
involved, need not fear that they will be called upon to phase
themselves out of a job by this federalistic approach because (a) we
are handling way more than we can give the proper time and pains
to handle properly, and (I)) it is wasting money. And they can be
put to work, if they will but find the will to shift the emphasis
from the ineffective Federal approach, which has grown like
topsey.

I can use this example a thousand times, of Socrates when he
went through his many potential governments or democracies.
Sooner of later the people will proceed and get their hands in the
till and the elected officials will start favoring greed over the indi-
vidual's best interest. And I believe that in our conscientious effort
to avoid that we were successful in perhaps the last 15 or 25 years,
during which time frame we got into it in a big way.

Dr. MEYER. I would like to add one thing to that.
In addition to studying more and highlighting more of the role of

the private sector, we should also look at the various barriers that
the Government, particularly the Federal Government, but also
State an-I Local gover^ents, have p!aced in front of these seIf help
groups.

Senator DENTON. I agree with your premise. I think there is one
major weakness in what theadministration has done.

We intend, as you know, to work with you all on this and we will
try. The problem vr ith welfare reform is the incremental approach
you can take. But we will try. I have Paul Laxalt and others 'en-
couragement to go ahead And do it.

Dr. MEYER. I am sure that the President didn't intend to discour-
age work effort, knowing his philosophy. I think that the work dis-
incentives may be an accidental side effect of steps he was taking
fur other reasons, whit..h he felt were justified for other reasons.
And I understand that.

But I was going to say that I think the Government at all levels
has plaLed barriers in front uf these people. Credentialing require-
ments. Sumeune referred earlier tu tax incentives for a grandmoth-

I G.1
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er or an aunt to watch a child instead of all this institutional day
care.

Well, it turns out there are many requirements in certain areas.
You have to have a masters degree in social work or you have to
meet this and that zoning code, which if you are a residential unit

.you Can't do.
But across the Federal Government there is a whole panoply of

these kinds of regulations that need to be studied, as well as incen-
tives that the Government could use.

Senator DENTON. I think you have answered the remainder of
our questions, at least 80 percent.

So, I want to thank you, Dr. Meyer. I look forward to a continu-
ing relationship with your Institute.

I would like to thank the few members of this audience that
have remained. It is not a very exciting subject perhaps, but I
think a lot of the action required to solve the Nation's source of the
illness is in the area we have been addressing this morning.

Thank you again, Dr. Meyer.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 12:50 p.m.]
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